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Planning a birthday bash
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,

Bicentennial Committee
plans county celebration

MURRAY, KY

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writ•r

WORLD
CONCORD, N.H. — As a
state judge nine years ago, ,
Supreme Court nominee David
Souter urged New Hampshire's
legislature not to adopt a law
that would have empowered
judges to approve abortions for
minors if their parents refuse
permission.

STATE
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Three
lawsuits, each seeking more
than $57 million from five
defendants, were filed by the
widows of three men slain during Joseph Wesbecker's bloody
rampage through Standard Gravure Corp. last year. The suits
were filed Wednesday by Luisyule attorney B. Hume Morris II
of behalf of Linda Ganote, Joyce Fentress and Sarah Wible.

SPORTS
TORONTO — Top-seeded
Andre Agassi beat Michael
Stich 6-3, 6-7 (5-7), 6-3 and
third-seeded John McEnroe
defeated Grant Connell 7-6
(7-4), 6-1 in the second round of
the Player's International.
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FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
65 to. 70. Light east wind.
Friday: Partly. sunny. High
around 90.
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Subscribers who hase not
receised their home-delisered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturdaylo-

Members of the Bicentennial Committee met Wednesday at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce to discuss ideas for proposals of county celebrations for the event. The county could get up to
$10,000 from the $1 million fund the state has designated for such projects. Grants are made on a competitive basis; counties must match $2 for every $1 received from the state.

MPD to receive funds from forfeiture
Staff

Report
Murrsy Lodger & Time*

Because of its involvement in a
local drug investigation, the Murray Police Department will
receive a check for $5,186.58 as
its share of the money from a
property forfeiture last year, it
was announced Wednesday.
The money sterns from the
N1PD's involvement in a joint
drug investigation with the Kentucky State Police which lead to
the arrest and conviction of James
Lewis Duncan and Rebecca Lou
Duncan, both of Ri 1, Alma, in
January of 1989.
Officers from the MPD and the
KSP exeeeted a state search warrant on the Duncan residence
located on the Charlie Miller
Road following the discovery of
marijuana growing near the
house.
The search resulted in the location and seizure of 54 growing
marijuana plants, a pound of
loose marijuana, marijuana seeds
and numerous drug paraphernalia,
police said.
Joseph M. Whittle, United
States Auorney for the Western
District of Kentucky, said
because the Duncan property was
used to cultivate marijuana, it was

Anonymous caller
reports possible
Marlena sighting
near Las Vegas

seized for forfeiture by the United
States Marshals Service on Jan. 5,
1989.
On Jan. 13, 1989, James Lewis
Duncan pled guilty to the charge
of planting, cultivating and/or
harvesting over 25 marijuana
plants and was sentenced to five
years in prison. Rebecca Duncan
also pleaded guilty and received a
I2-year sentence, according to
reports.
Ralph Boling, United States
Marshal for the Western District
of Kentucky, presented the MPD
and the KSP each with a check in
the amount of $5,186.58. These
cheeks represent funds being distributed as a result of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
1984 and will be used for law
enforcement purposes.
"This is the first time I can
remember that the department has
received money from a property
forfeiture," according to Murray
Police Chief Larry Elkins.
Elkins said the money will be
used - to buy drug enforcement
equipment for the department.
The MPD, which has countywide jurisdiction, got involved in
the Duncan drug investigation
through a tip about the drugs
from a local informant, Elkins
said.

The Bicentennial Committee met
Wednesday at the Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce to discuss possible
proposals for county celebrations in
honor of Kentucky's 200th birthday in 1992.
The state has appropriated a $I
million fund for such events, and
each county may ge: up to $10,000
for historical projects. A committee
appointed by the county judge must
apply for the grant when the Kentucky Bicentennial Commission
sends the applications, and must
suggest in detail one to three proposals for projects in their respective
county.
"We want something permanent;
something we can look at 20 or 50
years from now," said Steve Zea,

executive vice president for the
Chamber of Commerce.
Zea also suggested the committee consider a mixture of projects.
"Since we have to match every
dollar the state gives us with two
dollars, that means we could have
up to a maximum of $30,000. I
can't see spending that much on
one project," he said.
The committee approved Ron
Hubbard, Murray postmaster, getting the history of postmasters in
Calloway County and any other
historical information from
Washington D.C.
Hubbard said the U.S. Postal
Service is also going to have a special stamp in honor of the event,
and told the group the county could
also design a special cancellation
stamp.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Need for extra school bus doors debated
very high bids." In an interview
later, he went farther, saying, "It is
FRANKFORT,Icy. — A Depart- very unlikely that anybody's going
ment of Education bus expert says to bid."
One bus body manufacturer,
he doubts many companies, if any,
whom he would not identify, has
would bid for a contract to build
Kentucky school buses with extra ,already ruled out bidding, Jackson
said.
doors.
The state school board wants
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's admibids for 1991 models. But there nistration began pushing for leftisn't enough time for testing, Sam side emergency doors after 27 peoJackson, the department's assistant ple died in the burning crash of a
director for pupil transportation, church bus near Carrollton in 1988.
told the board Wednesday.
Jackson was among those arguJackson said he expected the ing that a left-side door would
state would get "very few bids or weaken a bus' side. Buses bought
From STAFF, AP REPORTS

by the state for the 1989-90 school
year were equipped with push-out
windows and roof hatches.
"Anytime you put a hole in
something you're going to weaken
the structure," according to Calloway County Bus Garage Supervisor
Terry Hopkins, who said he was
strongly against the new doors.
The doors also pose the hazard
ot being opened by curious students — directly into oncoming
cars, Hopkins said.
"The only hazard it would cause
(Cont'd on page 2)

Carpenter license revocation law needed
From STAFF, AP REPORTS
WASHINGTON — Top federal
safety officials formed an alliance
Wednesday with two dozen private
groups in a nationwide effort to
take away the licenses of alleged
drunken drivers.
The aim is to give police the
power to suspend the license of a
driver who refuses to take or fails
to pass a roadside breath test for
alcohol consumption.
"Without such laws, we have to
go through the court system, and if

we're not able to get a trial date,
that particular drunk's license
might not be pulled for months,"
said National Traffic Safety Administrator Jerry R. Curry.
Automatic revocation laws
already are in effect in '29 states,
but Curry and National Transportation Safety Board Chairman James
L. Kolstad called for a campaign to
pass similar laws in the rest of the
nation.
"The fact that in the morning a
driver has a license, and if he or
she is foolish and drinks at lunch-

time and then fails a breath test,
.2 license is lost on the spot"
would be a strong incentive against
drinking and driving, Kolstad said.
The law would certainly "put the
fear of God" into drivers who
choose to put others at risk through
their own consumption of alcohol,
according to at least one local
housewife, who said she would
support an even tougher license
law for teenagers. Kentucky currently does not have a license revo(Cont'd on page 2)

In other words...

What do you think of the new child support law?

Police are investigating a tip in
the case of missing 7-year-old Marlena Childress of Union City,
Tenn., who has been missing since
1987.
Marlena's grandfather, LaWade
Stickland of Mayfield, told police
Wednesday that he received an
anonymous phone call Tuesday
night from a man who said he saw
a girl resembling Marlena in Henderson, Nev., located approximately 20 miles south of Las Vegas.
Nevada police have begun investigating the tip but have not
reported back to local authorities
yet, according to the Graves CounRon Christopher
ty Sheriff's Department, who sent
better especially
"It's
obviously
the Henderson Police Department
pictures and other information on if the money is, in fact, spent on
the child.
Marlena.
"It's more fair in that it considStrickland told police that the
ers the income available to both
(Cont'd on page 2)
parents."
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Gerald Bell
-•
"I like the new guidelines
because it permits people to have
some idea what amount a court
might set.
"We had guidelines before, but
not as comprehensive."

Dorothy Grogan
"I'm in favor of the new guidelines, I think people should pay in
accordance with their incomes.
"It is more equalized. Both
incomes are taken into
consideration."

Sandy Anderson
"It is very good in respect that it
will do away with people paying
$10 a week in child support
"It will also alleviate using child
support as a bargaining tool for
custody."
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Peoples Bank participates
in Kentucky EPIC program
By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

People's Bank of Murray is one
of 24 lenders in the state participating in a new mortgage assistance
program called Equity Partners
Investing in the Commonwealth
(EPIC).
The program, sponsored by the
Kentucky Housing Corporation
(KHC), is the first of its kind in the
nation to offer this type of financing through the private sector
rather than tax dollars.
EPIC, announced by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in June, allows
homebuyers with lower- to
moderate-incomes who qualify to
borrow up to 60 percent of their
total closing costs (up to $3,000)
under an initial 6 percent interest
rate for a seven-year term.
"We're just now getting into the
program," said Joe Gupton, vicepresident of People's Bank. "I've
told all the realtors in the city that
we're participating in EPIC. It
gives us a means of helping people
who want to buy a home but don't
have enough money for down payments and closing costs."
"At this time we are not giving
EPIC loans but we are looking into
doing them," said Ronnie Gibson,
vice-president of Bank of Murray.
Gupton has been working with
Paul Burger, loan originator of the
Purchase Area Development District in Mayfield to implement the
program.
"We deal with FHA (Federal
Housing Administration), VA (Veteran's Administration) and KHC
programs; KHC is often known as
first-time buyers loans," said
Burger.
Closing costs include appraisal
fee, credit report, survey to establish property lines, loan originator
fee, title work for an attorney, title
examination, recording the fee at
the court house, title, insurance fee
referred by the lender and legal
fees to close the loan.
"These closing costs are costs
which the first-time buyer is often
unaware of," said Burger. "It can
easily run anywhere from $1,000 to
$2,W0."
Burger said EPIC is a program to
go with homebuyers loans financed

CCHS releases pre-registration dates
Calloway County High School
has announced its schedule for preregistration for the 1990-91 school
year.
All students attending CCHS
next year will pre-register and pay
school fees according to the following schedule:
Friday, Aug. 3 — seniors with
last name beginning with A-M;
Monday, Aug. 6 — seniors N-Z;
Tuesday, Aug. 7 — juniors A-M;
Wednesday, Aug. 8 — juniors N-Z;

safety but from what we've been
told, (the new doors) would be
contrary to what our advisors have
told us about (improving bus safety)," Jackson said.
The state board two weeks ago
said it wanted to know whether,
and at what cost, an extra door
could be built into a bus without
weakening its side. The board
ordered the department, through
Jackson's division, to ask bus body
manufacturers for bids that
included an option for a left-side
door.
Four states — New York,
Washington, Oregon and California
— use buses with left-side doors. *
But they do not require their buses
to meet an extra standard of side
strength, so that type of testing has
not been done, Jackson said.
The testing to meet Kentucky's

Bus doors...

—.wee
Harold Doran, president of Peoples Bank, standing, and Joe W. Gupton, vice president, review application forms for the Kentucky Housing Corporation's EPIC program. Peoples Bank will be providing
money at a rate of 6 percent for qualified first time homeowners
through the EPIC program to help cover closing costs. These loans
are available to help homebuyers purchase homes that will be
financed through Kentucky Housing Corporation, FHA and VA
programs.
through KHC, FHA or VA
programs.
The KHC loan carries a 30-year
term at a fixed rate of 8.45 percent
with either FHA mortgage insurance or VA guarantee. Down payment is less than five percent.
These loans with lower-thanmarket interest rates also are for
lower- to moderate- income families who qualify.
"The key word is qualify," Burger said, adding that criteria vary
slightly from county to county. In
Calloway County, an applicant
must meet these guidelines:
• an applicant must be a first time
home-buyer or has not owned a
home in the past three years.
• an applicant must have a gross
annual income not exceeding
$27,700 a year for a one- or two-

person family; a married couple
with one child may not have an
annual income exceeding $31,800;
a married couple or single person
with two children may make no
more than $31,855 a year.
• an applicant cannot have more
than one-third of the price of the
home in liquid assets (cash, checking and savings).
• an applicant must buy a home
on a lot not exceeding one acre.
• an applicant must have a good
credit record.
• an applicant's proposed house
payment and other monthly installment debts may not exceed 41 percent of gross monthly income.
• an applicant's proposed house
payment may not exceed 29 percent of gross monthly income.

Thursday, Aug. 9 — sophomores
A-M; Friday, Aug. 10 — sophomores N-Z; Monday, Aug. 13 —
freshmen A-M; Tuesday, Aug. 11
— freshmen N-Z.
All new students who are entering CCHS for the first time and did
not attend Calloway County Middle
School are urged to contact the
high school as soon as' possible at
753-5479 or 753-8141.
Seniors attending CCHS will
have their senior pictures taken by
the school photographer on Friday,

(Cont'd from page I)
would be if a kid opened it into
oncoming traffic," Hopkins said.
"If that happens, there's no telling
where the door or the kid would
wind up."
The space needed for the new
doors will also eliminate at least
two seats from school buses, cutting their maximum loads by six
students, according to Murray's
Assistant Superintendent for Transportation Willie Jackson.
Jackson said he, also, does not
favor the new doors because of the
possible structural damage to
buses, but he said he understands
the state board's reasoning behind
them.
"They're doing it to improve

Curry said he had followed
drunken drivers through the process of losing their licenses, taken
(Cont'd from page I)
to a hospital for verifying tests,
cation law.
at a police station and
"It definitely is needed," accord- processed
having
to be driven home.
then
ing to Rose Carpenter, who in 1988
debilitating
absolutely
"It's
an
tried unsuccessfully to organize a
"You
think
said.
experience,"
he
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
crimicriminal.
You
are
a
you're
a
(MADD). chapter in Calloway
nal. This is a violent crime."
County.
Opponents include some police
Carpenter said teenagers who are agencies concerned about the extra
caught driving drunk should have hearings required when drivers'
their licenses taken away until they appeal the revocations, trial
turn 21, a provision that might lawyers who defend arrested drivforce parents to take more respon- ers, and state motor vehicle offisibility for their children.
cials concerned about the admini"If they can't drive, then the strative costs.
Among participating organizaparents might get more involved in
their lives and help them stay out tions are: the AmeriLan Association
of trouble," she said. "When the of Motor Vehicle Administrators,
parents don't come down on their American Automobile Association,
children, then the courts do."
American Trucking Associations,
Institute for Highway
Insurance
The license revocation is done
Association of
International
Safety,
idministratively, not judicially. A
Motor
Police,
MADD,
Chiefs
of
non-judicial hearing may be held if
Association
Manufacturers
Vehicle
offilaws,
the driver appeals. The
cials said, have passed all court and National Safety Council.
States that don't have the autotests in states where they have been
revocation laws are: Alabamatic
applied.
ma, Arkansas, Georgia, Idaho,
In most states, 0.10 percent is Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michi--the level of alcohol in the blood gan, Montana, Nebraska, New
that the law says is illegal tor arty- Hampshire, New Jersey, New
ers. Four states — Colorado, Ore- York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
gon, Maine and Utah — have set Island, South Carolina, South
the level at a more stringent 0.08 Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia
and Washington.
percent.
More than 1.6 million drivers are
The Surgeon General has recommended that all states adopt the arrested each year on drunken drivtougher law and eventually make ing charges, and about half of all
the level as low as 0.04 percent for the 45,000 traffic fatalities each
adults and zero for any driver year are alcohol-related, officials
said.
under 21.

Revocation law...

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Introducing our new
Racer Special Account

MOBILE HOME OWNERS
Check Our Excellent
— Coverage and Rates
"Call Us For A Quote Today"

Tony Boyd

Western Kentucky
-Insurance, Inc.
302 N. 12th

753-5842

We invite you to tour our facilities
at our

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, July 28th
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
"Refreshments will be served"

Membiir FDIC

EASTWOOD KIDDIE
KOLLEGE
Hwy. 94 East

"Christian Daycare"

753- 1S12

Aug. 3 and Sat., Aug. 4 at the high
schrt.
Seniors will be notified by mail
for their sitting times. Only those
senior pictures taken by the official
school photographer will appear in
the school annual.
Underclass school pictures will
be taken op the first day of school
which is Aug. 17. All students are
urged to dress appropriately as all
underclass pictures will be taken on
this day.
proposed demands would cost at
least $200,000, which the contractor would have to recoup, Jackson
said.
On a related matter, the state
board postponed further action on
its recommendation to have older
buses fitted with push-out windows.The board decided to bring it
up at a special meeting in two
weeks.
The primary consideration was
whether the order should cover
every bus, including those scheduled for retirement and being used
as substitute vehicles.
Jackson said it would cost $4.8
million to "retrofit" approximately
7,000 buses that do not already
have the special windows.

Wreck
off Kt
struck

By Th

Marlena...
(Cont'd from page 1)
caller said he had seen the little
girl several times before he saw a
flyer with Marlena's picture on it
in a post office.
Marlena was 4 when her mother,
Pam Bailey, told police that the
child was abducted from the front
yard of their Union City, Tenn.,
home on April 16, 1987.
At one point, Marlena's mother
said she accidentally killed the
youngster and dumped her body in
the Obion River near Union City.
Extensive dragging found nothing
and Bailey later 'recanted the
confession.
Strickland said the man who
called Tuesday told him the girl he
saw was in "fine condition" and
looked as though she was being
taken care of well.

Celebration...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Jo Benson, chairman of the
Community Improvement Volunteers, said Bob McClean was going
to design a local flag, and suggested the committee look at his
designs for the stamp.
Other suggestions for a project
included renovating the old court
house in the park, compiling a
book, a live production at the Playhouse in the Park or a celebration
during the annual Freedom Fest,
producing a video of the history of
Calloway County and constructing
a room or building, perhaps at the
Chamber of Commerce, showing
memorabilia of Calloway County's
history, including a film with an
oral history.
"Our young people need to know
about our heritage," said member
Maxine Scott. "Things like drying
apples and flatboats and the (Black
Patch) Night Riders. All those
things are part of our history, and
young people don't know anything
about them."
"We'll meet again in August,"
said Pam Shay, ssistant executive
director of th Chamber of Commerce. "Me while, I will work
with individuals and see what they
want to propose."
Shay also said for anyone with
ideas about a historical project to
call her at the Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171.

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
Because of an error in information given to the Murray Ledger &
Times, an article on registration for
Murray City Schools in Monday's
paper listed incorrect school fees.
The school fee is $25 for students in grades 1-4, $20 for kindergarten students and $15 for halfday kindergarten students.
Also, in the third of four articles
on Murray subdivisions that
appeared in the Ledger & Times on
July 21, it was reported that Jimmy
Rickman, owner of the Southwest
Villa subdivision, owned Myers
Lumber Co. while developing Canterbury Estates in 1969.
Rickman, in fact, owned Rickman and Norsworthy Lumber Co.
on Fourth Street with Roy Norsworthy. Rickman and Norsworthy
Lumber was located on the same
site that Myers Lumber is located
now.
The Murray Ledger & Times
regrets these errors and is happy to
set the record straight.
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Wrecker crew members pull a car driven by Diana Harris, 19, of Rt. 3, Murray, out of a ditch Wednesday
off Kentucky 94 about 10 miles east of Murray after the car left the road, went down the embankment and
struck a tree.

Army officials set to wait
weeks on results of crash
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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One-car wreck
hospitalizes one,
sends three
to local hospital
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. —
Army officials expect it will be at
least two weeks before a report is
issued on a fatal helicopter crash at
Fort Campbell.
The fact that there were witnesses to the crash coupled with survivors' testimony should speed the
investigation process, said Bill
Harralson, a post deputy public
relations officer.
"The investigation report won't
be piecemeal," he said. "It will
come in one finding."
Two soldiers were killed and
three injured Tuesday when the
copter crashed during a night training exercise, Army officials said
Wednesday.
The CH-47D Chinook mediumlift helicopter was engaged in routine slingload training when it
crashed about 10:30 p.m. CDT on
the southeast corner of the military
installation. The crash location was
on the Tennessee side of the post.
The Chinook has the capability
to carry external loads slung

beneath it, said Sgt. Steven Sanderson, a post spokesman. The soldiers were engaged in training with
a load of two concrete blocks slung
beneath the copter when it crashed.
The helicopter is big enough to
lift several tons, and the blocks
weighed a fraction of that, Army
officials said.
The medium-lift Chinook is the
Army's midsized helicopter. It is
used as a trooper carrier or to slingload items such as artillery and
fighting vehicles in battle areas.
All of the soldiers on board were
from the post's 7th Battalion, 101st
Aviation Regiment, Harralson said.
The names of those killed were
being withheld pending notification
of relatives, he said.
Safety officials from the Army
Safety Center at Fort Rucker, Ala.,
arrived at the fort about 8 a.m.
CDT Wednesday to begin an investigation into the crash.
All that remained of the Chinook
Wednesday was charred remains. It
was not known whether the helicopter caught fire in air or burned
after crashing, Harralson said.
Harralson said night-vision gog-

gles were used on the flight. The
goggles came into controversy in
1988 after 17 soldiers were killed
at Fort Campbell when two helicopters collided during a night
training mission. The pilots had
been using the goggles.
The goggles have since been
updated.
Harralson said it was not known
which version of the goggles were
used.
The injured were identified as
Chief Warrant Officer 4 Dale Tate,
the pilot, of Spokane, Wash., Harraison said. He was transported to
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, Tenn.
The hospital said Tate remained
in critical condition in the hospital's surgical intensive care unit
today.
The co-pilot, 2nd Lt. Nancy
Schultz, 30, of Cleveland, was
admitted to Blanchfield Army
Community Hospital and was in
stable condition today.
Spc. Carlos Clyburn, the crew
chief, 22, of Detroit, was treated at
the fort hospital and released.

Nine area women
charge Mayfield
doctor for failed
tubal operations

A Murray woman was released
Thursday morning from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after a one-car accident Wednesday
slightly injured her and two others,
including a five-week old infant,
according to a report from the Kentucky State Police.
Marilyn W. Harris, 38, of Rt. 3,
Murray, was observed overnight at
the hospital for minor head, neck
and leg injuries after the car she
was riding in, driven by I9-yearold Diana B. Harris, also of Rt. 3,
Murray, ran off the road, traveled
down an embankment and struck a
tree off Kentucky 94 approximately
10 miles east of Murray, according
to reports.
Police said Diana Harris reportedly took her eyes off the road to
check on her baby, Johnny A. Harris, who was riding in a child safety seat, and ran off the road.
Diana and Johnny Harris was
treated and released at the hospital,
according to reports.

State delegation
results of voting
on family-leave
bill announced
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
how the Kentucky delegation voted
in the 232-195 roll call Wednesday
by which the House sustained President Bush's veto of the family and
medical leave bill. A two-thirds
majority was needed to override
the veto.
A "yes" vote is a vote to
override.
Voting yes were 194 Democrats
and 38 Republicans.
Voting no were 57 Democrats
and 138 Republicans.
X denotes those not voting.
Present denotes those who voted
they were "present" at the time of
the vote but did not vote "yes" or
"no" on the issue.
There are two vacancies in the
435-member House.
KENTUCKY: Democrats —
Hubbard, N; Mazzoli, Y; Natcher,
Y; Perkins, Y.; Republicans —
Bunning, N; Hopkins, N; Rogers,
N.
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TVA announces third quarter financial results
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
says its operating expenses for the
first nine months of the fiscal
year were down $65 million, or 3
percent, from the same period last
year.
The federal utility said its
interest expense was $146 million
lower than the same period last
year, a reduction of 10 percent.
"The third quarter results
reflect the very strong financial
performance that permitted us to
recommend to the TVA board of
directors last week that we continue our rate freeze for the third
year in a row,— William F.
Malec, the agency's chief financial officer, said Wednesday.
Operating expenses for the
third quarter ended June 30 were
up from last year, $807 million
compared to $756 million a year
ago. Interest expense for the quarter down, $419 million compared
to $468 million a year ago.
The reduction in interest
expense comes mainly from a

re.4nancinkof $8 billion in highinterest ckbt, most of it incurred
in the agency's nuclear power
program.
Total power sales for the quarter were 27.6 billion knowatthous, up 4.5 percent from the
third quarter of 1989. Net income
was $119 million, about the same
as last year.
For the year ended June 30
operating expenses were S3.137
billion, 6 percent lower than last
year. The interest expense of
$1.696 billion was down nine
percent
• Operating revenues for the year
were $5.3 billion, up from $5.2
billion last year.
TVA is the largest utility in the
nation. It serves between seven
million and eight million people,
in a region spanning seven states.
The service region comprises
virtually all of Tennessee, much
of Alabama and Mississippi, and
smaller sections of Kentucky.
North Carolina, Virginia and
Georgia.
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Nine area women have filed a
lawsuit against a Mayfield doctor
and Community Hospital charging
"negligent treatment and care" in
performance of their tubal
ligations.
The lawsuit, filed in Graves Circuit Court June 28, claims Dr. William B. Simpson performed the
sterilization procedure on all nine
women at the Mayfield hospital.

IL

3 Days
Only

The suit further claims all nine
women subsequently became pregnant despite the procedure that
normally prevents a woman's eggs
from reaching her uterus.
One of the procedures questioned was performed by Simpson
in 1986, but most of the other
women underwent the surgery last
year.
Each woman is asking "for a fair
and reasonable amount in excess of
$4,000" for the cost of medical,
nursing and rehabilitation costs,
wages lost because of the pregnancies and pain and suffering.
Six of the women's husbands are
also included in the suit, and are
also asking for damages in excess
of $4,000.
The suit was filed by Darla and
Mike Rouse of Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Cynthia and Kenneth Eclgin, of Rt.
3, Hickman; Billy Joyce Scott of
Hickman; Gaynell and Luttie R.
Edwards of Hickman; Tonyia Elks
of Hickman; Kim and Keith Pittman of Mayfield; Tammie and
Ronnie White of Hickman; Dawn
and Ray Callahan of Hickman; and
Nettie Gayle Robinson of
Hickman.
A response from the hospital and
Simpson, who is represented by
Tom Russell of Paducah, is
expected within 30 days.

A gold spike was driven at
Promontory, Utah, on May 10,
1869, to mark the completion of
the first transcontinental railroad in
the United States.
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the Editor

Readers request time change
for popular radio broadcast
Editor's Note: Following is a letter from the Murray Magazine Club
to WKMS which the club asked to
be published here.
Dear Editor,
The Murray Magazine Club is a
literary organization that was
established in 1910. It has been in
continuous existence since then,
with the same special interests.
At a recent meeting, the members of the club discussed the contribution to the quality of life that
WKMS, the Fine Arts Radio Station at Murray State University,
makes to the region. Thank you for
bringing unique programming to
us. Various members observed that
they especially appreciate the classical music and the newscasts and
other programs provided by
National Public Radio.
Of special interest to this group
is the Radio Reader with Dick
Estell from Michigan State University. This program is such a help in
keeping abreast of current literature. However, we have a request

regarding its time of airing. Will
you, please, carefully consider
restoring it to a morning (around
11 a.m.) air time. Most of our
members have conflicts with the
evening time it now airs, but could
hear it in the mornings, and would
like that very much. Possibly it
could be aired twice each week day
as it formerly was.
The members of the Magazine
Club are: Frances Brown, Kathryn
Carman, Inez Claxton, Olga Freeman, Edith Garrison, Millie
Graves, Lochie Hart, Gwen Healey,
Lula Belle Hodges;
Helen Hodges, Toni Hopson,
Desiree Hosick, Pauline Johnston
Maude Jones, Ruth Kennedy, Irma
LaFollette, Eleanor Larson, Lucy
Lilly;
Sally Livesay, Betty Lowry,
Dorothy McKenzie, Edith Noffsinger, Clinton Rowlett, Lois Sparks,
Hazel Tarry and Norinee Winter.
Thank you for your
consideration.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Carman

'Music With a Bang' a success
because of local help, volunteers

-

Dear Editor,
This is to express appreciation to
all of the volunteers who participated in this year's "Music With A
Bang!" on the 4th of July in Stewart Stadium. The event topped off a
very successful Freedom Fest here
in Murray, Kentucky.
The support and hard work of
many people is necessary for such
an event. Murray State University's
contribution was significa:0t.
Thanks to these people aficUIrcir
staffs:
James L. Booth, Provost; Gary
T. Hunt, Dean, College of Fine
Arts and Communication; Mike
Strickland, Athletic Director; Ed
West, Director, Physical Plant;
Issac Wright, Director, Stewart Stadium; Dennis Johnson, Director of
Bands; Jim Wright, Assistant
Director of Bands; Joe Green,
Director. Public Safety; Joe Hos-

ford, Foreman, Electrical & Sound;
and L.C. Winchester, Foreman,
Moving Crew.
"Music With A Bang!" is truly a
cnmmunity effort. Special thanks is
extended to the following people
and their co-workers:
Steve Zea, Director, Chamber of
Commerce; Gary Hohman, Director
of Parks & Recreation; Buell
Stalls, Lions Club; Kyle Covington, Chuck's Music Center; and
Pete Lancaster, Vv'BLN-FM.
Thanks also to the community
for supporting this event. We look
forward to the comments and suggestions that will make it even better next year.
Sincerely,
• Roger Reichmuth,
Acting Assistant Dean
College of Fine Arts
and Communication
Murray State University

Reader calls for four
laning three highways
Dear Editor,
This is in response to the letter
written by Mr. Hubert Coles concerning Hwy. 641. I am in complete agreement with him on the
widening. of 641 highway.
My wife and I were coming back
from Hazel, Ky. this past March
when we were rammed from
behind by a young man who was
traveling so fast he could not stop.
Both my car and his car were totaled. If this highway had been a
four-lane highway, this would not
have happened.
This road, along with Kentucky
121 and Kentucky 94 must be

1

made into four lanes. I recently
read in our paper about a 19-yearold young lady who was killed
after she lost control of her car on
a curve while traveling on Kentucky 94. The speed limits should
be lowered and then strictly
enforced. More people are going to
be killed if something isn't done
about these roadways. The speed
limits should be lowered to 45
miles per hour and then should be
enforced at least from Murray to
the Tennessee line.
Sincerely,
John Roberts
Covey Drive
Murray, Ky.

Today In History
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New building changes local sky-line
Assistant Dean of Murray State
University's College of Industry
and Technology, Jim Vaughan,
wryly admits that he finds himself
answering the same three questions
over and over these days. "People
ask: 'How's the building coming?'
By Constance
'What are the domes for?' and
Alexander
'Will they leak?— says Vaughan.
The questions refer to the newest
building on the MSU campus, the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology, which is currently
under construction on Chestnut ceeded from there. Groundbreaking
Street, just across from the univer- ceremonies were finally conducted
in November, 1987, with construcsity's Curris Center.
Reflecting some of the same tion starting in April of 1988. The
architectural features as the Curris formal ribbon cutting is slated for
Center, as well as echoing design May of next year, with classes
details from other buildings on the being scheduled for the Collins
campus, the Collins Center intro- Center the following fall semester.
duces a new element to the local
The building was designed with
skyline — twin domes that crown
students
in mind, but the Collins
the main entrance to the 125,000
Center
will
also attract business
sq. foot building.
and
industry
interest
too. As Steve
The domes have aesthetic appeal, according to the assistant dean, Zea, executive vice president of the
and they also give the building a Murray-Calloway County Chamber
high-tech look that is consistent of Commerce, explains it, "Trainwith the college's long-term goals. ing and research are becoming
Dr. James Booth, MSU's acting increasingly important for the surpresident, sees the new building as vival of existing industries
a pathway to tomorrow. According throughout the nation. The Martha
to Booth, "The outstanding facili- Layne Collins Center for Industry
tieS of the Martha Layne Collins and Technology will become the
Center for Industry and Technolo- cornerstone for economic developgy will allow not only our students, ment, training and research in West
but business and industry in the Kentucky."
area to prepare for the 21st
Entering the Collins Center
century."
through the dome closest to ChestThe building was approved by nut Street, students and guests alike
the university's Board of Regents will see a swirl of atrium and a
in August, 1975, and planning pro- sweep of staircase with a sleek,

MAIN
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— By The Associated Press

building.
Right now, construction at the
Collins Center is going full tilt.
Workers are busy hammering, wiring, installing cabinetry and shelving. Though the whine and rattle of
construction equipment makes conversation difficult, assistant dean
Jim Vaughan, manages to convey
the pride and enthusiasm associated
with this new addition to the local
landscape.
"I'm excited about this building;" he says, "but it's really a
means to an end. The end is providing graduates to the region and
the country. Our product is young
Americans who have the right stuff
and can win in emerging
technologies."
The Kentucky legislature provided $12.5 million for the construction of the Martha Layne Collins Center. That figure includes
the building itself, as well as furniture and furnishings. High-tech
equipment — the accouterments
essential to developing and refining
the skills of the future — was not
part of the allotment.
The College of Industry and
Technology, under the leadership
of Dr. Thomas B. Auer, dean, is
currently seeking partnerships with
business and industry to secure
equipment and funds for equipment. Additional information about
the Collins Center is available
through Dean Auer's office at
502-762-4307.
Oh, and by the way, Jim
Vaughan says those domes don't
leak.
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Campaign money machine is well
FRANKFORT — It takes lots
and lots of money to be elected
governor of Kentucky these days.
The SI million Julian Carroll spent
to win a fult term as governor in
1975 won't even get you the attention of a respectable Washingtonbased consultant anymore.
As we pointed out here last
week, the four likely Democratic
candidates for governor next year
have collected a combined total of
more than $5.1 million so far, and
the collecting has only just started.
No matter what the individual
candidates say about their concern
for the high cost of gubernatorial
campaigns, the money machine
feeds on itself. Each must try to
keep up with the other for fear of
not having enough cash for a final,
all-out- media push for the nomination or election. In the process,
anyone who can be nicked for
$100, $500, $1,000 or, better yet,
the maximum $4,000 contribution
almost certainly will be in the next
10 months. A Republican candidate
or candidates, of course, will do
exactly the same.
After every gubernatorial election, as the costs mount in each
succeeding race, there is much talk
— and no action — about doing
something to cut those costs.
Someone always calls for public

AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
financing of the governor and
lieutenant governor's races, with
limits set on what the candidates
may spend. Realistically, the people who are paying sharply higher
taxes today for the cost of government aren't likely to be much
enthused at the prospect of handing
out millions of tax dollars to a
bunch of politicians to spend as
they see fit.
Someone — usually an underfinanced candidate — proposes that
all candidates voluntarily agree to
limit their spending in the interest
of good government. That's fine if
everyone volunteers, but all it takes
is one candidate with very deep
pockets to scuttle a nice idea and
send the rest out on the trail after
big money.
In truth, there is a simple way
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Today is Thursday, July 26, the 207th day of 1990. There are 158 days
left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On July 26, 1947, President Truman signed the National Security Act,
which created the Department of Defense, the National Security Council,
the Central Intelligence Agency and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
On this date:
In 1775, Benjamin Franklin became Postmaster-General.
In 1788, New York became the eleventh state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1856, playwright George Bernard Shaw was born in Dublin, Ireland.
In 1908, U.S. Attorney General Charles J. Bonaparte issued an order
creating an investigative agency within the Department of Justice that was
a forerunner of the FBI.
In 1945, Winston Churchill resigned as Britain's prime minister after
his Coitservatives were soundly defeated in elections by the Labor Party.
Clement Attlee became the new prime minister.
In 1952, Argentina's first lady, Eva Peron, died in Buenos Aires at the
age of 33.
Ten years ago: British runner Steve Ovett won the 800-meter final at
the Moscow Summer Olympics with a time of 1 minute, 45.4 seconds,
outdistancing fellow Briton Sebastian Coe, who placed second.
Five years ago: The U.N. Security Council approved a resolution condemning South Africa's declaration of a state of emergency and calling
for limited, voluntary sanctions against the Pretoria government
One year ago: Mark Wellman, a 29-year-old paraplegic, reached the
summit of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park after hauling himself up
the granite cliff six inches at a time over nine days.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Jason Robards Junior is 68. Movie director
Blake Edwards is 68. Movie director Stanley Kubrick is 62. Rock star
Mick Jagger is 47. Actress Susan George is 40. Tennis player Vitas Gerulaitis is 36.
Thought for Today:."I can conceive of nothing worse than a mangoverned world -- except a woman-governed world." --Viscountess Astor
(Nancy Witcher Langhorne), English political leader (1879-1964).

high-tech gleam. The color scheme
will feature shades of silver, gray
and navy, with jolts of burgundy
for accent.
Interior design of the building —
selection of colors, furniture, fabrics, floor and wall coverings — has
mainly been the domain of Jean
Hamra, of MSU's purchasing
department. In her 22 years in purchasing, Ms. Hamra has been
involved with many other new construction and renovation projects
on campus, but the Collins Center
has certainly been the biggest challenge. And the most exciting.
"The Collins Center has been
different," Hamra says. "It's a
high-tech building, but we want it
to have a certain ambience too."
Hamra has worked with an interior design student, Amy Hadley, in
choosing furniture that is comfortable, exciting, practical, costeffictive and ergonomically sound.
(Ergonomics is concerned with
incorporating human physical and
psychological needs into design of
such things as office furniture.)
A support committee of faculty
members has also been involved in
making recommendations on the
interior decoration of the Collins
Center.
When it's all finished, the new
building will house laboratories,
classrooms, seminar rooms, workspace, incubation space, a robotics
lab, a computer center, and a
250-set auditorium that will be outfitted with the latest audio-visual
capabilities. The auditorium sits
under the second dome of the
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky
Cash: 3-6-9 Lotto:
10-15-21-26-27-30.
Estimated jackpot: $1.25
million.
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that requires only General Assembly action to put a stop to the runaway cost of gubernatorial campaigns: Drop the maximum allowable contribution from the present
$4,000 per election to $500, and
make a violation of that limit a
felony offense for both the person
making an illegal contribution and
the campaign official who accepts
it.
If a viable campaign for the
nomination for governor can be
financed with $5 million (and
that's a low estimate), all a candidate needs is 1,250 people and
political action committees to raise
that amount at $4,000 each. On the
other hand, a $500 limit would
mean a candidate has to find
10,000 people willing to support
him, admittedly a difficult job but
not impossible either. Almost inevitably, the cost of compaigns
would fall simply because, in Kentucky, there is a limit to the num-

ber of people willing to give the
allowable $500.
A major side benefit to lowering
the amount of the maximum contribution would be that the candidate
who wins, confronted with a $500
contributor wanting something in
return — a job, a contract, an
appointment, a say over policy —
would be far better able to say no.
Of course, lowering the contribution limit hurts the candidate who
isn't personally wealthy and benefits the candidate able to lend or
give his campaign large sums of
money. There's no way around
that, however, as long as the courts
allow candidates to contribute
unlimited funds to themselves. On
the other hand, the voters would be
in a good position .to judge
betweeen a candidate with broadbased support among thousands of
$500 contributors and one who
merely vies to buy into the Governor's Mansion.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO DURKEEN •
Ten years ago
Murray's Annual City-Wide
Sidewalk Sale will be Aug. 1 and
2, according to officials of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
New Providence Baptist Church
will have a note-burning service for
the annex of the church on July 27,
according to the pastor, the Rev.
Grover W. Page.
Jana Rudolph of Texas and
Nashville conducted a Children in
Music Appreciation Workshop this
past week in Arts Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and MIS. Donald Barnes, July
3; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
0. Hicks, July 14, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Lane, July 15, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Walker, July 17.
Twenty years ago
Don Robinson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Robinson, and Ricky
Lowe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lowe, Murray Eagle Scouts, and
Expedition Leader Ed Veazy left
July 25 for Philmont Scout Ranch
and Explorer Base near Cimarron,
N.M. They will return Aug. 12.
Murray Little League All Stars
edged Paducah Southern 4-3 to win
Mayfield Little League District
Tournament. Tony Thurmond was
pitcher for Murray.
Miss Jeanie Diuguid and David
Earl McKee were married June 26
at West Murray Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Newsom will
be married for 50 years on Aug. 3.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford L Pittman,
July 20, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dwain Nesbitt, July 20.
Thirty years ago
Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs and
Foggy Mountain Boys will appear

on Inc stage at Murray Drive In
Theatre on July 29.
Pictured at Hazel Volunteer Fire
Department, organized four years
ago, with the base truck, are Jerry
White, Assistant Chief Bill Forres,
Chief Cy Miller and Assistant
Chief Calvin Key.
W.T. Isaacs of Danville, governor of Rotary District 671, spoke at
a meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Paul Skinner and sons, Raymond
Lee and Robert Eugene, of San
Antoio Texas, have been the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hale and
daughter, Vivian.
Mr. and Mrs. william F. Keel
and daughter recently vacationed in
Sarasota, Fla., and other points of
interest.
Forty years ago
"Farmers in county say that the
rain is becoming serious in regard
to farm crops. Too wet to do anything," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
Baptist Church, is attending Baptist
World Alliance at Cleveland, Ohio.
Miss Youlanda McClure and
Ewing Stubblefield were married
July 22 by Henry Hargis, Church
of Christ minister, at his home.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Rushing, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Edward Turner, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James T.
Mitchell, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Crouse and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Cyrus Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Mahan and
daughter, Sue, have returned from
a visit with Mrs. Grace DeBoard
and Mr. and Mrs. Phil Steele and
family of Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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MURRAY TODAY
Shipley-Winchester vows said
Miss Gina Lynn Shipley and
Donnie Hugh Winchester were
married in a candlelight ceremony
on Saturday, May 5, at 5:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Shipley of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Owen Billington and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shipley, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Ms.
Dortha Winchester of Murray and
Jackie Winchester of Los Angeles,
Calif. He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. John Richard Hendon and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Winchester,
all of New Concord.
Officiating the double ring ceremony were the Rev. Hal Shipley of
Cadiz and Dr. Greg Earwood and
John Dale of Murray.
Wedding music was presented
by Mrs. Allene Knight, pianist,
Mrs. Joan Bowker, organist, and
Miss Jennifer Wright, flutist. Vocal
selections were by Mrs. Susan Tarvin of Murray and David Young of
Madisonville, brother-in-law of the
bride.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar centered with a
15-branch brass arch of candles
flanked by matching heart-shaped
and spiral shaped candelabra. Each
was adorned with a spray of ivy
and phalaenopsis orchids, with
white tapers, purple satin and silver
lame bows. In front of the baptistry, six pots of spaths flowers
wrapped in purple and silver foil
accented a wooden cross draped
with purple satin and ivy. The
pews were decorated with cascading ivy phalaenopsis orchids and
purple satin ribbon.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a gown of white,
summer satin, featuring a mandarin
collar of re-embroidered shiftily
lace and encrusted with seed pearls
and sequins.
Satin puff sleeves with shirring
and trim of fabric rosettes accented
by beaded pearls, enhanced the tapered long sleeves of English netting. Appliques of lace decorated
the pointed wrists. Fitted at the
bodice, the full circle skirt was
embellished with shiftily lace
appliques and a panel of scalloped
lace at the floor length hemline.
Strands of draped pearls fashioned the open back with scalloped
edging. A full bow of satin at the
waist, enhanced the court length
train lavished with lace, pearling
and hand sewn beads. Her tiara was
of seed pearls. A gathered puff of
illusion topped off the two-tiered
layer of netting that reached to
fingertip length.
She carried
cascading design
bouquet of miniature red roses,
white roses and white gardenias
accented by baker's fern, ivy,
silver baby's breath and strands of
iridescent pearls.
Mrs. Danna Young of Madisonville, sister of the bride, was matron of honor.
Attendants were Mrs. Marie
Ready of Indianapolis, Ind., Ms.
Cheryl Johnston of Dalton, Ga.,
and Miss Laurie Marvin of Hopkinsville. Flower girl was Miss Kristina Lee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Don Lee of Dallas, Texas, cousin
of the bride.
The attendants wore formals of
summer satin in the royal purple
color. Each wore a string of pearls

Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Hugh Winchester
draped around a French braid in the center of each table.
her hair.
Additional small tables were
Each attendant carried a cattelya used throughout the reception hall.
orchid surrounded by silver baby's These were decorated with baskets
breath, greenery and silver Italian of fresh cut flowers and floating
trim and a string of pearls.
candles in brandy sniffers arranged
The flower girl carried a white
by Mrs. Frances Thurmond.
basket trimmed in small white tea
At the entrance was a display of
roses, silver lame, purple satin rib- wedding mementoes designed by
bon and a string of pearls.
Mrs. Judy Stahler.
The groom wore a black full
The groom's cake prepared by
dress tuxedo accented with tails Mrs. Jean Shipley, aunt of the
and eel skin boots. His boutonniere bride, was a chocolate fudge conwas of two red roses and silver fection with interwined hearts
inscribed with names of the bride
baby's breath.
John Hina of Murray served as and groom. A small white Corvette
best man. Groomsmen were Roger decorated with simulated "just marGrogan of Hopkinsville, Matt ried" signs and tin cans tied to the
Bartholomy of Murray and Danny rear bumper completed the design.
Serving were Mrs. Gela
Spensor of Martin, Tenn.
Ushers were David Taylor and Edwards, Mrs. Carol Parks, Mrs.
David Benton of Murray.
Angie Herndon and Mrs. Tina
Each attendant wore a traditional Wadkins, all of Murray, Mrs. Jean
formal black tuxedo with a short Shipley of Cadiz and Mrs. Linda
coat and cummerbund and a bou- Lee of Dallas, Texas.
tonniere of a white rose and baby's
The bridal couple spent their
breath.
honeymoon in Cancun, Mexico.
The mother of the bride wore a They are now residing at 813
tea-length dress of satin and lace Broad Street Extended, Murray.
fuchsia pink. The groom's mother
The bride earned her Master of
was attired in a tea-length dress of Science degree from Murray State
chiffon and satin light orchid. Their University and is currently employcorsages were of cattelya orchids. ed in the College of Industry and
Each grandmother was presented a Technology at MSU.
white rose corsage.
The groom attended Murray
Mrs. Shirley Winters of Camp- State University and currently
bellsville directed the wedding.
owns and operates Raceway Auto
Attending the guest register was Sales at Fourth and Poplar Streets,
Mrs. Bonnie Bogart of Murray.
Murray.
A reception followed in the FelThe rehearsal dinner, hosted by
lowship Hail of the church. This Ms. Dortha Winchester, mother of
was catered by Mrs. Vickie Geurin the groom, was held in the multiand directed by Mrs. Judy Stahler. purpose room of Glendale Church
The bride's table, covered with a of Christ. The meal was prepared
white linen cloth, featured a nine- and served by Mrs. Milly Ward,
tiered white wedding cake accented
Mrs. Sue Adams, Mrs. Hoyland
with roses and silver leaves. A Jones and Mrs. Frances Thompson.
flowing fountain of purple color
Bridal events included the
was located underneath. Two following:
bridges with simulated attendants
A miscellaneous shower hosted
were leading up to the top of the
by Mrs. Bonnie Bogart and Mrs.
cake where it was decorated with Gela Edwards;
an arrangement of white silk flowA personal shower hosted by
ers, cascading beads, pearls and a
Mrs. Tina Wadkins and Mrs. Angie
bell surrounding a traditional bride Herndon;
and groom statuette. Silver candeA coffee given by First Baptist
labra were on each side of the Church ladies at the home of Mrs.
cake.
Betty Lyons;
Two additional tables on each
A bridal shower given by ladies
side featured a silver coffee ser- of Glendale Road Church of Christ;
vice, punch bowel, nuts and mints.
A bridesmaids' luncheon hosted
The attendants' bouquets were used
by Mrs. Darma Young at the home
to accent a silver candelabrum in of the bride.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Biirkeen, editor

1 (4(71 youth attend cam )

Kentucky Sheriffs:
Boys & Girls Ranch

Fifteen boys and girls from Calloway County recently spent a week at
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls Ranch at Gilbertsville. This is sponsored by Kentucky Sheriffs' Association. "No Sheriffs Ever Stood So
Tall As When He Stooped To Help A Child" as these sheriffs and
deputies of the ranch can attest. Since 1976, the ranch for children
has given a free week's vacation to over 10,000 boys and girls, 9
through 13. Twelve college counselors are on hand to welcome the
youth and to make their week at the Ranch an enjoyable experience.
The youth learn to swim, sing, participate in arts and crafts, enjoy a
free outdoor movie, learn to say no to drugs, play basketball, soccer,
archery, softball, take nature hikes along with many other recreational and educational activities. Also they can have all of the food they
can eat. Girls from Calloway County who attended recently were
Crystal Williams, Summors Bramley, Barbara Ahart, Brenda Faye
Ahart, Crystal Lynn Gilbert, Rhonda Sue Ward, Jennifer Skaggs,
Linda Skaggs and Karl Hart. Pictured with Calloway County Sheriff
J.D. Williams, left, are the boys who attended, not in order, Matthew
Boyd, Patrick Bramley, David Rushing, Duane Rushing, Jeremy Kirksey and Isaac Harville.

Marilyn Quayle released
four days after surgery
WASHINGTON (AP) — Marilyn Quayle has been released from
Bethesda Naval Hospital, four days
after undergoing a hysterectomy.
The vice president's press office
said Wednesday that the operation
was performed because Pap smears
indicated she had "severe dysplasia," a cell abnormality that experts
said can be a precursor to cervical
cancer.
The announcement was the most
specific yet about the surgery performed on the vice president's
wife.
"Mrs. Quayle had two abnormal
Pap smears earlier in the year,"
Quayle press secretary David
Beckwith said in a written statement. "A Cone biopsy was performed and revealed sever dysplasia. A hysterectomy was performed
Saturday morning.
"Because of early detection due
to the excellent work of the cytologists at the National Naval Medical
Center, Mrs. Quayle is expected to
have a full and coltplete recovery," he said.
Dr. Allan B. Weingold, chairman
of the department of obstetrics and
gynecology at George Washington
University Medical Center, said
severe dysplasia is "a premalignant
disease" that is "100 percent curable" by a hysterectomy.
"She is cured," said Weingold,
who was not involved in treating
the vice president's wife.
He said experts grade dysplasias
as mild, moderate and severe. Beyond that, the cell abnormalities are
classified as carcinoma in situ, or
already advanced to the cancerous
state, and, in the final stage, as
invasive cancer.
Not all dysplasias become
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cancers.
"She was two steps away on the
benign side from invasive cancer,"
said Weingold. "It's 100 percent
curable by the kind of surgery she
had. That's the whole purpose of
the Pap smear."
A hysterectomy involves removing all or part of a woman's uterus,
ending her ability to bear children.
Mrs. Quayle turns 41 on Sunday.
The Quayles have three children,
ages 16, 13 and 11. •
Congress approved a bill in 1800
which established the Library of
Congress in Washington. It appropriated $5,000 "for the purchase of
such books as may be necessary."

TI

Strazdb-erries excellent
source for one's diet
NEW YORK (AP) — Strawberries are an excellent source of vitamin C and contribute folacin, fiber
and potassium to the diet.
Eight medium berries contain 60
calories and 150 percent of the
Recommended Dietary Allowance
for vitamin C. They also contain 20
percent of the U.S. RDA for folacin, 230 rpilligrams of potassium
and 3 griks of fiber.
U.S. Recommended Daily
Allowances are nutrient standards
established by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and based
on allowances established by the
National Academy of Sciences.
When selecting strawberries,
avoid those with white shoulders
and with faint or no aroma. Do not
wash until just before using. Berries may be refrigerated for up to 3
days.

.4-f
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THEATRES

1:30
3:50
7:10
9:30

Ghost
(PG.13)

1:30
3:50
700
920

Die Hard II
(RI
Days of
Thunder

110
3.45
7-15
9 30

(PG-13)

(R)

130
3:15
705
905

Jungle Book
(G)

130
3:00

Quick Change

Robocop II
(R)

7:10
9.25

Bargain Matinees
Everyday
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent your movies•at the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Julie's Family
Restaurant Er
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant ,

After 4 p.m. Special.
Shrimp or Clams $395

Includes Choice of Potato
Slaw or Salad & Rolls
S. 12th St.

7535101

WANTED
HOMES TO DISPLAY NEW VINYL SIDING AND
VINYL THERMAL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
LIMITED OFFER
ONLY $1995.00
FOR SIDING ON AN AVERAGE HOUSE
24.x34.x9'

100% FINANCING WITH LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS AND NO DOWN PAYMENT

A

Unique Boutique
— Now Open

309 North 16th St. • Behind the College
a:.

a
tr.

One Group

$500

hOeS t One Group
Canvas

$300

S

$200

Girls' Dress by Nanette Polly Flinders
Handcrafted Jewelry
by Dog Wood Lane

Dugger, Indiana
Antique Glassware • Jewelry • Belts
New Store Hrs: Tues. - Fri. 9-5
Closed Sat. - Mon. for the Summer
Owned and Operated by Nettie Chandler

*We Give Personal Service
FREE Gift Wrapping with Purchase

New Concord
Church of Christ
Continues their series of lessons
by

Brother
David Sain

Homeowners in your area will be given the opportunity to have vinyl
siding, vinyl thermal replacement windows, and facia & Soffit
applied te• their homes at a tremendous savings.
Your home will be a showplace of the community and we will make it
worth your while if we can use your home in advertising.
These products can be used on every type home - brick, modular,
stucco, block, frame, etc.
It you are fed up with constant painting & maintenance costs, and
want to reduce your air conditioning and heating bills while at the
same time make your home draft & dust free, don't miss this
opportunity!
NO GIMMICKS • NO OBLIGATION
ALSO AVAILABLE AT LOW COST
•STONE .BRICK •TRIM
.WOOD SHAKE .STORM WINDOWS & DOORS
••••

Through Friday, July 27

A

7:30 p.m. nightly

A Now Genikral.on
Bukfing Produc19

aliard

ALL TECH BUILDERS
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
1-800-264-1815

For further information
contact Bob Haley

489-2266

Mall to: P.O. Box 6774
EvansvIlie, IN 47719
Name
Address
City
State
Phone

Zip

•
1.•"...

"Er
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Fortenberry-Story wedding planned

Ms.Jones
picked as
Miss Black
America
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Rosie
Jones, a 26-year-old computer
programmer, was named the
new Miss Black America early
Monday.
Ms. Jones was selected from
among 39 contestants in the
22nd annual pageant. A native of
St. Louis, she lives and works in
Bridgeport, Conn.
Jacklynne Ann Fletcher of
Dayton, Ohio, was second;
Elaine Joyner of Columbia, S.C.,
was third; and Cynthia Richardson of Cincinnati was fourth.
The pageant included swimsuit, public speaking and talent
competitions.
The outgoing Miss Black
America, Paula Gwynne, 23, of
Washington,said Ms. Jones must
become a voice for blacks.
"She has to reach from black
America to others to say 'this is
_

Rosie Jones, 26, Miss Black America 1990, begins her reign beside outgoing titleholder Paula Gwynne (right). Ms. Jones was
crowned Monday.
what black America is about,'"
Ms. Gwynne said.
Ms. Jones will receive a $2,000
minimum cash prize, a trip to
Hawaii, new clothes and a
crown. She will make appearances across the United States
during her reign.

Unlike the Miss America pageant, the contestants were from
major metropolitan areas across
the United States rather than
from each state, said Aleta Anderson, a producer and the
daughter of the pageant's
founder, J. Morris Anderson.

Local hospital lists babies dismissals
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
July 25, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Shaw baby boy, parents, April
and Rickey, Hardin;
Duffy baby boy, mother, Jennifer
Hale, 402 South Sixth Si. Murray;
York baby boy, parents, Sherri
and Kerry, Rt. 4, Box 166, Benton;
Dye baby girl, parents, Sherry
and Dennis, 322 Head St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Allen baby boy, parents, Mary
and Danny, Rt. 8 Box 26, Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Mattie Alice Young, Rt. 5,
Benton; Miss Mary Denton, Rt, 2,
Box 503, May58eld; Mrs. Flossie
Smith, Rt. 3, Box 132, Benton;
Mrs. Rachel Lynn Robbins and
baby boy, 232 East Lake St., Camden, Tenn.; Tony Lovett, Rt. 1,
Box 731, Dexter; Mrs. Lula Stubblefield, Rt. 2,
Box 48, Hazel; James Jones, 109
Mound, Cadiz;
Glenn W. Brandon, Rt. 10, Box
644, Benton; Christopher Todd,
1603 Oakhill gr., Murray, Timothy
Pace, Rt. 3, Box 13D, Murray;
Mrs. Margaret Mason, Rt. 2,

Best selling books listed
Best selling books for week of
July 22 have been released as
follQws:
FICTION
1. "Message From Nam," Danielle Steel
2. "The Burden of Proof," Scott Turow
3. "Mountain Laurel," Jude Deveraux
4. "The Stand," Stephen King
5. "Oh, the Places You'll Go!" Dr. Seuss
6. "Coyote Waits," Tony Hillerman
7. "Dragon," Clive Cussler
8. "September," Rosamunde Richer
9. "The Bourne Ultimatum," Robert Ludlum
10. "Hammerheads," Dale Brown
NON-FICTION
I. "Wealth Without Risk," Charles Givens
2. "Life 101," John-Roger and Peter
Mc Williams

3. "Dave Barry Turns 40," Dave Barry
4. "Behind the Mask," Dave Pallone
5. "Homecoming," John Bradshaw
6. "Justin Wilson's Homegrown Louisiana
Cookin'," Justin Wilson
7. "Megatrends 2000," John Naisbitt and
Patricia Aburdene
8. "It Was on Fire When I Lay Down on It,"
Robert Fulghum
9. "Secrets About Men Every Woman Should
Know," Barbara De Angelis
10. "Don't Shoot, It's Only Me," Bob Hope
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

Top records
are released
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of week
of July 22 have been released as
follows:

.
e

CHAIN UNK FENCE
'Helps protect your children and pets.
'Enhances appearances of your yard.
-Helps provide security and
privacy for your home.

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Bel Air Center
753-2310

The Top Ten
1. "Step By Step," New Kids on the Block
2. "She Ain't Worth It," Glen Medenox and
Bobby Brown
3. "Hold On," En Vogue
4. "Enjoy the Silence," Depeche Mode
5. "I'll Be Your Shelter," Taylor Dayne
6. "Cradle of Love," Billy Idol
7. "It Must Have Been Love," Rosette
8. "Do You Remember," Phil Collins
9. "Ready or Not," After 7
10. "When I'm Back on My Feet," Michael
Bolton
Country-Weslera
1. "On Down the I.ine," Patty Loveless
2. "The Dance," Garth Brooks
3. "The Richest Man on Earth," Paul
Overstreet
4. "When I Call Your Name," Vince Gill
5. "Good Friends, Good Whiskey, Good
Levin'," Hank Williams
6. "He Talks to Me," Louie Morgan
7. "Good Times," Dan Seals
B. "I'm Gonna Be Somebody," Travis Tritt
9. "Wrong," Waylon Jamings
10. "This Side of Goodbye," Highway 101
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

* Custom Framing
* Limited Edition Prints
* Silk Greenery
209

759-1019

University Square, Murray

ALD-FASHIONED SERVICE
V IS ALIVE AND WELL
There ve been a lot of advances in
medicine over the years but nothing
can replace the personal, caring attention you deserve from your
pharmacist
So while our computer system
keeps us right up to date with changing times, our commitment to your

special needs is something that will
never change

753-1462

HOLLAND
DRUGS

Murray; Mrs. Phyllis Ann Dunn,
Ri 3, Benton; Mrs. Michelle Faye
Wilson, Rt. 3, Box 475, Mayfield;
Mrs. Patricia Sue Ayres and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 100, Stewart,
Tenn.; Mrs. Diane Marie Mozier
and baby girl, 500 East Ninth St.,
Benton.

The wedding of Miss Martha
Kimberly Fortenberry and Li (jg)
Douglas Bryan Story will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 18, at 4
p.m. at Central United Methodist
Church, Meridian, Miss.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Fortenberry of Meridian. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Dollie
Trussell of Meridian and the late
James B. Trussell and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. E.A. Fortenbcrry of
Tylertown, Miss.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lee Story of
Murray. He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Rutledge of Wichita,
Kan., and of Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel
Story of Pittsburgh, Kan.
Miss Fortenberry, a 1984 graduate of Meridian High School,
received an associate in arts degree
in data processing with honors in
1987 at Meridian Junior College.
She is currently employed with
United States Fidelity & Guaranty
Co., Meridian.
Mr. Story, a 1983 honors graduate of Murray High School,
received a Bachelor of Engineering
deree in Mechanical and Material
Engineering from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., graduating Cum Laude in 1987.
He was commissioned as an
ensign in the U.S. Navy in May
1987. He is presently stationed at
NAS Meridian as a selectively
retained graduate (SERGRAD)
flight instructor with trainin squadron VT-19.
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Martha Kimberly Fortenberry,
fiancee of Douglas Bryan Story

DATEBOOK
Mason's Chapel plans revival
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have revival services
starting Sunday, July 29, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 3. The Rev,
Jimmy Glass, pastor of Dexter-Hardin and Olive United Methodist Churches, will be the speaker for the services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. A potluck
meal will be served at 6 p.m. Sunday prior to the service. The church is
located on Old Murray-Paris Road. The pastor, the Rev. Dan Leslie,
invites the public to attend.

10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. At the evening service, Dr. Herb Denham will be
installed as an active deacon, and Jimmy Felts, John Youngerman and
Andy Jetton will be ordained as deacons. A fellowship will follow the
evening service.
(Cont'd on page 8)

Art Guild workshop Saturday
Murray Art Guild will have a workshop on Saturday, July 28, from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Libruary. This will be
on "Papermaking and Oil and Acrylic Painting." Reservations for the
workshop should be a day in advance by calling Lynn Pesoat Warren,
489-2751 or 759-9837.

Rose Ball will be on Saturday
The 17th Annual Rose Ball, sponsored by Thurman School of Dance of
Murray, will be Saturday, July 28, from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at Elks
Lodge, Paris, Tenn. A floor show will be presented. Tickets are $12 per
person and for reservations call 753-5950. The public is invited, according to Charles -and Elsie Thurman, operations of the School of Dance in
Murray.

Bethany Haley gets scholarship
Bethany Haley, daughter of Bob and Loretta Haley, Rt. 1, Farmington,
has been awarded and has accepted a $2,700 per year scholarship package
to Freed-Hardeman University, Henderson, Tenn. An honor graduate of
Calloway County High School, she was vice president of her class for
four years, elected Miss CCHS, Most Outgoing, Best All-Around Senior
Girl, and held offices in Beta Club, Pep Club and Students Taking a
Responsible Stand (STARS).

Tyler Andrew Christophel born
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Christophel of 1638 Olive St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Tyler Andrew, weighing seven pounds 15 ounces, measuring 201/2 inches, born on Thursday, June 28, at 9:56 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Paula Bissinger.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bissinger of McEwen, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Chrstophel of Cincinnati, Ohio. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Mattie Needham and Mrs. Burt Bissinger of McEwen, Tenn.

Brooks Chapel plans Bible School
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, July 30, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 3.
Classes for all ages will be from 6:30 to 9 p.m. Cindy Wiley will be in
charge of the school. The church is located east of Dexter off Highway
1346.

Westside plans Men's Day
Baptist Men's Day will be observed by Westside Baptist Church on
Sunday, July 29. A breakfast for the Baptist Men will be at 8 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party at Holiday Inn. The men will be in charge of services at

ANNOUNCEMENT
NOW OPEN IN THE DIXIELAND CENTER
WHO ARE WE?.., The

Gemstone & Pebble Quarry.
Nelson & Bev Gidcumb-Owners.

WHAT ARE WE?... A

Downtown - Crt. Sq.
4

Lapidary Shop-Featuring: semi-precious
gemstones, rough stones, slices, pieces, faceted, en
cabachone, geodes, crystals, fossils (plant, fish, shell)
dinosaur bones, semi-precious beads; custom beadwork,
re-stringing, re-designing. All at affordable prices.

Police Are Merely a Banner
Away for Stranded Motorists
By Abigail Van Buren
1990 UtliVerSai

DEARA13BY:My grandson,Greg,
now 21 years old, developed fluid on
the brain at the age of 14. Since that
time, he's had several operations.
Last April, while Greg was at the
hospital recovering from the last
operation, he took a turn for the
worse during the night. I was called
and told that his condition was critical.
My friend Barbara offered to drive
me to the hospital. En route, her car
broke down on the highway. Fortunately, she had a "Call Police" banner in the glove compartment of her
car. No more than five minutes
passed from the time we displayed
the banner until a state trooper
arrived!
What a happy coincidence: Last
October, I read about those "Call
Police" banners in your column arid
sent for 50 of them to give to friends
and relatives as Christmas gifts.
Barbara's "Call Police" banner had
been a gift from me!Little did I know
that I'd be the one to benefit from it.
The trooper told us that numerous
cars have telephones these days,
which explains why the response to
the banner was so immediate.
Greg's operation was successful,
thank God, and he graduated from
Boston College on May 21, 1990.
Thanks again, Abby.
DEBORAH J. TOCCO,
READING, MASS.
DEAR DEBORAH:Thank you
for sharing your experience with
me so that!can remind others to
order "Call Police" banners.
To order, write to: W.C.I.L.
Banners, P.O. Box 66955, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90066. The cost,
which includes postage and
handling,is $4 for one banner or
$7 for two (for windshield and
rear window). Make your check
or money order(U.S.funds only,
please) payable to: WCIL BANNERS. The Westside Center for
Independent Living exists to
help physically disabled people

UNIQUE ITEMS...MANY ARE ONE OF A KIND
WHERE ARE WE?... The

Dixieland Center-Suite 17 . Down the
breezeway in the corner (next to the Karate School)

OUR HOURS ARE?... Tue.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Closed Sun.'& Mon.

POLICY..SIMPLY...WE WANT TO PLEASE YOU!!
ab.. 3
COME IN AND SHOP WITH US SOON!

Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway-Paducah
Mon.-Sat 9:30-5:nn

live independently.

DEAR ABBY:I am the father ofa
beautiful 2-year-old daughter. I enjoy taking her out for breakfast once
a week for some special"one-on-one"
time with her daddy. The problem
arises (inevitably) when one of us
has to go to the restroom.
I wouldn't think of leaving her
alone at the table when I go, not in
this day and age when there are nuts
who would grab a child in a minute.
But, with her at age 2, I'm not sure
it's cool to take her into the men's
room with me,either.
When she has to go "potty," I am
unsure of which restroom she belongs in.(Believe me, Abby, I have
had some strange looks from women
entering the restroom as I am leaving it with my little girl in tow.)
So,on behalfof all of us fathers, I
am asking you: What is the safest
and most proper way to deal with
this problem?
SEATTLE FATHER
DEAR SEATTLE FATHER:
Little boys are routinely taken
into ladies'rooms by their mothers, so why shouldn't little girls
be taken into men's rooms by
their fathers?(Better a small girl
in a men's room than a grown
man in a ladies' room!)
Obviously, if there is a stall
with a door in the men's
restroom, that is the one you
should choose.

What teen-agers need to know about
sex, drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
their peers and parents is now in Abby's
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Teen Should Know."To order,send a long,
bu•iness-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, 111. 81054.
(Postage is included.)
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Coming community events are listed

.9'

Thursday, July 26
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

e4„

Coldwater Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 6:30
p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
7:30 p.m.
Compassionate Parents Support
Group will meet at 7:30 a.m. in
Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
T

Stag Night will be at 5:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.

Thursday, July 26
Bible Institute will be at 6:30
p.m. at Calvary Baptist Church.
Youth Explosion will start at 6
p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Hunters Safety Course, open to
all ages, will be at 6 p.m. at
National Guard Armory, Coldwater
Road. For information call
489-2534.
Marshall County Professional
Insurance Women will meet at 6
p.m. at Majestic Steak House,
Draffenville.

ek71")e.

1 1.154'
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ARIES
connection with family.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
SCORPIO
Be especially sensitive to the (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
feelings of loved ones today. It's a
Rumors may be making the rounds
time when misunderstandings could today or what you hear is not exactly
easily occur. In business a more the truth. You may not get as much
realistic approach is required.
time as you'd like for yourself. Guard
TAURUS
against moody behavior.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
SAGITTARIUS
There may be too many things left (Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
dangling today where work interests
Shoppers need to be suspicious of
are concerned. Distractions, too, defective merchandise and you also
work against accomplishment now. need to be wary of business proposiExtra self-discipline is necessary.
tions made to you now. Hold tight to
GEMINI
the purse strings.
(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Errors in judgment could occur (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
now where spending is concerned.
Your mind may be in two places at
It's best to leave the credit cards once today. It's not the best period
home. Sensitive feelings make the for business progress. Be generous
course of romance iffy.
with your time where loved ones are
CANCER
concerned. Be there.
(June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS
You'll probably won't accomplish (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
as much at home as you would like
Make sure you have the right
today. A friend could drop by at an directions if traveling to unfamiliar
inconvenient time. Couples may mis- locales. Today you may despair of
read each other's signals.
getting an in-law to understand you.
LEO
Be patient.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
PISCES
Daydreaming could interfere with (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•WIN▪ K
concentration today and ,one busiThere seems to be a million
ness matter remains ucertain at chances today to spend unwisely. It's
present. Overall it's not th best time not the time to reach financial
to get your ideas across.
agreements with others. Make a point
VIRGO
of safeguarding credit.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
YOU BORN TODAY are willing to
Extra care is needed in financial work hard to achieve your ends and
dealings. The old saying, don't throw seem to thrive in crisis situations.
good money after bad, applies today. You love a challenge and may be both
You may not be seeing things clearly philosophic and literary. Though you
where romance is concerned now.
have an interest in the problems of
LIBRA
the world, you may be a bit of a loner
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
as well. Both business and the arts
You could be somewhat impulsive are likely to appeal to you. Birthdate
where money is concerned today. of: Leo Durocher, baseball manager,
Higher-ups need deft handling. A Peggy Fleming, skater; and Joshua
delicate situation arises now in Reynolds, painter.
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Grove Class has remzion at bank

Friday, July 27
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Coldwater Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 6:30
p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
7:30 p.m.
Four-H Horse Show will be at
5:30 p.m. and A.F. (Skeet) Myers
Horse Show will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
Events at Paris Landing State
Park will include Fuzzy Creature
Walk at 9 a.m.; Sidewalk Art at 10
a.m.; Rock Painting at 11 a.m.;
pool play at 1 p.m.
Bible Institute will be at 6:30
p.m. at Calvary Baptist Church.
1990 Calloway County High
School Annuals may be picked up
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at ticket
booth in back of building.
Hunters Safety Course, open to
all ages, will be at 6 p.m. at
National Guard Armory, Coldwater
Road. For information call
489-2534.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

The 1955 graduating class of Lynn Grove High School met Saturday, July 7, for its 35-year class reunion
in Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The meal was catered by Country Crossroads of
Hardin. One class member, Levada Mitchuson Deering, is deceased. Two class members unable to attend
were Tommy Workman and Brent Adams. A former class member, Beverly Kimbro Woods, and two
teachers, Mrs. Bess Kerlick and C.W. Jones, also attended. Pictured, from left, front row, Annette Crawford Wyckott, Linda Spann Sneed, Patsy McKenzie Maddox, Kathryn Paschall Starks, Frankie Mills Lax,
Janice Miller Adams; back row, Fred Douglas, Jackie Cooper, Hugh Deering, Shirley Morton Bryan,
James Mac Smotherman, Shirley Murdock Shackelford, John Lassiter, Owen Cook and Marzee Jackson
Whiteside.

Feigen talks about movie
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Brenda
Feigen, co-founder of Ms. Magazine and producer of the movie
"Navy SEALS," says she did her
part to improve the action film's
portrayal of women.
"Navy SEALS," starring Charlie Sheen, features the elite force of
highly trained Navy teams fighting
terrorists..
"I think it is feminist, humanist
to hate terrorism. It is natural and
logical," Feigen said.
Feigen concedes she was concerned about the portrayal of
women in the Orion release. She

runs the production company that
made the film.
"There were scenes with the
role of Claire (co-star Joanne
Whalley-Kilmer) that made no
sense ... and in one instance there
was a reference to her so obscene I
can't even repeat it," she said. "I
said this has to go."
Her next project is more directly
tied to her past work with the
American Civil Liberties Union
and the women's movement — a
made-for-TV movie about two
black girls in the South sterilized
against their will.
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We are pleased to announce that Kelly
McCarty, bride-elect of
Paul
Austin, has
selected her gift items
from our bridal registry.
Kelly and Paul will be
married August 18th.
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Hoffman's

• And A Whole Lot More!

Twilight Golf will be at 5:30
p.m. at ORS Country Club.

Crafts Galore
Just Off Court Square

(Cont'd on page 8)

Murray

759-4512
Murray
1 mile 94 East

759-9806
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Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
Building.

Hurry! Offer on Retail Sales
June 23 thru August 5, 1990!
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Thursday, July 26
AA and .AI-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

"Women's Self Defense" course
will be at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Paducah.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Dressy & Casual

•

Lingerie

Shoes

Model GSD944/1.
• 10-year full warranty on durable PertnaTuf b; tub and door liner.
• 4 cycles including heasy-duty POTSCRUBBER cycle and 7 options.
•
• Powerful 3-level wash action.
",
• Big capacity iritericir designed for ftily-size
loads.
• Temperature sensor system automaticalls
heats the water if necessary.
Rebate
• Sound insulation minimizes operation noise
• Rinse aid dispenser.

$418
S30
$388

1A to /
I 2 off

1A to

Reg. r to 82'''

Long, Short, Cap Sleeve

Gowns, Pajamas, Robes,
Slips, Half Slips, Panties

Handbags

Reg:8
753-1586
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Accessories

Jewelry

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV /
1
2.-to /
2 3 o f/
41 .1, to 3
//'
ii off
212 East Main Street

off

Reg. 32°° to 190u'

See this and other Rebate models at your GE Dealer'

Your General Electric, Jenn Air
and RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

A

r to 421"

Belts. Scarves, Hair Accessories

1
A off
Reg. 19°3 to 55c*

Famous Name
,

Bras

20to 50% ffi
Reg. 10" to 26"D
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Laurent's classics vs. youthful upstarts linen couture
ence after a bout of nervous
was a feast for the eyes.
exhaustion and a stay at a rest
"He speaks for all French fashAP Fashion Writer
home. His clothes were impecc- ion, and does it better than anyPARIS (AP) — Couture shows able, gorgeous and crowd-pleasing. 'body else," said Lynn Manulis,
He also showed he can turn out owner of the exclusive Martha's
for winter exploded Wednesday
into a lively contrast between the wildly sexy outfits that retain a shops irr Palm Beach and New
classics of Yves Saint Laurent and sense of good taste. From his York.
"There's nothing here that a
the whimsy of a very young cou- ample short royal blue unfitted coat
over an emerald suede skirt right woman wouldn't be proud to have
ture house, Lecoanet-Hemant.
through to the extravagant chiffon in her wardrobe," said Gaby Jalou,
Saint Laurent returned to the
podium to salute his adoring audi- and lace evening gowns, everything publisher and editor of the influential Officiel de la Mode magazine.
Saint Laurent turned out all
kinds of ensembles in superb fabrics with tiger stripes or panther
spots. He also indulged in some
fancy gear in python — real or
printed on silk or chiffon.
The audience loved his revealing
black lace gown slashed right up
the side hooked together only by
two pink satin bows — though
most probably wouldn't dare wear
it in public.
He clothed one model in an
incredible long coat of burntorange and copper pheasant
feathers.
There are subtle differences in
this collection: padded shoulders
are toned down from the past. A
few suit skirts are flared for easy
walking. All daytime skirts are of
wearable length, from just a couple
The violin students of Conny Ottway recently performed in a recital
of inches above the knee to a few
at First Assembly of God Church, Highway 94 East. They were, from
midi-length outfits.
left, front row, Lee Lambert, Krissy Whitfield and Ginny Wright.
Few other designers could get
back row, Will Lambert, Paige Patterson, Katy Waiters and Becky
away with plastering fitted tweed
Watters.
suits with black lace, as Saint Laurent does.
Another favorite look was a
group of cocktail suits with revealing lace and embroidered blouses
On the Square • 753-9569
underneath, one stunning model in
a silvery satin with black velvet
New Shipment
trim.
Lingerie
Saint Laurent's marvelous color
sense showed up in chiffon dinner
Price
gown combinations such as lichen,
Off
royal blue, emerald and tobacco
brown.
The younger team of Didier
Mix 'n Niateh & Nlaternity
Off
Lecoanet and Hemant Sagar, the
By SUZY PATTERSON

iolin students

recital

JO-AN'S

varieties

Lingerie

SALE 1/2

20%
60%

latter an Indian-born designer,
turned in the sassiest, funniest collection in this week's showings. In
their early 30s, this unorthodox
team shows the younger generation
crowding the masters in creativity,
if not wearability.
In their 15th collection, the pair
of French-trained couturiers let
their fantasies run wild in a fireworks display ot draping, fabulous
fabric mixes and silhouettes, delivered with tongue-in-cheek good
humor.
The audience was left gasping
and giggling by the "bride," an
outsized red-haired lady swathed in
gold with fox on the decollete. A
good-humored professional who
has been promoting Virgin records,
Anne Zamberlan apparently loves
wearing sumptuous gowns, and
wants to get the message out that
even stouts can be stylish.
For the rest, there were some
great mixes of iridescent taffeta
drapes and swirling collars or bows
over tiny skirts, jeweled body
stockings topped with puffs of
gazar, gathered silk print sheaths
rimmed in sable, and an occasional
jewel-embroidered breast on a
draped satin gown.
Lecoanet-Hemant were all over
the block in their zany or straight
ideas, but they know how to use
old ideas in startling new ways,
with more subtlety and taste than a
fashion iconoclast like Jean-Paul
Gaultier.
The burgundy silk wrapped mini
topped by shiny brocade and an
iridescent orange stole was accompanied by metallic gloves.
But those who love young
clothes in fresh colors might opt
for the double-tiered pleated applegreen silk dotted with big amber
cabochon jewels.

Community...
Friday, July 27

Dr. Kelvin L. White

Twilight Golf will be at 5:30
p.m. at Murray County Club. A
catered dinner will be served from
7 to 8:30 p.m. with reservations to
be made by calling 753-8116 or
753-6113.

is pleased to announce that he has
assumed Dr. Castle Parker's practice
of Family Dentistry.

Couple married for 40 1/071'S
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Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ora Stockwell of Murray celebrated their 40th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, June 30. They were married June
30, 1950, at the home of her parents in Quincy, Mich., with the Rev.
Richard Miles officiating. Their attendants were her sister, Bernadine
Quimby, his sister, Betty Stockwell, and his brother, Jack Stockwell.
Mrs. Stockwell, the former Caryl Elizabeth Quimby, is the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Orville Quimby of Quincy, Mich. Mr. Stockwell, son of Mrs. Ina Stockwell and the late Orwin Stockwell of Col.dwater, Mich., is employed at Bandi's Welding, Murray. Their five
children are Lee Stockwell and wife, Teresa, Bill Stockwell and wife,
Neva, David Stockwell and wife, Dawn, and Mrs. Sherrie Wilson and
husband, Rick, all of Murray, and Mike Stockwell and fiancee, Jena.
They have 14 grandchildren.

(Cont'd from page 7)
Friday, July 27
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m., WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m., Summer Fishing Opportunities at 2 p.m. and Meet A Black
Vulture and Opossum at 3:30 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center; Iron

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

New patients & emergency visits are welcome.
Office Hours: Mon., Wed., Thurs. 8:00 - 5:00
Tues. 10:00 - 7:00 & Alternate Saturdays

Henry County Band Boosters
will present "Acappella" and
"AVB" in concert at 8 p.m. at Henry County High School Patriot Stadium, Paris, Tenn.

Phone 753-1572

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Hs

Wftl

Friday, July 27
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:36
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Seven
Wonders of the Universe at 10
a.m., 12 noon, 2 and 3 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor Center..

Office located at 201 N. 5th St.
Dr. White has reviewed and will retain
all patients' records.

Mi

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6)

Bazzell Cemetery day Saturday
Bazzell Cemetery will have its annual meeting on Saturday, July 28.
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor of Coldwater United Methodist Church,
will speak at 11 a.m. The cemetery is located southwest of Coldwater in
front of Calvary Baptist Church. Persons unable to attend may mail their
donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Willis Sanders, Rt. 1, Box
248, Murray.
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Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.

effie Lewis Corcuiaffy Invites You 'To The

grand Opening of

Popularity Showboat will present
its program at dusk at Kentucky
Dam State Park. For information
call 1-800-325-0146.

L.A. Optical
SEE
Friday, Yury 27th Beginning at 1
A

Logo of Paris
Trunk showing
of Latest Designs
in Eyewear

310 N. 12th St.

Events in Land Between the

Wonderful Place .. . to

Door Prizes

-*--

e eshments
.

±-

GIVE A
WOODS
ARSONIST
TIME
...IN JAIL!

M.

* Bushnell Binoculars
* $100 -Gift Certificate for IZX
Glasses

Time Square

•

753-8641
•

Wig womb insa

Hicks Cemetery day Saturday
Hicks Cemetery will have its annual meeting on Saturday, July 28,
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon. The cemetery is locatedAnear Cherry Corner off
Highway 121 South, New Concord Road. Persons unable to attend may
4
eir donations to Hal Winchester, Rt. 2, Box 164A, Hazel, Ky.
m2a04
i1 9their

Coldwater Church plans revival
Coldwater United Methodist Church will have revival services starting
Sunday, July 29, and continuing through Tuesday, July 31. The pastor, the
Rev. Don Faulkner, will be the speaker for the services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. Special music will be presented by Bethel Singers and Coldwater
United Methodist Sunday School Children on Sunday; by Hal Faulkner on
Monday; and by Jimmy and Linda Wilson and Susan Haneline on Tuesday. The public is invited to attend, a church spokesperson said.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Elvin Crouse and Debra Smith, Murray, from Western Baptist;
Thomas Noel, Kirksey, and Calvin Paschall, Puryear, Tenn., from
Lourdes.

Salem Church plans revival
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Salem Baptist Church will have revival services starting Sunday, July
29, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 3. The Rev. James Bean of
Boonville, Ind., former pastor at Salem, will be the speaker for the services at 7 p.m. nightly. The pastor, the Rev. Foyce Dukes, invites the
public to attend.

Milerray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank bellow and mail it with your
Check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

El

4

All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
All other subscribers $59.50.
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Millions live wfth one parent

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
Gov. Buddy Roemer said his belief
in free speech led him to veto a bill
that would have required warning
labels on recordings that some say
promote deviant behavior.
The Democratic governor also
planned to announce Friday
whether he would veto the nation's
strictest state abortion bill.
Roemer vetoed the record labeling bill Wednesday as he was
flanked by supporters that included
Tipper Gore, president of a parents
organization that pushed for voluntary labeling, and Jason Berman,
president of the Recording Industry
Association of America.
The bill would have mandated
labels for recordings with themes
of rape, murder, suicide, incest,
illegal drug use, child abuse and
satanic worship. It also would have
prohibited the sale of such recordings to people under age 17.
Retailers, manufacturers and distributors of recordings would have
been subject to possible six-month
jail terms and $5,000 fines.
Musicians and recording industry
officials had threatened to boycott
Louisiana if Roemer signed the
bill, but he denied the pressure
influenced his decision.
• "As a parent and as a governor,

With two parents
130% I (40.7)
38'o (3.7)

Black
Hispanic

(4.7)

With mother only
White

16% I (8.2)

Black

51°0 (5.0)

Hispanic

(1.9)

With father only
White j3% (1.4)
Black

3% (0.3)

Hispanic LI 3% (0.4)
NOTE. Persons of Hispanc ongin may be of any race
SOURCE Census Bureau

Gorbachev says U.S.S.R.
needs help for program
MOSCOW (AP) — President coupons to agricultural workers,
Mikhail S. Gorbachev said today from farmers to tractor drivers,
his country needs Western assis- allowing them to buy goods that
tance to make his reform program have been in short supply.
work, and he promised that any aid
Russian Prime Minister Ivan
will be repaid.
Silayev warned in a separate interGorbachev spoke at a news con- view that if the market is not soon
ference after a day of meetings saturated with food and consumer
with Italian Premier Giulio goods "the situation will be
Andreotti, the president of the unpredictable."
European Community. Andreotti is
"The prices will simply skyra leading proponent of providing
ocket and the shadow economy will
aid to the Soviet Union.
No agreements were reached in capture everything," he told Prathe talks about Italian or European vitelstvenny Vestnik newspaper.
Gorbachev said the next two
aid to boost Gorbachev's reform
years of reforms will be crucial.
program.
"In these two years, in which we
Gorbachev said the Soviet Union
needs help producing more food will have to make the most difficult
and consumer goods for the mark- changes, we need this kind of
et, and that factories need a chance help," Gorbachev said.
Some of the aid should be given
to work with foreign firms to boost
quickly "to reduce the difficulty of
their productivity.
As an example of Soviet ineffi- the problems, and so perestroika
ciency, Gorbachev has said 25 per- does not slow down," he said.
cent of the nation's crops are lost
However, he added, the Soviet
during harvesting and storage.
Union "cannot depend on foreign
The resident of the Russian Fed- sponsors" to fix its economy, but
eration, the Soviet Union's largest must depend largely on itself. Aid
republic, today warned of a food
to his country will not be "a handshortage "catastrophe" in Russia out," he said, but temporary assisunless efficiency improves.
tance that must be paid back.
"We have to gather it carefully,
The West German government
preserve it and get it onto Lbi table
has guaranteed $3.1 billion in bank
of the Russian people," Boris N. loans to the Soviet Union, and
Yeltsin said.
together with France it pushed the
"The existing food situation in European Community to endorse
our republic is critical," he said in an immediate $15 billion aid
an appeal on the front page of the
program.
Sovietskaya Rossia newspaper.
But European leaders refused to
"To prevent a catastrophe, we go along with the plan, as did leadmust improve it immediately."
ers of the world's seven largest
As an incentive, Yeltsin said the capitalist powers meeting in Housgovernment would issue special ton, Texas, garlier this month.
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this legislation has presented to me
my most severe philosophical conflict," Roemer told reporters. "My
strong belief about decency in the
proper upbringing of my own
children versus my strong belief
and dedication to freedom of
speech ... and my innate desire to
avoid excessive governmental
interference."
There also is pressure for Roemer to veto the abortion bill. He said
he received a letter signed by law
professors from Harvard, Yale,
Georgetown, Stanford and other
universities who concluded that
"there is virtually no chance that
this particular bill would be sustained by the United States
Supreme Court."
The bill, passed in the last days
of the Legislature this month,
would prohibit abortions except to
save the life of the mother or for
cases of incest and rape. Doctors
performing abortions could be sentenced to up to 10 years in prison
and fined $100,000.
Roemer declined to say whether
he plans to veto the abortion bill
Friday or allow it to become law
without his signature.
In 1985 when Mrs. Gore, wife of
Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn., helped

organize U.S. Senate hearings on
record labeling, various record
company executives said they
planned to label records that con-

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489

Steve's Discount Beer
Stop by and check out our
Beer at Discount Prices!

Open 11 am, Friday, July 27
(901) 247-3934• 4/10 mi. S. of red light on right in Puryear
. TN.

Remember the 10th

Bush signs act for disabled
WASHINGTON (AP) — As several thousand advocates for the disabled looked on, President Bush
today signed an act banning discrimination against the nation's 43
million handicapped people.
"Every man, woman and child
with a disability can now pass
through a once-closed door to a
bright new era of equality, independence and freedom," Bush said
as he signed the measure in a ceremony on the South Lawn.
The president likened the Americans. with Disabilities Act of 1990
to the dismantling of the Berlin
Wall as a symbol of freedom for a
once-oppressed people. It "takes a
sledgehammer to another wall," he
said.
"This day belongs to you,"
Bush told the audience gathered
outside the White House. It was
one of the largest bill-signing ceremonies ever held at the White
House.
About 2,000 people, representing
groups that lobbied for the bill, sat
in wheelchairs or on folding chairs
at the ceremony in bright sunshine
with temperatures in the mid-80s.
White House officials had considered moving today's ceremony
inside and reducing its size because

moVL 0 YOU
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of the anticipated heat.
But protests from disability
groups, including a threat by some
to hold a separate "people's signing" ceremony outside the White
House gates, persuaded officials to
go ahead with the outside
ceremony.
"We considered moving it inside
because of the heat concerns. There
could be up to two hours of sitting
in the hot sun. But the disabled
community said heat was no problem," said White House spokeswoman Alixe Glen.
Some activists had suggested
that the White House notion that
disabled people are too frail to sit
out in the summer sun showed the
very kind of bias the legislation
was designed to end.
In signing the bill, Bush said,
"This historic act is the world's
first comprehensive declaration of
equality for people with
disabilities."
He called it an "historic new
civil rights act."

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up cthe difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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Big Red Nuggets—Highly nutritious. Good tasting.
Unconditionally guaranteed.
114°
50 lb.

#102-01398
your choice

Wallpaper
Sale

BIG RED
DOG FOOD
LI'L RED
CAT DINNER
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SAVE ON

Liquid Sevin
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tained explicit lyrics.
State Rep. Ted Haik, the sponsor
of the Louisiana bill, said the music industry can't be trusted.

Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
Our Rates...
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Governor vetoes recording label bill

More than half of black Americans under age 18— and almost a third
of Hispanic youth — lived with only one parent in 1989. Totals in
parenthesis in millions.
White
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Li'l Red Cat Dinner—
Provides 100% of daily nutritional requirements for
cats and kittens over 6
weeks. Unconditionally
guaranteed.
25 lb.
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5% Sevin Dust

The n

Ironing Center
FEATURES...

9988

• AU. WOOD CONSTRUCTION
• FULLY ASSEMOLED
• REACNTOFINISH
• DOOR CHANGEMILE FROM RIGNT TO
LEFT OPENING
• COVER AND PAD INCWOW
s,........
• EASY RECESSED INSTALLATION OR
MOUNT DIRECT ID THE WALL

\

Open
7 Days
A Week

1111110.••••••

Motto High-tensile
Barbed Wire

Reg. 129.99

Trees Lumber Doltcenter.

23°

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6; Sat A-5; Sun. 1-5

Sale Prices Good at Marra Store Onl

199

66186
•.1,,,,,abok•

4t Your Home Investment Company

4

SEVIN*
"DUST

Controls most common garden insects. Also
tleas on dogs and cats and brown dog ticks. 4
lb. MI02-01357

pL 15 2(2 p Lightweight Easy
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Yankees derail Ryan's Express run to 300

Sports Writer
by HAL BOCK

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer

EDITOR'S NOTE — Change is in the wind for big-time college
sports: More emphasis on academics, less on athletics. It is a new look
that carries the endorsement of the pros, as reported in this last of a
three-part AP Sports Extra series.
• • •

ARLINGTON, Texas — Nolan Ryan picked
the wrong time to have his worst performance in
13 years against the New York Yankees.
A good luck haircut didn't even work as his
300th victory party was spoiled by three homers.
However, Pete Incaviglia kept Ryan from a
loss Wednesday night with a dramatic ninthinning homer and Rafael Palmeiro called the
game-winning homer in the Texas Rangers' 9-7
victory in 11 innings.
Ryan was crestfallen because he didn't win
before the sellout crowd of 41,954, largest of the
year in Arlington Stadium.
"I'm really disappointed it turned out like it
did," Ryan said. "A lot of people went to a lot
of trouble to be in the ballpark and I kind of let
them down."
Ryan, hoping to become the 20th pitcher to
earn 300 career victories, trailed 7-3 when he

August could be a landmark month in American
collegiate sports.
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue has promised new
guidelines by Aug. 1 to reduce the pressure on prospects who feel obliged to leave school early to prep
for the pros in pre-draft scouting combines and preseason mini-camps.
Two weeks after that, the Collegiate Commissioners Conference and the NCAA Council will submit legislation for the
January 1991 convention, and one of the proposals, which carries the enthusiastic endorsement of the NCAA Presidents Commission, will drastically cut back the time student-athletes can
devote to sports.
Clearly, change is in the wind.
Tagliabue is sensitive to criticism from collegiate administrators who blame the NFL for declining graduation rates among
football players. An Associated Press survey showed that almost
two of every three players drafted last April did not finish their
studies and that 82 left one semester or less short of their
degrees, specifically to get a head start on the pros.
"Before this year's football season begins, we will implement
certain limitations and restrictions on the activities of NFL
teams ... in order to eliminate excesses and to assure that there
is no unwarranted interference in the academic programs of student athletes," Tagliabue told the Knight Commission on college
athletic reform last Month.
The commissioner is unwilling, however, to allow the NFL to
shoulder the entire burden for academic shortcomings.
"I think it is erroneous to suggest, and there is no basis for
concluding, that NFL recruiting and hiring policies or practices
have had a substantial negative impact on college programs,
including on the academic progress of college football players,"
he said
That opinion is not shared, however, by a large segment of
the collegiate community. The College Football Association
adopted strong anti-NFL resolutions last month, citing the
demands that cut into class time for student-athletes and lead
many players to leave school short of their degrees.
The CFA said it wanted mini-camps postponed until after the
academic year and a commitment from the pros to pay for the
completion of a player's education if he comes into the league
without his degree. Until the NFL becomes more sensitive to
such issues, the CFA said its members will not cooperate with
the pro scouts.
"Significant courtesies have been extended to pro scouts,"
said Chuck Neinas, executive director of the CFA. "Those courtesies will no longer be extended unless something is done. The
moratorium is in effect now.
"We're just asking that pro football pay attention to its farm
system. The pros aren't giving the colleges the time of day.
Let's face facts, pro football is interested only in pro football."
The strong words from the CFA can be traced directly to the
offices of university and Goliege' presidents, who are putting the
pressure on their athletic departments to improve graduation
rates.
Tagliabue thinks the institutions would be better served cleaning up their own houses before complaining about the NFL.
"Based upon all the available information," the commissioner
said, "it is evident to me that the graduation rates of college
football players are overwhelmingly determined by the policies
and practices of the colleges and universities themselves — and
only marginally influenced by the policies and practices of the
NFL.
"I say this not because the NFL needs or is seeking exoneration or because I desire to be self-serving. Rather, I say it
because it is obvious that high pressure, commercialized, massmarketed college athletic programs, involving long seasons and
extraordinary athletic and other pressures that necessarily limit
academic opportunities, make it inevitable that graduation rates
for college athletes will be a matter of concern."
That, too, is changing.
Last month, the NCAA Presidents Commission endorsed a
package of legislation presented by Collegiate Commissioners
Association that, if adopted by the national convention next
January, will have significant impact on the time student-athletes
devote to sports.
Under the plan, playing seasons would be limited to no more
than 22 weeks and competition and practice to no more than 20
hours per week and four hours per day. Athletic dormitories
would be phased out over a five-year pciicod and limitations
would be placed on training table meals. Scholarships would be
cut in football from the present 95 to 85 by 1994, and in
basketball from the present 15 to 13 by 1993. All other sports
would take 10 percent cuts across the board except for women's
gymnastics, women's tennis and women's volleyball, which
would retain current levels.
Other parts of the presidents' proposal call for one mandatory
day off per week from all sports related activity; no class time
missed for practice, except for travel to a road game; and elimination of preseason off-campus intrasquad games.
In other words, the emphasis in the term student-athlete would
be on the student, not the athlete.
Martin Massengale, interim president of the University of
Nebraska and chairman of the Presidents Commission, anticipates
some opposition to these rather dramatic measures when they are
presented at the convention.
"I think there will be people of different viewpoints," he
said. "There will not be unaninimity. I think we can work our
way through them. This is a strong statement, I think, because
it came from the commissioners."
For some academic people, the changes are already evident.
Anna Price, assistant athletic director for academics and student services at Miami, sees a bright future for the co-existence
of sports and studies.
"I believe more people are sincere about this and we're better than we're portrayed," Price said. "It used to be that the
academics area of the athletic department was manned by excoaches who were not familiar with academic support services.
That's changed.
"People think we need to correct things. I believe they're
already being corrected. The academics part is being cleaned up
and it is a model for the rest of the university."
Michael Beachley, academic coordinator for athletes at Oregon
State, welcomes the new direction and the promise it brings for
improved academic performance.
"I am an educator," Beachley said. "I hope it changes. It
has to, ethically. The Presidents Commission assures us that it
will. If it doesn't, we're not conducting business as educational
institutions. And that's what our priority ought to be."
• • •
(Hal Bock is a sports columnist for The Associated Press)
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left after the eighth inning.
The Rangers tied it on Incaviglia's two-out,
two-run homer in the bottom of the ninth inning
off Dave Righetti then won it on Palmeiro's
two-run homer in the 11th off rookie Mark
Leiter.
Palmeiro called his shot for Commissioner
Fay Vincent.
Texas owner George Bush told Palmeiro "it's
getting late and the commissioner wants to go
home."
Palmeiro told Vincent "the game's over."
Then he hit the game-winner.
"It was good to get Nolan off the hook
because he has been carrying us for so long it's
nice to save him for a change," Incaviglia said.
Kenny Rogers picked up his fourth victory
against five losses with three innings of one-hit
relief.
Ryan said he felt good enough to start on
Monday against Milwaukee although manager
Bobby Valentine will make that decision today.

"I'll see how he feels and then we'll make a
decision." Valentine said.
Ryan said he's ready to get his 300th ordeal
over.
"I don't want this thing to drag out," Ryan
said. "I don't want a cloud on it. The last thing I
want is for it to drag out."
Kevin Maas, Roberto Kelly and Bob Geren hit
homers off Ryan.
"He didn't have his best stuff," Kelly said.
"It wasn't the Nolan Ryan I had faced before."
Maas was one of four Yankee rookies in the
game.
"Just to bat against a Hall of Famer is an honor and to hit a home run off him is the greatest
feeling I've had in my life," Maas said.
Don Mattingly didn't play because of a bad
back and could be headed for the disabled list.
"I don't think I'll be out the whole season,"
he said. "But I'll be out awhile."
It was the most nins Ryan had given up this
(Cont'd on page 11)

Despite success, McGee troubled by contract

Despite his success, Willie McGee is not enjoying the 1990 campaign
because of the poor Cardinal performance, and a contract battle with
the front office.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Willie
McGee is the hottest hitter in baseball, but he's even hotter about his
contract situation.
McGee has a 17-game hitting
streak, the longest current streak in
the major leagues, and has batted
close to .400 in July. But he's
wearing a perpetual frown because
he can become a free agent this fall
and the St. Louis Cardinals have
shown no inclination to keep him.
"Yeah, it hurts," McGee said.
"They talk about loyalty and stuff.
I've been here eight or nine years
and I've given my all and played
hard. They want us to be loyal but
when it comes time for business it
seems like the loyalty is gone."
The Cardinals have nine potential free agents and McGee is one
of a group that includes third baseman Terry Pendleton and left fielder Vince Coleman. Indications are
that most or all three will be either
traded or let go this fall.
"We arc not in a negotiating
mode with any of those guys yet,"
Cardinals general manager Dal
Maxvill said.
McGee, the National League
MVP in 1985 and a World Series
hero in 1982 as a rookie, wonders
if they'll ever be in a negotiating
mode with him. Still, he wants to
stay.
"Definitely. I'll play here,"
McGee said. "I'm not going to
wait around. "I can't sit here and
wait and wait and wait. If I have to
go into the free agent market, I'm
going to see what's out there."
His present numbers would seem
to make it difficult for the Cardinals to let him walk. During the
streak, he's batting .429 (30-for-

70) and he's batting .398
(33-for-83) during July.
He also leads the majors with
127 hits, leads the NEL with 41
multi-hit games and is second in
the league in doubles. He's also
sneaking up on a possible second
batting title, with his .332 average
trailing Len Dykstra of Philadelphia by a few points.
So what's not to like?
For starters, McGee's 31, the
Cardinals are an aging ballclub and
Triple A Louisville has a couple of
young McGee types in outfielders
Bernard Gilkey and Ray Lankford.
Off this season, McGee's likely
to command a salary in the $3 million range, but he's had an erratic
career. McGee hit .353 in his MVP
year but just .236 in an injuryplagued 1989 and his RBI total fell
off to 50 — a dropoff of 55 — in
1988.
"I wish he would have done
what he's doing now for all three
years of his contract," Maxvill
said.
McGee, a three-time Gold Glove
center fielder, also has a careerhigh 12 errors. Three came in one
night.
McGee said it's been hard to
concentrate this season with the
club in the NL East cellar and
house-cleaning rumors swirling.
But he wouldn't blame that on his
fielding woes.
"I don't know what it is,"
McGee said. "All I know is I'm
going hard every day and doing my
best. I might make 10 more errors
this year, who knows? But I can
accept it as long as they're aggressive mistakes."
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Lady Racer athletes excel in classroom as well
Staff Report
Ledger & Times Sports

The spring semester was a good
one for female athletes at Murray
State. 0: ihe 44 young women
competing in intercollegiate athletics at MSU, 18 were on the Dean's
List (3.3 grade point average or
better) and 23 had a semester GPA
of 3.0 or better.
Leading the way was the
women's track and cross country
team, which counted 10 of 19
members on the Dean's List, five
of whom achieved perfect 4.0

GPAs. Women's volleyball placed
five of 10 athletes on the Dean's
List, with GTE-Academic AllAmerican Lea Ann Allen earning a
4.0 GPA. Tennis player Corine
Diderik also recorded a perfect
grade point average for the
semester.
"We are gratified by the excellence our athletes are achieving
academically as well as athletically," said MSU athletic director
Michael D. Strickland. "I think it's
important to note that of the seven
women who had 4.0 grade point
averages last semester, six were

actively involved in seasonal competition. This indicates our coaching staff has maintained a proper
perspective of the responsibilities
of our student-athletes."
Women's athlete achieving
academic success in the spring
semester:
'Volleyball (10 athletes, team GPA
3.29). Lea Ann Allen, 4.00; Jilly
Doty, 3.93; Kim Koehler, 3.80;
Connie Ballard, 3.68; Jill McCoy,
3.25; and Jodi Price, 3.56.
'Track and Cross Country (19 athletes, team GPA 3.17). Val Bowser, 4.00; Jill Doty, 3.93; Jenny

Edmonds, 3.57; Stephanie Evans,
3.25; Kim Koehler, 3.80; Maria
Fuguay, 3.60; Rebecca Mizener,
4.00; Kathy Mueller, 4.0o, Molly
Poehlein, 4.00;' Sharon Smith,
4.00; Carmen Stearns, 3.00; Dawn
Woodside, 3.20; Dianne Woodside,
3.40.
*Tennis (six athletes, team GPA
2.97). Corine Diderik, 4.00; Rebecca Naughton, 3.82.

-et•*.

'Basketball (11 athletes, team GPA
2.93). Karen Johnson, 3.15; Melissa Huffman, 3.58; Julie Pinson,
3.80; Michelle Wenning, 3.42.

Lewis, USA basketball rebound for wins

\

SEATTLE (AP) — In the cold and wind, Carl Lewis stayed hot enough
to continue the most impressive streak in track .and field.
Lewis won his 64th consecutive long jump competition, taking the
Goodwill Games gold Wednesday night with a leap of 27 feet, 6 inches. It
was far from Lewis' best, but it was the best anyone could manage in the
blustery conditions.
"We didn't have the great performances out there today, it was definitely cold out there," said Lewis, who redeemed himself somewhat for
losing the 100-meter dash to Leroy Burrell on Monday. "I don't jump
well in this cold."
Neither did anyone else. Despite facing an impressive field that
included three other 28-foot jumpers, Lewis won with his decent but
unspectacular effort.
"I'm in excellent shape, it's just not there yet," Lewis said. "I've done
so much this year, my focus has been on so many things. I've had a very
busy summer.''
Lewis has been promoting his autobiography and making appearances
throughout the country. "Now, with the book tour settled down, I've been
able to settle down and focus on my events."
. The focus at the Goodwill Games on Wednesday also was on the
basketball court, where the United States routed Italy 113-76 to make the
medals round. The Americans, who lost to the Soviet Union the previous
night, face Brazil on Friday, while the Soviets play Yugoslavia.
The last time the U.S. naational team played the Brazilians on American
soil, Oscar Schmidt led the visitors to an upset in the Pan American
Games final. Schmidt had a Goodwill Games-record 42 points in a win
over Australia on Wednesday.
Two other American teams had mixed results. The women's volleyball
squad beat Cuba 15-2, 15-5, 15-6 in the classification round. But the
men's water polo team fell 7-6 to the Soviets, blowing a 4-1 lead.
IF/

Tonight marks the international debut of the Soviet national baseball
team, which plays the United States.
Lewis got off his winning jump on his third try — the 36th straight
outdoor meet he has cleared 27 feet. He outdistanced Mike Powell, Robert
Emmiyan of the Soviet Union and Jaime Jefferson of Cuba. It was the
second time in nine days Powell was beaten by Lewis.
"I thought I had a golden opportunity to win it and I got a little
greedy," Powell said. "Every time you lose, it's a learning experience,
and today was a big one."
Powell was most disappointed because Lewis didn't need to get off the
big one to win.
"That ranks in the bottom two percent of the 64," Lewis said. "That's
for sure. I thought I should have jumped farther. It was ridiculous.
"I think the thing more important than the streak is that I have been
able to put together so many different jumps in so many different
conditions."
While the poor weather hurt the long jumpers, it probably helped keep
decathlete Dave Johnson a little fresher. Johnson had enough left in the
javelin and 1,500 meters to pass Dan O'Brien and win the event.
O'Brien had led through nine events, but Johnson finished more than
10 seconds in front of his American teammate in the 1,500, and that was
enough.
"The weather kept things down and made it close and it was a lot of
fun," Johnson said.
Other track winners included Americans Randy Barnes, the world
record-holder, who captured the shot put at
, and Dannette Young
in the women's 200 in 22.64.
Moroccan Hammou Boutayeb, 34, produced the fastest time ever in the
United States, 27 minutes, 26.43 seconds, in the men's 10,000.
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Tudor mows down Chicago
as Cards take two of three
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The Murray nine-year-old All-Stars (left to right, front row): Adam Ragsdale, Corey
Sykes, Gabe Ward, Shane Andurs, Josh Oakley, Rohit Tandon.(second row) Chris
Baurer, Markin° Foster, Eric King, O'Shea Hudspeth, Micah Cathay, and Neil Key.
, •

Kentucky League
The Murray Kentucky League nine-year-old stars defeated Marshall County's nineyear-old team 11-4 Wednesday night at the Mayfield tournament. Shane Andrus
went 3-for-3 on the night, while Chris Baurer had two hits and Rohit Tandon had a
two-run double.
•The nine-year-old stars are one of two unbeaten teams in the double-elimination
tournament. Murray will face the MarshaH County 10-year-olds tonight at 8:30 p m.
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Junior golf

.398

Winners from last week's Junior Golf at the Oaks Country Club:
'Boys' first flight: Eric Gallimore, first; Seth Allgood, second; Michael Winn; third.
.Second flight: Mari Farmer, first; Eric Villaflor, second; Gus Jones and Jay Stark,
tied for third.
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oThird flight: Blu Norsworthy, first; David Jones, second; Greg Atkins, third.
*Fourth flight: Mark Johnson, first; Bill Shaffer, second; Billy McCarthy, third.
*Fifth flight: Brad Shaw and Mitch Woods, first; Will Norsworthy and Kevin Johnson, second; Derek Shaffer, third.
oGirls' first flight: Stephanie Potter, first; Carrie Griffiths, second; Alyson McNutt,
third.
*Second flight: Nikki McMillen, first; Melissa Villaflor, second; Jennifer Shaffer,
third.
'Third flight: Hilde Heiss, first; April Rooker, second; Ann Taylor, third.
'Fourth Flight: Kristen Farmer, first; Kacey Strak, second; Deedra Hughes, third.
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Baseball
ARLINGTON, Texas — Don Mattingly may miss the rest of the season with back
problems that forced him out of the starting lineup against Nolan Ryan and the
Texas Rangers, New York Yankees manager Stump Merrill said. Mattingly, who
signed a $19.3 million, guaranteed five-year contract extension the day before the
season started, has been bothered by back spasms for several months and has
struggled at the plate. He missed seven straight games before the All-Star break.
Mattingly is batting .245 with five home runs and 35 RBIs.
BAKERSFIELD, Calif. —

Suspended National League umpire Bob Engel pleaded
no contest to stealing baseball cards, then announced he is retiring from baseball.
Engel, who entered the plea through his attorney, was sentenced to three years'

probation and ordered to perform 40 hours of community service. Engel, a Major
League umpire since 1986, was charged with stealing baseball cards from one
store in his hometown of Bakersfield and trying to steal cards from a second store.
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NORCROSS, Ga. —

in one

Zina Garrisson and Jennifer Capriati recorded singles victories and Garrison and Gigi Fernandez added a doubles victory
as the United
States advanced to the quarterfinals of Federation Cup with a 3-0 victory over
Belgium. Garrison defeated Sabine Appelmans 6-4, 6-1 and then teamed with
Fernandez for a 6-1, 6-3 victory over Appelmans and Sandra Wasserman.
Capriati beat
Wasserman 6-0, 7-6 (13-11). Austria, Spain, Czechoslovakia, France, the
Soviet
Union, the Netherlands and Britian also advanced to the quarterfinals.
TORONTO — Top-seeded Andre Agassi beat Michael Stich 6-3, 6-7 (5-7), 6-3
and third-seeded John McEnroe defeated Grant Connell 7-6 (7-4),
6-1 in the second round of the Player's International. Todd Witsken upset second-see
ded Brad
Gilbert 7-5, 4-6, 6-2
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Goodwill Games
SEATTLE —

Carl Lewis extended his winning streak in the long jump to 64 with
mark of 27 feet, 6 inches, more than a foot off his best performance. Randy Barnes
/
2 , more than five
of'the United States took the shot put title with an effort of 70-41
/
2 Dave Johnson of the U.S. won the
feet less than his world record of 75-101
decathlon with 8,403 points. In basketball, the United States advanced to the medals round with a 113-76 victory over Italy. Kenny Anderson of Georgia Tech led the

ell

U.S., which rebounded from a 92-85 loss to the Soviet Union on Tuesday, with 19
points. In Friday's semifinals, the United States meets undefeated Brazil and the
Soviets play Yugoslavia.

Hockey
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MINNEAPOLIS — Norman Green took over as president and chief executive officer of the Minnesota North Stars following the resignation of Howard Baldwin as
club president. Baldwin played a large role in keeping Gordon and George Gund
from moving the franchise to California. He teamed with retired rental car executive
Morris Belzberg to buy the team for $31.5 million in a deal approved May 9 by the
NHL Board of Governors. It was unknown if Baldwin, who helped found the Hartford Whalers in 1972 and spearheaded the 1979 NHL-WHA merger, would retain
his approximate $7.6 million investment or sell to Green and Belzberg.
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Football
NEW YORK —

The NFL is expected to announce today or Friday that the league
will be expanded by two cities, with the new teams beginning play in 1993. The
expansion process was officially put in motion at the NFL owners meeting in March
when NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue named realignment and expansion
committees.
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• ROCKLIN, Calif. —

The San Francisco 49ers signed former Florida State running
back and kick returner Dexter Carter, the 25th player selected in the NFL draft, to a
lour-year contract.

Golf
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Toyota and Anheuser-Busch pined IBM in canceling plans
to run television ads during next month's PGA Championship at the all-white Shoal
Creek Golf Club. Toyota and IBM officials said they were pulling advertising from
the ABC and ESPN telecasts because of racial exclusion in the membership of
Shoal Creek. Anheuser-Busch did not give a reason for dropping its ads during the
tournament, Aug. 9-12,
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
Marquis Gnssom Nt a marquee shot that kept the
Montreal Expos in the thick of the National League East
race
The rookie outfielder. who singled and scored the
tying run in the bottom of the *nit hn his fir* home run
ol the season in the 10th, a three-run shot that gave the
Expos an 8-7 victory or* Ti. Pittsburgh Pirates on
Wednesday night
GrIttiOm'S homer off rook* Stan &ands (2-3) came
after tie Pirates had 110:Ned all their runs in the final tOUr
innings. including two in the lop of the ninth to go ahead
4-3 and three in Its 10111 ta a 7-4 load But they
couldn1 hold other Seed
'It was the biggest hit of my career." Gnssom sad of
Ns second map/ league hornet 'With the cant 3-2 I
was looking tcr a fastbak and that's what I got It was a
little down but it was Nnable I didn't think at trait was
gong out but when I looked up it was gone'
The Nagle lead am New York was trimmed lo onion* game when the Mims surveyed a ex -run nimh inning
and beat Philadelphia 10-9 Montreal a five games Out
'Dave Magadan and Darryl Strawberry NI two tun
hornets and Kann k4cReyrolde and Gregg *Renee had
two-&in Inpies as New York rapped out nine extra-base
hits and then witistood a hnthinning bar/age Of singles
with a 109 win over Phladelpha
Hake Paglarulo drove in hie nine rank a triple and dou
bi• and San Diego Mowed down Cinannat a Pi West
runaway we a season high 20 Nts in the nightcap by
sworiling a doubleheader with Pa Reds, 2-1 and 10-4
*Mitt *lams roomed the ma -league RBI lead voth
a three-run homer in Its line Inning as San Francisco
stiabibed a season-high six-game losing streak with a
7-2 van over Loa Awe*.
'Danny Darien pitched a break* equaled he cars*
high wth 10 strikeims and singled a run home and Eric
Yielding had a career high fao hits and drove in two
runs as Noetioe won or only the thed time in its Ma 26
road games with ,40-1 en ever Atlanta
AGEMCAN LEAGUE
we* Careacro is on a long bat tear George Brett is

Ackerley agreed to spend at least $100 million on the arena, sign a 30-year lease
with the Sonics and construct a 1,800-stall parking garage. In return, the city will
rebate admission taxes to Ackerley of up to $1 million a year.
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Mail-In Rebate Applies to Passenger Car
and Light Truck Applications Only.
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Yankees ...
(Cont'd from page 10)
year.
"It's my poorest performance
since coming off the disabled list
and I was hoping for the opposite," Ryan said. "The Yankees
came out aggressive and came out
swinging."
Ryan threw 141 pitches and
pitching coach Tom House said he
was trying too hard.
"If he were a rookie, I'd say he
was overthrowing," House said. "I

$200

,,

OFF
guess he got a little too excited and
a little too nervous."
Ryan's wife, Ruth, said "Nolan
was nervous. He couldn't even take
a. nap this afternoon."
When Ryan got hit 5.000th
strikeout last year, he missed the
turn into Arlington Stadium before
the game.
"I wish I had missed the turn
tonight and kept on going," he
said.

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

Boston
Toronto
Belemore
Cieveand
Deuce
Milwaukee
New Yak
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle
Texas
Catania
lAnnesota
Kansas City

901 Sycamore

753-8355

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Esse Mateo.'
L Pal
GB 110 Streik Nemo Away
51 46 526
—
44 Won 1
31-17 20 211
51 46 526
—
3-7 Lost 3
26-25 25-21
47 50 416
4
0-7-3 Lost 2
23-23 24-27
46 50 479
CS
3-7 Woe 1
23 20 23-30
47 52 475
5
7-5-6 Won 2
242$ 23-24
44 51 463
6
04-4 Lost 1
24-24 20-27
34 60 362
157. 4-44 Lost 3
182€ 16 34
We* Dirleial
L Pct
GB Ito Streak Name Airs
62 35 630
—
7.7-3 Won 4
31-18 31-1
56 37 602
4
4-6 Lost 1
29-22 27-15
5041 510
12'h 74-4 Lost 1
24-25 26-23
49 48 505
13
6-4 Won 4
27-23 22-25
47 51 480
15'ti 0-44 Lost 4
25-24 22-27
46 51 474
16
i-5-5 Won 1
24-24 22-27
45 50 474
16
7 7-3 Won 4
25-22 20-25
NATIONAL LEAGUE
(sal DIVillieWl

Pittsburgh
New York
Montreal
Phladelphia
Chicago
St Louis

5638
55 38
53 45
46 48
44 54
43 54
West Division

Ondrinall
San F ranasco
Los Anger*
San Diego
Houston
Atlanta
z-denotes first gar* was a win
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wedneeday's Genes
Dalton 4. Baltimore 3
Cleveland 6. Chicago 1
Boston 2. kaletaukee 0
Oakland 13. Catforha 3
- Kansas City 6. Toronto I
lAnneuta 6. Seattle 0
Texas 9, New York 7, 11 innings
Thursday's Games
Seattle (Sett 3-2) at hAnnesota (Anderson 4-12),
12 15 pm
Calk:wee (Finlay 13-4) at Oakland (Sanderson
114). 215 pm
Boston (Gardner 2-5) at Detroit (Petry 7-6), 635
p m.
Kansas City (Apper 5-3) at Toronto (Corkin' 6-61
6 35 p m
Only games scheduled
Friday's Gam*
New York at Cleveand, 2, 405 pm
Boston at Detroit. 6 35 p.rn
Texas at Toronto. 635 p in
Milwaukee at Chicago, 705 p.m
Oakland at Minnesota. 705 p.m.
Balornote at Kansas City, 7.35 p.m
California at Seattle, 915 p.m.
• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE

L Pet
GB L 10 Streak Nome Away
596
—
4-6 Lost 1
29-14 27-24
591
6-4 Won 2
32-15 23-23
541
5
3-7 Won 1
28-18 25-27
489 10
2-5-5 Lost 2
24-22 22-26
449
14
0-8-2 Lon 2
2226 22-26
443
14'4
7-3 Won 2
24-31 10-23

L Pct
GB Lb0 Streak Home As
36 621
—
2-5-5 Lust 3
10-14 2946 621
LS 2-4-6 Won 1
23-21 27-25
47 41 495 12
5-5 Lost 1
27-22 20-26
41 so 432 18
3-7 Won 3
24-27 1-27
41 57 4111
19'/.
5-5 Won 1
29-21 12-36
39 56 411
20
2-5-5 Lost 1
22-29 17 27

so
so

Wednesday's Garnet
Houston 5, Atlanta 1
Montreal 8, Pittsburgh 7, 10 innings
New Vol 10, Phladephis 9
San Diego 2. Clnonnall I. let game
San Diego 10. Cincinnati 4, 2nd game
St Loos 9. Chicago 0
San Francisco 7, Los Angeles 2
••
Thursday's Games
St Louis (Teeksbury 5-2 and Hil 0-0) at New
York (One* 4-4 and Daring 3-5), 2, 4-05 p m.
Chicago (Bookie 4-5) at Montreal (Boyd 5-3),
6,35 p in
Phileeliskihta (Piblholland 4-4) at Pittsburgh (Heston 104), 615 p.m
Houston (Ponugal 4 8)81 San Diego (Show 1-8).
906 pm
C6nonnat (Ilijo 6-3) at San Francisco (Wilson
63). 905 pm
Atlanta (Clary 1-7) at Loa Angeles (Belcher 8-7),
9 35 p m
Frids
Games
Chicago at Montreal, 635 pm
St Wig. at New York. 6-35 pm
Philade(hia at PIttiburgh. 635 p
Houston at San Diego 9 05 p m.
Atlanta at Los Angeles, 935 p m
Crnannal at San rraricnico. 9 35 p m

SCORE BOARD
California at Oakland (3.15 p in EDT) Chuck Finley (13-4) starts against Oakland's Scott Sandersoe (1161
The Athena* won their Irst five games against Tie Angels this season
SIZZLING
George Brett of Kansas City fin or the cycle to, Ti. second time in hs career Wednesday ti,ght it's 6-1 victory
over Toronto No has a 151pi1ne heting streak end is baning 460 129 lot 63) awl the •reak to rase his batting
average from 26610 .304 The last erne the 37-year-old awl hit tor tie cycle was in a 164r/rang game paw*
Batman) on May 28. 1979
STREAKS
After losing sight straight San Diego has rebounded with a three-game winning streak It but Cincinnati 10-0
on Tuesday and swept a doubleheader horn the Reds 2-1 and 10-4 on Wednesday
San Francisco ended a
season-high ex-garne losing streak with a 7-2 victory over Los Angeles on Wednesday .. Milwaukee's Gary
Sheffield has a 13-game Patting streak
Pradepaa, trailing 9-2 entering Ti. ninth inning of its 10-9 loss to the
Now York Meta or Wednesday. hit Seven consecutive singles to Nan the inning
STATS
Mackey Sasser of the New York Mats has 14 hits in his last 27 at-bats a 519 average
San Franisco's Will
Clark had three Nis against Los Angeles on Wednesday one more than he had managed in ha previous 21
at-bats
St Louis- 1onn Tudor recorded his SOM career compete gamg 1r a 90 victory over Chicago on
Wednesday night
SHUTOUTS
Boston's Roger Clemens (13-5) slowed thrift singles and *Inked one in a 2-0 victory over lialivaukse on
Wednesday night Clemens, who had two losses and two no demons in Ns lour previous starts and hadnI won
WC* Jun• 28 threw 78 allies ins 110-ptch performance Hie Nan 22 camel saiouis and Ilye at Milwaukee
County Stadium
STARTERS
Kevin Timpani of Minnow*, making his first start in 12 days. allowed lust five singles in 72-3 Innings to pati up
he 10th victory pane hoe losses in a 5-0 decision over Seattle on Wednesday right
Cleveland s Bud Black
(9-5) retired 2201 the last 24 barters rn a 6 1 victory over Chicago on Wednesday for his tou(11^ complete gam* of
the season

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So, SYCAMORE

753-8355

IT'S OUR BIRTHDAY,
BUT IT'S YOUR TREAT.
16oz.BUZZARD
FLAVOR TREAT

OFF
SIX
July 23
thru
July 29, 1990
Murray, Ky.
Store Only

WALK INTO DAIRY QUEEN
AND YOU MIGHT RIDE 011t

SAVE BIG ON NAPA
OIL & AIR FILTERS

SEATTLE — The Seattle city council voted 7-0 to approve construction of a sports
and entertainment arena to be built by Seattle SuperSonics owner Barry Ackerley

off the

lust isanng it up, period. -•
%Wang the hottest bats In baseball, those two are
virtually carrying their riepecive teams these days —
Canute° with the Oakland Athletics and Brett wrth the
Kansas Coy Royale
Canseco ha Ns 3001 and 31st home rung and drove In
ex runs Wednesday to lead the Athletics to a 13-3 victory one, the Cation* Angels. The 'ailing Brett )art
recutn named the American League Ray* of the
Week hit br the cycle as the Kansas City Royals beat
the Toronto Blue Jays 6-1
"This is good now. but It can get Nifty" said
Canseco who a batting .415(22-for-53) with nine home
runs and 21 RBI; since the All-Star GSM '1 in seeing
the bad welt I here lo copula on It'
Iltett meanwhile, lit In he 150 straight game In that
stretch he is 29-for-63, a 460 pace
•Canseco. who has *even home runs in his last sight
games, launched a monster 485-loot blast into the last
rows of the lett held bleachers at the Oakland Coliseum
with a three-run homer oft Bern &yawn (8-6) in the Ilret
inning as Oakland detested the Angels 11-3
'Brett collected a angle m the kW and a three in the
third, both off Blie Jays starter Todd Stottlernyre Brett
doubled off *level Frank Vela in the fifth, then home
red off Wks in the seventh, he firth Of the season, to
give the Royals a 6-0 lead
'Nam Ryan tiled to win he 30(11h game, but the Rangers saved him from a loss when they railed to beat
Pies York on Rafael Palm/anal hornet in the 1111.
'Roger Clemens pitched a three-atter for he Inst en
since Jura 26 and Carlos Cuntana hornered to le*
Boston over Milwaukee 20 erring a four-game losing,
sneak
.Bud Black pitched a Ihree-Nner and Dion James' tworun triple Nghlghted a tour-run third itwang tor Cleve
and, as the Indians davned Chicago 6-1
.Larry Shoots two-run homer in the eighth inning broke
a 2 2 he as Detnot beat Balemore 4-3
•Rooka Kevin Tamar" won as 10eh and Gary Gesell NI
his lit?, homer and drove In three tuns tor ;Unseats as
the Twine deemed Seattle 6-0
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ST. LOUIS (AP) — John Tudor, in addition to baffling opposing batters, continues to surprise himself.
"This is one of those 'beyond-your-wildest-expectations' situations,"
said Tudor after pitching a five-hit shutout as the St. Louis Cardinals
defeated the Chicago Cubs 9-0 Wednesday night. "I'm just happy to be
here. I thank God for keeping me healthy.
It was a frustrating night for the Cubs.
"We didn't have one good swing all night," Cubs manager Don Zimmer said. "At least when Dwight Gooden pitches, you know you're going
to get some good swings.
"You don't get those off Tudor."
It was the 50th career complete game for Tudor, 36, a St. Louis reclamation project who pitched only 14 1-3 innings in 1989.
The Cardinals signed Tudor as a free agent last Dec. 14, in large part
because Whitey Herzog was then their manager. Tudor (9-3) was traded
to Los Angeles Aug. 16, 1988 for Pedro Guerrero, but pitched in only 15
games for the Dodgers.
Wednesday night's formula was typical for Tudor, who nearly two
years ago underwent shoulder and elbow surgery.
"I just moved the ball around in the strike zone like I always do," said
Tudor, who won for the fourth consecutive time. "I just try to throw
strikes."
The Cubs' only threat folded when Tudor, after yielding three singles
to load the bases, converted Joe Girardi's bouncer to the mound into a
double play to end the second.
"That's the scariest throw in the game, as far as I'm concerned, for a
pitcher," Tudor said. "You can look like such a fool if you throw it
away."
Tudor threw the ball to catcher Tom Pagnozzi, who stepped on the
plate to force Andre Dawson and then got Girardi at first.
It kept intact an 8-0 lead, built on the Cardinals' biggest inning since
June 11, 1989 against Chicago. Afterward, the only Cubs hits were Dawson's leadoff single in the seventh and Shawon Dunston's one-out double
in the ninth.
Zimmer said the Cubs were all but hypnotized by Tudor's lazy motion
and soft deliveries.
"You want to take a nap, watch Tudor pitch. You know he's going to
throw it slow, slower, slowest," Zimmer said. "He makes it look too
easy."
Cardinals interim manager Red Schoendienst said he left it up to Tudor,
who lowered his earned-run average to 2.66, whether the left-hander
should finish the game.
"I talked to him after the seventh inning. He said he felt good,"
Schoendienst said. "He wanted to stay in. He's a joy to watch."
A further source of Tudor's nirvana was a suddenly robust Cardinals
offense to which he contributed.
SL Louis sent 12 batters to the plate in the first inning, amassing eight
hits. The Cardinals' biggest blow was Tudor's three-run double.
"I missed a 3-2 squeeze (sign)," said Tudor, a lifetime .155 hitter
whose RBIs were his first in 1990. "I missed it and hit - a double."
Pagnozzi had a two-run single and Milt Thompson and Terry Pendleton
each singled in a run for St. Louis.
Guerrero hit his 11th home run for the Cardinals in the second. Si
Louis had 12 hits and the first six came at the expense of Mike Harkey
(8-5), who lasted only nine batters.
It was the Cardinals' sixth victory in seven games, a span over which
they have hit .329 and scored an average of 6.4 runs.
"It doesn't get any easier," said shortstop Ozzie Smith, a .359 hitter in
July, referring to St. Louis' doubleheader this evening in New York
against the Mets. "We haven't quit. I hope that we can get the same type
of results that we got tonight."
The Cardinals called up right-hander Ken Hill from their Louisville
farm team, asking waivers on Rick Horton to make room for Hill on their
roster.
Hill, 24, who was called up Wednesday night, was sent down to Louisville on April 28. He pitched 85.1 innings for Louisville, compiling a 6-1
record with a 1.79 earned-run average and struck out 104 and with St.
Louis, he had no record in three games.
The 31-year-old Horton, in his second tour with St. Louis, had a 1-1
record with one save and a 4.93 earned run average in 42 innings" spanning 32 relief appearances.
Interim manager Red Schoendienst said Hill, who had a 7-15 record for
the Cardinals in 1989 after starting 33 games, would pitch the second
game of a doubleheader on Thursday in New York against the Mets.
"(Horton's) just a fine gentleman, a family man. That's baseball. It
happens to everybody," Schoendienst said. "His last three times out,
when I was here, he threw the ball as well as I've seen him throw all year.
It's a numbers game."
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Last Longer, Protects Better —

M urray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 North 12th St.
• ,‘„, ,_• . ,,,

753-4424

Enter the Dairy Queen 50th Birthday Cool WIleels,Sweeristitt-es
and you coiid win a bike Look for entry forms
and details at participating Dairy Queen' stores, no
purchase necessary. One bike will be given away at
each participating store. So hurry in. Sweepstakes
ends August 31. Drawing September 1, 1990.
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Teen volunteers spend summer in hospital work
By JENNIFER LASHLEE
MCCH Public Relations Worn

While most teenagers decided to
spend their summer swimming at
the city pool or "catching some
rays" at a friend's house, 41 young
people have chosen to spend their
time helping others by joining the
Teenage Volunteer (TAV) program
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The summer program for teenagers between the ages of 14 and 18
is in its 24th year at the hospital.
Teens interested in a medical
career, or those who just want to
help others, experience eight weeks
of fun and responsibility.
This year's teens started the
program by attending a three-day
orientation. During orientation, the

teens received a general overview
of the hospital's departments and
discussed guest relations, patient
confidentiality, infection control
and proper nutrition. Of course
they formed some new friendships
as well.
Following orientation, the TAVs
began their summer-long adventure. Working in nearly every area
of the hospital, the TAVs are helping with many different jobs. A
visitor to the hospital can expect to
see a smiling teenager in a red-andwhite-striped uniform wheeling a
patient to X-ray, or changing a bed
or just spending some time listening to the stories patients have to
tell.
Kern Conley, a 14-year-old student at Eastwood Christian
Academy who hopes to be a doc-

tor, has enjoyed working in Long
Term Care.
"Long Term Care is the most
personal part of the hospital. The
patients are there for a long time,
so you really get to know some of
them," Conley said. "They will tell
you so many interesting stories
about their children or grandchildren. I look forward to visiting
with them every day, and they really love having someone to spend
time with."
First-year TAV Stacy Boyd, 14,
has also enjoyed caring for patients
in Long Term Care.
"The patients always have funny
stories to tell, and they love to tell
you about their families," Boyd
said.
Visiting patients is not the only
service the TAVs perform. Some,

such as Calloway County High
School sophomores Leigh Anne
Parker and Becky Kelso, help to
prepare and distribute patients'
food trays, and others, like Murray
High sophomores Craig Rogers and
Lance Cantrell, spend much of
their time transporting patients to
and from X-ray.
Mitzie Anderson, a junior at Calloway County High School, is a
fourth-year TAV with more than
1,000 hours of volunteer experience. Anderson has volunteered
everywhere available in the hospital. Since she plans to pursue a
medical career, she has enjoyed all
of her jobs, but she has especially
enjoyed working in the hospital's
obstetrics unit with the newborn
babies.
"I love to hold, rock and feed the

babies," Anderson said. "I also try
while also gaining experience that
to help the nurses all that I can, may help them decide to choose a
because they really appreciate all medical career."
that the TAVs do for them."
Ruth Eversmeyer, director of
Not all of the TAVs are inter- volunteers at the hospital, has
ested in a career in medicine, nothing but praise for the TAVs.
though. Fourteen-year-old Nissa
"This year's TAVs are one of the
Mjos, a Calloway County High finest and most self-disciplined
School student, wants to be a groups we have eVer had," Eversschool teacher, so she spends much meyer said. "They are very conof her time caring for the children scientious, and they take their work
in the hospital's child care center. very seriously."
"The students are so cheerful
"I love working with the children at the child care center," Mjos and helpful for the eight weeks
said. "Caring for them has helped they are with us," Hodge noted.
me to see what it will be like to be "The employees and patients will
miss them very much, but we look
a teacher."
Kathy Hodge, director of public forward to having them back again
relations at the hospital, has been next summer."
The 1990 TAV program will
director of TAVs for 14 years.
"We have a really dedicated conclude Aug. 3, and the TAVs
group this year," Hodge said. will be honored for their work at a
"They are helping the hospital pizza party later in August.
.mm0. _
•
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The laboratory staff appreciates the help of Murray High sophomore
Lance Cantrell as he files some inpatient and outpatient lab results.

Karen Mikulcik, 15, smiles to customers she waits on in the Medical
Arts Pharmacy.

A 14-year-old sophomore at Murray High, Craig Rogers checks a list
of supplies for the Respiratory Therapy department.

John Faughn, a 15-year-old Murray High sophomore, takes the temperature of Robert Wright during his stay in the hospital's Critical
Care unit.

Two Calloway County High students, Amy Hosford, left, and
DeShawn Joseph, help care for newborns in the hospital's Miracle
Moments nursery.

Some photos courtesy of Bill Ball:

Patients' water pitchers are kept filled by TAVs such as Murray
High sophomore Allison Graham.

Smart diet habits for hiatal hernia
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Straightening books in the children's playroom is
how Murray High student Laura Hubbard helps
keep the pediatrics area neat.

Transporting patients to X-ray is one service prosided by 14-year-old Sally Pace.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 37-yearold female with a hiatal hernia. At
times, I have difficulty swallowing
and am interested in knowing if there
are foods I should avoid. Can the hernia get larger? How of ten should I
have it checked?
DEAR READER: Hiatal hernia is a
weakness of the diaphragmatic opening through which the esophagus
passes from the chest into the stomach. This weakness often permits irritating gastric acid to backwash into
the esophagus, leading to heartburn,
indigestion and dysphagia (difficulty
swallowing).
This last symptom is probably
caused by reflex contractions of the
esophagus that interfere with the normal coordinated actions of swallowing. You may be helped by prescription anti-spasmodic medicine, such as
belladonna/phenobarbital, taken at
regular intervals before eating.
Antacids, such as Maalox and Gelusil, may relieve your symptoms by
neutralizing gastric acid before it has
a chance to burn the esophageal lining
and trigger spasm. Also, drugs (such
as Tagamet or Zantac) to reduce the
flow of stomach acid may alleviate
your discomfort.
In my experience, no across-theboard prohibition of certain foods is
necessary. Patients with hiatal hernia
learn by trial-and-error which edibles
to avoid, but this is highly individual-

ized. Many patients experience discomfort eating dry food or citrus; other people can consume spices, such as
chili and curry, without difficulty. I
advise you to avoid foods that produce
symptoms — and check with your
doctor about the medicines I
mentioned.
Hiatal hernias enlarge during the
aging process, as tissues in general
become increasingly inelastic. Nonetheless, most patients can control
their symptoms without surgery,
which is reserved for hernias that are
large or continue to cause problems
despite medical therapy. You do not
need to have your hiatal hernia
checked unless you experience continuing symptoms.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Hiatal Hernia." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their name and address to
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
nEAR DR. GOTT: There's a great
deal of information provided on keeping healthy and fit; however, I've never seen anything about keeping your
eyes healthy. Do you have any
guidelines?
DEAR READER: Your eyes will
stay healthy by themselves, providing
you take care of them. Use adequate
light for fine work, avoid reading in
the sun, protect your eyes from prolonged exposure to ultraviolet light,
use safety lenses or goggles when op-

Home Run Hobby Shop
You'll want to be included in our annual

'PROGRESS"
special section to ,be published in

August.
For more information call:
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753-1916
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Convertibles • Vinyl
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erating dangerous machinery,and see
an ophthalmologist for any symptoms, including pain or change in visual acuity.
As a general rule, people over the
age of 50 should have regular eye examinations to check for glaucoma
and cataracts.
0 1990 NEWSPAPER

ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class
Richard J. Vieitez, grandson of
W.C. Johnson of Route 5, Mayfield, recently reported for duly
aboard the submarine tender U1S
Hunley, homeported in Norfolk,
Va.
• • •
Navy Airman Recruit Mark A.
Harpole, son of Allen G. Harpole
or Route 5, Mayfield, has completed the Aviation Electrician's
Mate course.
During the course, conducted at
the Naval Air Technical Training
Center, Naval Air Station, Memphis, Millington, Tenn., Harpole
received introductory instruction
required to perform scheduled
maintenance on naval aircraft
including electrical and electronic
instrument systems. Harpole also
received instruction to prepare him
for further specialized training on
electrical and electronic systems.
A 1989 graduate of Graves
County High School, Mayfield, he
joined the Navy in September
1989.
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West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative increases members
West KentuckyRural Telephone
Cooperative, as of Dec. 31, was
providing service to 13,437 members, an increase of 288 over the
previous year. Those and other figures were released at the 35th
annual meeting of the cooperative,
held July 21 at Graves County
High School.
During the meeting, co-op manager Glen B. Sears reported that current construction projects on the
Tennessee telephone exchanges
was slightly behind schedule
because of the unusually rainy
spring.
Sears also told the large group
gathered that the new microwave
tower for Hardin, Oak Level and
Fairdealing was installed, and central office equipment for the Kirksey and Lynn Grove exchanges in
Kentucky and the three Tennessee
exchanges is hoped to be installed
by its Dec. 10 scheduled date.
Continuing his annual report,
manager Sears reminded members
that equal access will be offered
the third quarter of 1991, involving
different toll carriers, including
Sprint, MCI and AT&T. During the
lengthy process, Sears said there
will be a ballot of each member,
beginning early next year, to see

which carrier is preferred. Those
who have no preference will be
tabulated, and their equal access
service will be assigned equally
among the various carriers.
The manager reported that he
was pleased with the new phone
gains, and continued growth is
anticipated.
"Experts made an audit of our
general office, and found our co-op
to be well above average among
U.S. Cooperatives," Sears said.
Size-wise, the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative ranks
61st in size among the nation's
approximately 250 small rural
phone cooperatives.
Among other figures released by
auditor Bethel Richardson, in addition to the membership number,
was the average cost per member
receiving service, which was
$2,038, a decrease of $62.00 over
last year.
Also, the total cost of the telephone system, which was
$31,007,138, and the year-end
number of inactive members was
17,240, a loss of 265 from the previous year.
Presiding at Saturday night's
meeting was Bill Futrell, president
of the cooperative's board of trustees. Futrell represents Fairdealing

and Hardin exchanges. Other board
members are: Gail Dobson, vice
president, Sedalia and Wingo;
Beverly Galloway, secretarytreasurer, Farmington and Lynnville; Cortez Schmidt, West Plains
and Folsomdale; Jeff Davis, Cunningham; Algene Goatley, Lowes
and Fancy Farm; Herman Darnell,
Kirksey and Lynn Grove; Joe
Thompson, Hazel and New Concord, and W.F. Cary, representing
the Tennessee exchanges of Cottage Grove, Puryear and Cypress.
During the meeting, president
Futrell presented a tribute to the
late Farland Robbins, who served
as legal counsel for the cooperative
since its format*.
At a board meeting following the
annual meeting, the incumbent
officers were re-elected for the
coming year.
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative serves customers in
portions of Graves, Marshall, Calloway, Carlisle, Hickman and
McCracken Counties in Kentucky,
and Henry and Weakley Counties
in Tennessee.
A number of gift certificates and
other door prizes were awarded at
the conclusion of Saturday's
meeting.

,

Linda Kay, who was adopted by
a Jeffersonville, Ind., family and
later moved to Mowequa, was
given her adoption papers after her
adoptive father died in 1968 when
she was 24. Her adoptive mother
had died a few years earlier.
Linda Kay paid little attention to
the papers because they seemed to
be a jumble of legalese. "I knew I
was adopted."
About two years ago, she looked
through the old records again and
discovered a letter that had the
name of the people who had
adopted Donald Ray and Mildred
Jeanette.
But Linda Kay said making the
telephone call to her brother and
sister's adoptive parents — the
Neuenschwanders of Berne, Ind. -was difficult. "I didn't know if I
was going to be rejected.
Six weeks ago, Linda Kay telephoned the family and learned that
Mildred Jeanette, now Betty
Neuenschwander, was visiting that
day. The sisters talked to each
other for the first time in almost 38
years.
Betty Gene told Linda Kay that
Donald Ray was now Steven
Neuenschwander and gave her his
phone number in Miami, where he
is a paralegal in the Air Force.
Linda Kay and Steven planned to
meet Aug. 1 at the Montgomery
family cemetery in Columbia, Ky.,
where their father is buried. But
Steven couldn't wait so he drove
up last week to meet Linda Kay at
Mowequa and stopped off at Columbia to see if he could learn any
more about his other siblings.
Steven talked with the town
librarian and was directed to Nancy
Reeves Rush as someone who
knew his three brothers.
Elary Montgomery had married

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"You write to me that it's impossible. the word is not French."
— Napoleon I.

"It's impossible to make four
spades," claimed an unhappy team
member. "I gave it a good shot, but
the distribution was not right. How
did you fail to take four tricks
against the opposing team'"
The unsuccessful South *on dummy's heart ace and passed the diamond jack for a "finesse." West won
and continued hearts, South's king
winning. The trump ace was cashed,
a heart was ruffed and the two top
clubs came next. Then South led a
diamond, hoping to endplay the defender who won the trick. No dice.
East took the diamond ace and
cashed a club, and West's trump
king took the setting trick.
How did the game make in the replay? South ducked the opening lead
in both hands. West continued innocently to South's king, and South
cashed the ace and king of -clubs. A
club went on the heart ace, and a
club rutf split the suit. A trump to
dummy's ace allowed South to discard a diamond on dummy's long
club, and the "impossible" game
was made.
Which declarer had the better
line? There's little to choose between them; both require a slip by
the defense. However, since the
complete duck at trick one worked.
it's difficult to say that the losing
line was more deserving.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
7-26-A
416 A 7 5 4
•A 6 3
•J 10
•K 8 5 4
WEST
EAST
•K Q
3
•Q J 9 2
V 10 8 7 4
•K 9 6 3
•A 7 5 4 2
4J 7 2
46 Q 10 3
SOUTH
•J 10 9 8 6 2
•K5
•Q 8
4A 96
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Family reunited after 38 years
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Given up for adoption in 1952, five
of the eight Montgomery children
lost all contact with each other.
Now, 38 years later, six of the
eight and their half-sister have
been reunited.
They met July 20 in Mowequa,
Ill., at the home of Linda Kay Vincent, who was born Catherine
Davis Montgomery. It was Linda
Kay who launched the search for
her family and her job isn't
finished.
Still missing are two remaining
sisters — Mary Edna Montgomery,
born May 8% 1946, and Brenda Sue
Montgomery, born Aug. 31, 1950.
Mary Edna may have been adopted
by a family near Chicago and
Brenda by a Louisville attorney.
"We've got two more mountains
to climb, and we're going to do
it," Linda Kay said.
The story began in 1950 when
their father fell behind in the rent
and the family was evicted from its
home. The eight children — William Logan, now 52; James, 50;
Harold, 48; Catherine Davis, 46;
Mary Edna; Donald Ray, 42;
Mildred Jeanette, 41; and Brenda
Sue — were placed in the Louisville Children's Center.
Their mother, Elary Young
Montgomery, went to wokmaking
Venetian blinds for 25 c&its an
hour and their father, Robert, died
as a result of a beating in a Louisville tavern in October 1951.
Elary Montgomery could not
afford to take back her children, so
she gave up for adoption the
youngest five, ranging from 2 years
old to 8.
"There was not a day gone by
that she didn't think about them,"
said William, one of the three
children who stayed in the center.

13

Joseph Reeves in May 1954 and
had two more children, Nancy Carolyn, 32, and Ronald Dwayne, 29.
They did not learn until after their
mother's death in 1984 that they
had five other half siblings.
Through a network of telephone
calls, William (who lives in Frankfort), James, Harold (who lives in
California), Linda Kay, Steven and
Betty Gene, as well as Nancy, met
at Linda Kay's home in Mowequa
last Friday.
"From then on, it was total joy
and chaos," Linda Kay said. "I
have a peace of mind and peace of
thought I thought I would never
have."
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No Reasonable Offer Refused!!!
Everything Must Go!!!
et-44-n

Located In

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Read the
want ads daily

Hwy 641 South
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LY 31-AUGUST 4
At the Jaycee Fairgrounds
$2.00 Per Carload Admission (Except Wednesday)
Program of Events
FRIDAY, JULY 27

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1

7:00 p.m. - A. F."Skeet" Myers Horse Show

Murray Calloway County
Appreciation Day
6:30 p.m. - Horse and Mule Pull
6:00 til Closing
sit an
Admission -z.vvr Per

SATURDAY, JULY 28
7:00 p.m. - A. F. "Skeet" Myers Pony Pull

•

Person
Under 2 Years of Age FREE
ALL RIDES & SHOW RING ATTRACTIONS FREE!

e
t

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2

ok
"
i 1"

North East
South
West
1+
Pass
1
Pass
2•
Pass
4•
All pass
Opening lead Heart queen
BID WITH THE ACES
726-B

South holds
•3
•10 8 7 4
•A 7 5 4 2
•Q 103
North
14

South
1 NT
?
ANSWER: Pass. Might be your last
chance for a plus score or even a
small minus
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363 Dallas. Texas 74225, with self-addressed,
clamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1440 Visited Feature Syndicate

7:00 p.m. - Battle of Bands
0.
Fireworks
op

el•

After Bands

-•4-

'

Arm Band Night $6.00 Ride All You Want

MONDAY, JULY 30

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3
7:00p.m.- Motorcycle Super Cross Race
11:00 p.m.- 1 a.m. Midnight Madness

9:00 a.m. - All Cattle Shows
7:00 p.m. - Beauty Contest

All Rides for One Price
$6.00
(Ride All You Want)

TUESDAY, JULY 31
7:00 P.M. - Antique Tractor Pull
6:00 P.M. til Closing
ALL RIDES

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4
1:00 - 4:00 p.m. KIDDIES DAY

0°

•

rte.
•

'5.00 Arm Bands

SLOO

7:00 P.M. - Demolition Derby
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Tickets on sale
for theater's play
Playhouse in the Park is going to
take folks back a few decades this
Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. with
the 50s Gourmet Dessert Cabaret,
and things will be hoppin' with one
of the largest cabaret casts staged.
The cabaret is directed by Holly
Bloodworth and Pete Lancaster and
features Pat Bomba on the piano.
Performing such 50s favorites as
"Chances Are" and "Itsy-Bitsy,
Teeny-Weeny, Yellow Polka-Dot
Bikini," on a set designed and constructed by James I. Schempp, are
Kim Black, who is also choreographing the show, Randall Black,
Bloodworth, Carol Bogard, Becky
Brown, Valerie Chapman, Melanie
Julian, Lancaster, Sarah McNeary,
Mark Miller, lay Overton, Laurie
Jo Parker, Melody Parker, Sam
Parker, Wendy Parker, Scooter
Paschall, Schempp, Nancy
Schempp, Niki Shaheen, David
Weatherly and Allen Williams.
Lighting operator is Alexia
Schempp, sound designer is Sam
Parker, and cabaret coordinators
are Carol Chapman, Linda Pierce
and Janet Ward.
Saturday evening's performance
is already sold out, but seats are
available for Sunday. Tickets are
S5 for adults, $4 for senior citizens
and $3 for students and children.
The cabaret is sponsored by
Complete Auto Repair of Murray,
Inc. and WSJP Radio.
The Playhouk is also taking
reservations for Paul Osborn's
"Morning's at Seven," to be presented Friday through Sunday,

CI
ACROSS

1 Tenni!

stroke
4 Pour
9 Clove,
for foc
12 Audiel
13 Eagle'
14 Native
15 Greek
16 Journi
17 Choo:
18 Decor
20 Negat
prefix
21 Reinel
23 Baset

stat

Jay 0%erton (left front) asks Becky Brown (right front) 'How much is that doggy in the window?' in a
rehearsal for the 50s Gourmet Cabaret, performing this Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. at the Playhouse
in the Park. Helping him to find the answer are (back row, from left) Holly Bloodworth, Carol Bogard
and Niki Shaheen.
Corporate sponsor for "Mornincludes Mary Anne Hailey, stage
August 3-5 and 10-12.
manager; Michelle Echevarria, ing's at Seven" is the Business
Directed by Louise Weatherly, assistant stage manager; and April Council for the Arts.
the cast includes Constance Ale- Keel, props operator. Set designer
Tickets are available for all
xander, Kay Bates, Roy Davis,
shows.
Greg DeLancey, Sara Hart, Carol is Linda Pierce, lighting design is
To make reservations for either
Julian, Pete Lancaster, Joyce by Gene Cook, and the show's show, or for more information,
technical
director
is
Beth
Gaddie.
McKee! and Bill Phillips.
Costume design is by Shane telephone the Playhouse box office
at 759-1752.
Production staff for the show
Morton.

Cucumber milk, 60s love child
take comedy to Brelco Theater

Ir Pocket Knife

"Caterpillars," a contemporary
comedy written by Benjamin Bradford and Brian Eller, is currently in
rehearsal at the Brelco Theater in
Paducah and will be performed
tonight, Friday and Saturday and
August 2-4 at 8 p.m.
The play depicts a love child of
the 60s who never gave up that
way of life and the problems that it
creates for her in the 80s when she
has reached middle age.
She has two children who are
unique, to say the least. Her exhusband, whom she left behind 20
years ago when she joined the hippie movement, shows up on her
doorstep again to claim his children
and to rekindle the old flame with
her.
She grows cucumbers in the
back yard and makes cucumber
milk, which has a rather potent
effect on anyone who is lucky
enough to sample it.

w/Coupon

Her daughter's boyfriend, who is
a Baptist preacher's son, thinks that
he is a roaring lion after he samples the cucumber milk. There is a
policeman who visits from time to
time trying to figure out exactly
what the cucumber milk is.
When you put all these people
together, it makes for a very interesting play. Everyone knows at
least one person who is still an old
hippie.
The cast consists of Marcus Mal1.3y, Alan Flake, Chris Bachuss and
Nerissa Waters, all of Paducah,
Denise Smith of Livingston County
and Willard Deon Doughty of
Brookport, Ill. The play is directed
by Dr. Joe Miller of Murray.
Brelco is a new theater in Paducah, located at 218 Broadway, and
welcomes people to come and participate and feel right at home.

MH&Al

2 Ft.

Wood $499
Ladder w/Coupon
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Black & Decker
Flame Buster

Wa At!3fl
El
A large variety of colors and
styles to choose from.

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
9th

Rosemary Casper, a visiting artist faculty member at Murray State
University, recently returned from a five-performance dance tour she
arranged in Mexico City.

Multi-cultural experience
aids MSU dance program
Rosemary Casper, a visiting artist faculty member at Murray State University, recently returned from a five-performance dance tour she
arranged in Mexico City.
As director of the Bridge Dance Company, Ms. Casper invited dance
professionals from the University of Maine and California State
Polytechnic to join her in response to the tour invitation by the director of
the renowned Teatro del lago, Chapultec Park's cultural center.
The eight-member dance company performed five concerts and
attended both the Latin America Festival at the University of Mexico and
several of Mexico City's avant garde theater events.
Dancers from Costa Rica, Brazil, Peru and other Latin American countries performed at the festival. Ms. Casper thinks the experiences of the
tour should prove to be a significant benefit to each participant.
"The multi-cultural dance and theater to which each company member
was exposed will mean an increase in the breadth of training for students
at each of the universities represented, including Murray State," she said.
Ms. Casper joined the faculty in the department of speech communication and theater at Murray State in 1989. She previously taught dance to
children and adults in the San Francisco area on a freelance basis.
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7C-PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
July 27 and 28
Popularity Showboat — admission, sunset, Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
July 28 and 29
Playhouse in the Park — Gourmet Dessert Cabaret, "The Fifties,"
admissioin, 8 p.m. on the deck.
through July 29
Donnie Firkins, sculptor — "Contemporary Expressions in Stone,"
free, Calloway County Public Library. Also at the library — Etchings by M. Quinnan Whittle and the miniature brass tools and
carved rockers by Paul Buchanan.
through July
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery — Art exhibition, "The Soviet Union:
A Photographic Essay," free, 8 a.m.-4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

WHAT DO
CURTAIN
PRE- SW
NOTHINC/

If you have any art event that you want to include, contact Pam
Shay at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce at
(502) 753-5171.

Open Mon.-Fri.
8-4:30

w/Coupon
4
MH&All

Thanks to the
abundance of God's
blessings, we have
outgrown our second
auditorium. So...

w:Coupon

July 30-Aug 3, 6:30-8:45 p.m.
Classes For All Ages
Youth Hour Nightly 9-10 p.m.
"VBS Carnival-August 4, 10 am.-Noon
For All VBS Participants"
Family Night August 6, 7 p.m.
Ice Cream Social at 8 p.m.

MEMORIAL;BAPTIST
CHURCH
Transportation Available

1We are now offering
TWO SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICES
Come experience Jesus Christ presented by:
*Preaching • Teaching • Music
...and just Good-Old Fashion Worship!
SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

10:30.A.M.

6:00 P.M.

HARDIN
BAPTIST CHURCH
Located Between Benton & Murray on College Street.
In Hardin, Ky.

PASTOR: Brother Ricky Cunningham
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1 Tennis
stroke
4 Pour out
9 Clover cured
for fodder
12 Audience
13 Eagle's nest
14 Native metal
15 Greek letter
16 Journey
17 Chooses
18 Decorates
20 Negative
prefix
21 Reiner ID
23 Baseball
stat
24 Reese or
Herman
28 Dress border
30 Making
bigger
32 Word of
sorrow
34 Vast age
35 Winglike
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36 Captivate
39 Summer: Fr.
40 In existence
41 Ancient
43 Latin
conjunction
44 Hosp. worker
45 With force
47 Partner
50 Dart, fleet
51 Anger
54 Time gone by
55 Censure;
reproach
56 At present
57 Church
bench
58 Sheets of
glass
59 Female sheep
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Man"
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I TALKED TO HER
ONUS WE WERE STANDING
IN LINE TOGETHER,AND
TALKED TO.HER !

59

51-IES TNE PRETTIEST
LITTLE GIRL I'VE
EVER SEEN, AND I
TALKED TO PER !

OH, I GUESS I
DIDN'T TELL YOU,.
TPI5 I5 ME,LINU5
I'M CALLING AGAIN
FROM CAMP...
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LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Gladys Dowdy,
Executrix of the estate of
Audie E. Dowdy, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
August 6th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by James W. Triplett, Administrator of the

56 55

5clUll
58

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Bobby Terrell
Bradley, Executor of the
estate of Doris Bradley,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
August 6th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Gerald R. Stanley. Guardian for Emily
Ann Stanley, Minor Child.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
August 6th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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5 Lasting
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7 Facial
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article
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1 Jamie -Curtis
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4 Sarcasm
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF MY NEW
CURTAINS, GARFIELD? THE4,-RE
PRE- SHREDDED 50 THERE'S
,LIOTHING YOu CAN DO TO THEM!
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RUINED
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4,41,
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LOOK'AT
THE SIZE
OF THIS
EGG!

I'M GOING TO TAKE
IT BACK TO CAMP
AND COOK IT

A VERY
ANGRY
ONE
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WHAT ARE WE THE *AV
CELEBRATING,
YOU
BOSS
HANDLED
THE DiTWYLER
CONTR AZT

I DIDN'T HANDLE THE
OfTWYLEQ CONTRACT—
NEWTON HANDLED THE
ITWY1-ER CONTRACT

estate of Ina Marie Triplett, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
August 6th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information
call:

By GARY LARSON

'1''

FELL FROM A TREE
HIT Hi5 HEAD.

'NURSING HOME

The following estate FiJerry McConnell
duciary
Appointments
Insurance
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
753-4199
All claims against these
'bye I ocal t.1• .erv 14,
estates should be filed with
the Fiduciary within six A wonderful family
experimonth of date of qualifica- ence Australian European,
tion.
Scandinavian, Yugoslavian
Myrtie A. McClure, Route High School exchange students arriving in August
#8, Murray, KY 42071,
Become a host family/
deceased,
Grayson American Intercultural StuMcClure, P.O. 362, Mur- dent Exchange Call
ray, KY 42071, Admini- 1 -800-SIBLING
strator Appt. 07-18-90,
Lease For Less at
Max W.Parker, 104 North
DWAIN TAYLOR
Fourth Street, Murray. KY
CHEVROLET
42071, Attorney.
1990 Caprice Classic' 4 Dr
Loren Adams, 317 South
$357.90 mo*
Thirteenth Street, Murray,
Call Gene at 753-2617
KY 42071, deceased, Plus Tax, Title & License
Georgia B. Adams 317 36 Mo. Closed End Lease
South Thirteenth Street,
Murray, KY 42071 and
025
Henry Acton Adams, Sr.,
5 Meadowbrook Drive,
Personals
Montrose Park, Frankfort,
MRS THERESA psychic
KY 40601, Co-Executors, reader
and adviser can
Appt. 07-18-90, William help through all problems
Don Overbey, 291 Main Call for appointment
Street,
Murray,
KY 502-554-7904
42071, Attorney.
NEED Money? For perMargaret Roach, Route sonal or business, bad cre#4. Murray, KY 42071, dit or good For info, mail
deceased. Donald
L. $10 cash or money order
Roach, 1503 Beckett Dr., to - Monies 4815 Trousdale,
Murray, KY 42071, Ex- Suite 200 Nashville, Tenn.
37220
ecutor, Appt. 07-18-90,
Sid Easley, 204 South VISA/MASTERCARD
Sixth Street, Murray, KY Easy, fast' No deposit No
credit check Also $5000
42071, Attorney.
Gold Card Guaranteed'
Roy Otis Henry, HC Box Cash advances' Free info!
267, New Concord, KY 1(800)234-6741, anytime
42076, deceased, Billie G.
060
Henry, HC Box 267, New
Help
Concord, KY 42076, ExWanted
ecutrix, Appt. 07-18-90.
Roy H. Norsworthy, 1500 OTR Drivers 12 months
London Drive, Murray, experience, 23 years o
age, drug testing required
KY 42071,deceased, DorHornady Truck Line Start
othy Norsworthy, 1500
23-26cmile, tarp/vacation
London Drive, Murray, pay, safety bonus, spouse
KY 42071, Executrix, passenger program
Appt 07-20-90, Stephen 1 -800-648-9664.
C. Sanders, 608 West
Main Street, Murray, KY ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn this trade, we
42071, Attorney.
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
Cozy Phillips. 520 South
Call (404)426-0672
Fourth Street, Fourth
Ext 08520
Murray,
Street,
KY
GRAPHIC
ARTS TRAIN42071, deceased, Garvin
ING MATERIALS PROPhillips, 520 South Fourth
JECT COORDINATOR,
Murray,
Street,
KY GAT/GAERF
Project. FullAdministrator, time, twelve-month ap42071,
Appt. 07-20-90, Stephen pointment for one year. The
C. Sanders, 608 West Departn- ent of Graphic Arts
Main Street, Murray, KY Technology/Printing Management is seeking an indi42071, Attorney.
vidual with in-depth techniAnn P. Wilson
cal expertise in printing proCircuit Court Clerk cesses and methods,
electronic imaging, desktop
publishing, desktop presentations, photography,
020
writing, and videography.
The individual selected will
Notice
assist the department
AVON Skin-So-Soft the chairman in the coordinaone everyone is talking ab- tion of a technical training
materials project for the
out To buy or sell Avon
graphic arts industry and
Call 753-0171
for graphic arts education
GLASS Replacement for Salary will be commensuhome, auto, and business rate with education and exRepair storm windows and perience B S. degree or
screens Repair corners unusual expertise related
and latches, replace glass to protect required Screenin patio doors repair roll- ing of applications will beers, also mirrors, and glass gin when available and
table tops cut to size Mirror continue until position is
frames and picture frames filled. Send resume to Dr
MSG Complete Glass Di- Thomas E Gray, Chairxieland Center 753-0180
man, Graphic Arts Technology, College of Industry
VIDEO DATING_ For details send S.A.S E. to and Technology, Murray
P.V.S, PO Box 1911, Mur- State University, Murray,
KY 42071. EOE/MFVH
ray, Ky. 42071.
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020
Legal
Notice

REQUEST FOR BIDS
The Murray Board of Education will accept bid
proposals for Automotive, Comprehensive Automobile Fleet coverage for the insurance year beginning
August 25, 1990.
Bids will be opened publicly on Monday. August 6,
1990, at 12 noon at the Board Office Building, 814
Poplar, Murray, Ky. 42071
Specifications may be received at the Board Office
Building at 814 Poplar, Murray, Ky. 420'1.
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Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Help
Worn&

ATTENTIONI!! Male/
Female/Housewife/
Student We need 10 enthusiastic persons to earn
up to $10/hr taking ORDERS in our office GUARANTEED salary, commissions, and CASH BONUSES' Day and evening
shifts available NO experience necessary, will train
We also NEED local delivery drivers to earn up to
$70/day Apply in person to
Global Marketing at Eagle
Inn Room 20 Mon -Fri
9am-7pm

FULL-TIME inside outside
sales person needed
Monday-Friday some Saturday's Sales experience
computer knowledge, great
attitude and ability to learn
required Send resume to
Computer Source Inc *1
Dixieland, Murray, Ky.

RETAIL advertising mana
ger sought for 22,000. cir
culation daily newspaper
Management experience
required Resume to Per
sonnel, PO Box 829,
Clarksville, TN 37041

MATURE,dependable person for full time cashier at
BUS driver, part time Must night Paid vacation after 1
have good driving record year 753-2975,ask for
and ability to work with the Patty
handicapped Minimum
MEDIA SPECIALage 23 759-1965
IST,Faculty Resource CenCARETAKER - A couple or ter Twelve-month, staff
single person to live on position to begin Septemfarm Farm experience ber 1, 1990. Qualifications:
helpful Owner will furnish A bachelor's degree in mesmall cabin and utilities, dia production is required;
light chores will be re- preference will be given to
quired. Must be trustwor- candidates with a master's
thy References required degree or equivalent experLocation off US Hwy 79 ience. Successful candibetween Paris 8 Ky Lake dates must be able to deCall 615-327-8178 or wnte monstrate strong commuPO Box 121700, Nashville, nication and interpersonal
skills as well as the capacity
Tenn. 37212.
and willingness to work as
CHRISTMAS Around The part of a professional team
World No investment, no providing support services
collecting, no delivery Free to the University communkit, free training. Weekly ity. Position involves the
commissions, great hos- provisison of vaned media
tess programs. 753-1087 production and duplication
CHURCH SECRETARY services for faculty memSecretarial experience with bers. Primary responsibiliadministrative skills, ties include • video producbookkeeping typing, word tion (filming, editing, and
processing Good working dubbing), photographic
conditions and reasonable services (shooting, prohours Send required re- cessing, and mounting
sume and references to PO color slides) and computer
Box 1040J, Murray Ky graphics production (experience with computers is
42071
required.) Additional re
DRIVERS. Come for the sponsibilitieS include
money, stay for the stabil- maintenance and minor reity J B. Hunt, one of pair of audiovisual equipAmerica's largest and most ment, audio production,
successful transportation equipment delivery, and
companies, pays its drivers troubleshooting related to
some of the best salaries in media services and use
the business. Call across the campus
1-800-643-3331 today Screening of applications
EOE. Subject to drug will begin August 3 and
screen
continue until position is
DRIVERS Owner Opera- filled A letter of application,
tors Increase profits' Pull resume, and the names of
open, bulk, or van equip- three references should be
ment. 48 states/and Ca- submitted to. Ms. Marian
nada Some dedicated Posey, Acting Director, Faruns Call Schneider Na- culty Resource Center,
tional 1-800-447-7433 Ask Murray State University,
Lowry Center, 2nd Floor,
for Kennie
Murray, KY 42071 (502)
ENTRY-LEVEL Admission 762-4415. E0E/MFVH.
Counselor student recruitment position. The position 13 IMMEDIATE OPENwill inform, advise, and INGS NEED a lob? A
counsel prospective stu- GED? kope for the future?
dents and their families ab- You may qualify if 'You do
out Murray State University not have your GED or high
and its programs Candi- school diploma, You are
dates with successful ad- between the ages of 16 8
mission or related experi- 21 We are an E 0 E This
ence preferred Extensive project is funded by the
travel required. The Western Kentucky Private
Counselor must pbssess Industry Council- JTP A
strong organizational skills Call J.T.P.A Out Of School
and have excellent commu- 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
nication ability Minimum of 8a m.- 11 30a m
a Bachelors Degree is NEED immediately framers
necessary Starting salary for post frame construction,
$15,000.00_ Send cover 1-354-9204
letter, resume and the
names of three references DRIVERS OTR need experienced van/fiat drivers
with phone numbers to 23 years of age 1 year
Director
of
Paul Radke.
experience verifiable MiSchool Relations, Murray leage pay plus benefits
State University, Murray, Call 1-800-444-6648.'
KY 42071. Screening of
applicants will begin on Au- OTR Drivers 125 Corp
gust 6, 1990 and will con- needs driver We offer extinue until the position is cellent pay and benefits
tilled Murray State Univer- Call collect Indianapolis
sity is an Equal (317)783-0450, Oklahoma
Opportunity/Affirmative Ac- (405)677-0020 8 St Louis
(314)349-6578
tion Employer
GRAPHIC ARTS TRAINING MATERIALS PROJECT ASSISTANT, GAT/
GAERF Project. Full-time,
twelve-month appointment
for one year. The Department of Graphic Arts
Technology"Printing Management is seeking an individual with in-depth technical expertise in printing processes and methods.
electronic imaging, desktop
publishing, desktop presentations, photography,
writing, and videography
The individual selected will
assist the department
chairman and the proiect
coordinator in the production of technical training
materials for the graphic
arts industry and for
graphic arts education Salary will be commensurate
with education and experience B S degree or unusual expertise related to
project requirements required Screening of applications will begin when
available and continue until
position is filled Send resume to. Dr. Thomas E.
Gray, Chairman, Graphic
Arts Technology, College
of Industry and Technology, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
E0E/kiFVH
HELP Wanted Delivery
persons, most own reliable
vehicle and be willing to
work in kitchen Paid vacation after 1 year Opportunity for advancement
753 2975, ask for Patty or
Albert

SECRETARY-receptionist
for full-time position Must
enjoy working with people
Knowledge of bookkeeping
helpful Send resume to
PO Box 1040F Murray Ky
42071

LPN for part-time position
in physician s office Send
resume and references to
PO Box 10400 Murray Ky
42071

RESPONSIBLE and dependable person to sit with
2 children 5 days a week
For rest of summer and
after school 753-7696 after
5 30pm
Deli Help Needed
Fullume ckli help needed.
Experience preferred, but not
necessary. Apply in person,
Owen's Food
Market.

SECURITY OFFICER
Full-time position available
in Murray No experience
necessary Will train
Group medical insurance
available Apply 58 Murray
Guard Drive Jackson,
Tenn (901)668-3122 EOE
liA/F
SOMEWHERE Someone
must want a job in the Post
Office Start $11 29/hr For
exam info and home study
guide call (612)783-0450
Oklahoma
City
(405)677-0020 8 St Louis
(314)349-6578
SPEECH Therapist The
Elliott Co Board of Education is seeking applicants
for speech therapist interested in working in a small.
progressive school district
Ky Teachers certification is
required and possibility of
extended employment
Applicants may respond to
Elliott Co Board of Education, Box 767, Sandy Hook.
KY 41171 or call
606-738-5117
TAKING applications for
waitresses Apply in person
Wed -Sun Valley Drive In,
Hwy 94E
TRUCK drivers Top pay 8
benefits E 0 E Poole
Truck Line. Company paid
physical/drug screen
Training is available
1-800-553-9443, 8-5 CST
Dept X-46
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write,
SD, 1057 W Philadelphia,
Suite 230-TKY Ontario Calif 91762
WENDY'S is now accepting applications for managers and assistant managers Previous restaurant
experience preferred but
not necessary Good benefits and great opportunity
for advancement Salary
ranges to $25,000 Send
resume with references to
Andrew Jordan Area
Supervisor 303 Sheila Dr
Hopkinsvilie, Ky 42240
090
Situation
Wanted
I do ironing in my home.
non-smoker. 753-1839 afternoons or early evenings
WILL do babysitting in my
home located in city limits
Have references Call
753-0456
WILL do babysitting in my
home in the Kirksey area
Call 489-2512
WILL do house cleaning
Have references
753-8658
WILL stay with sick or elderly Live in or out Call
753-0785
trvi
Business
Opportunity
BE your own boss National
manufacturer needs loca
person to service 100% natural juice route Best oneman business ever No selling No overhead Must
have $14,400 secured
100% by inventory.
$55,000 very possible this
year This could make you
independent First time offer, for details call gam-9prn
1-800-633-1740

Now Available to Residents of
Calloway County

GUARANTEED ISSUE
(no health questions)

GROUP MAJOR MEDICAL &
LIFE INSURANCE
Groups of 1-40 lives are eligible if,
1. You are a farmer, or
2. You operated an Agri-related business.or.
3. You receive your power from West KY.
R.E.C.C.(almost all county residents are
eligible).
Underwttten by Blue Cross/Shield ofCen
tral New York & Metropolitan Life. Adml
nistered by

aowv

Group Trust

Available locally from.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th at Main. Murray, Kentucky

I
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AMERICAN AUTO CARE
CO , proudly presents a
franchise that is sweeping
the Country, Prestige tube
& Clean, featuring Cog°
Supergard Products Call
1(800)766-5823, complete
$29,950 00
FRIENDLY home parties
has openings for dealers
No cash Investment No
service charge Highest
commission and hostess
awards Three catalogs
Over 800 items Call
1-800-227-1510
WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial-home units
from $199 00 Lampslotions-accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 00 Call today free
color
catalog
1800-228-6292
BE your own boss Brand
new machine, no other machine does this well Area's
going fast Call Pete
1-800-777-2411
110
Instruction
BECOME a paralegal, nationally accredited, attorney instructed, home study,
established 1976, financial
aid, free catalog.
1-800-669-2555, Southern
Career Institute, Drawer
2158, Boca Raton, Florida
33437.
INSTRUCTION
1-'0
‘
4

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR•TRAiLER

rIAL OR PART TINE TRA011010

DOT CENTWICAT101.1

Appliances

lillsostansous

UPRIGHT freezer Cheap
527-9731

LARGE,large, large, selection of larger size storage
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery For
sale or rent to-own, some
restrictions Aaee Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
247-7831

WASHER/dryer, refrigerator, apartment size range
air conditioner 753-4684
160
Home
Furnishings
3 MOBILE homes full of
new and used furniture for
sale •cheap
Call
527-0403 and ask for Neal
103 B St Benton Look for
the sign!
CEDAR chest, oak rocker,
twin mattress/box springs
frame and headboard, card
table, tv turntable, 4% in
TV 753-7157
CRAFT Master sofa
sleeper, Lane rocker recliner, Frigidaire electric
stove, avocado. 489-2775.
GREEN, beige, rust plaid
couc4_and matching char,
also 21Mr: hps 753-9357
JAMISON couch makes a
single bed, good condition,
$250 Call 759-1432_
RESTAURANT equipment
excellent shape, good
price 489-2775
SOFA and loveseat, excellent condition, $300, queen
size Simmons water mattress set, only 2 years old,
$325 759-9422 after 6pm
SOFA, loveseat and chair,
$350, dinette set $100.
753-0141 after 5:30pm.
SUPER single waterbed,
heated, bookshelf headboard, excellent condition
with 2 sets of linens.
753-5995

ALLIANCE
LEBANON, TN

C.o5
.

IL- II

Is

1-800-334-1203
140
Want
To Buy
2BR house with 1 acre o
more of land within approx
5 miles of Murray Send
price and picture Write PO
Box 932, Murray, Ky
42071

190
,

Farm
Equipment

750 JOHN Deere 3 cylinder
diesel tractor, 20hp watercooled engine, with 5' mowing deck, hydrolic front-end
loader, 41iller, all on 3pt.
hitch. 1988 'A ton 2WD
Chevy Silverado pickup,
loaded 435-4587.
FERGUSON 20 tractor,
$1850 Phone 753-2584
HOUSER bushhog 10ft
492-8392
200
Sports
Equipment

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433 GOLF equipment, Wilson
after 5pm
Ultra Driver with grafite
BUYING: aluminum cans, shaft. Call to see 753-5904
battery, scrap metal, cop210
per and junk cars KGA
Recycling, 753-4741
Firewood
CASH for mobile home axA
FIREWOOD
for sale
will
reles and tires We
437-4667
move 527-2061
2.10

150
Ankles
For Sale
2 KINGSIZE bedspreads
also 1 floral comforter, al
like new. 753-2929 atte
5-30pm.
2TON central air unit, for
mobile home, good condition, $400 Call 474-8832
after 5.30prn.

inecellan•ous
4ft SLIDING glass doors
$200 753-0789
ALMOST heaven-6 foot
redwood hot tub Spa Jacuzzi Pump 220 volt heater
complete with large Redwood deck, steps and 12
foot Redwood walk All for
$150000.Phone Frankfort (502) 875-1713

AK47 ASSAULT rifle, like
new, carrying case, shoulder strap, bayonet. 3 clips, ARMY pants rip-stop ca60 rounds, folding stock, mouflage $19.95. Must
bring this ad. Jerry's Sportasking 1500. 753-8111_
ing Goods, 6th & Walnut,
FULL length, white wed- Mayfield, Ky.
ding dress, comes with slip,
written description and ASHLEY wood heating
stove 753-3916
train Call 436-2942,
GOLF cart. Gas. New
Yamaha's best. With
weatherproof storage
cover and new tilt trailer
Cost $4400. Sell for $3200
or trade for? Paris landing.
(901)232-8398. t••
MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock. Snapper
30in blade, $6 99; Snapper
68on belt, $5 99, Snapper
drive disc. $4 49 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturday
OREGON saw chains % in
pitch for 16in bar,$8 99,20
or 21 inch, $1099 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturday.

GATLINBURG Summitbreathtaking views of Gatlinburg and mountains.
Fireplace, balcony, indoor
pool and jacuzzis.
Weekend and Honeymoon
Specials! Free Brochure
1-800-242-4853
GLOBE Life open enrollment. Problems with health
insurance for any of these
reasons? Pre-existing conditions, high deductibles,
high premiums Preexisting conditions may be
covered if you qualify
Guaranteed renewable up
to age 65, 90% coverage
(with limits), no lifetime
maximum, reasonable
rates Let one of our agents
design a program to suit
your needs Call today! Alvin Eason-Don Sutherlin
Globe Life and Accident
Insurance Company. Call
toll free 1-800-662-0140

WASHER/dryer $200; hospital bed $500, hospital
table $75, porta potty $10,
coffee table $20, sleeper
sofa $100, baby walker $5,
small new Sears frigerator
$300, 1981 Escort,
waterbed $150, and anti- KILN dried yellow pine saw
que maple bed $300. Call dust, delivered, $25-$30
759-4490 or 436-2573 after load 759-4547
5PrIl
LOG Homes Over 40 stanWATER heaters, round dard models Free broelectric, 5 year glass lined chure Honest Abe Log
tank. 20gal ,$11999.30 or Homes, Route One, Box
409al , $129.99, tabletop 84CK, Moss, Tennessee
50-gal , $219 99 Wallin 38575 (800)-231-3697
Hardware Downtown Paris
POOL SUPPLIES From
Open all day Saturdays
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories
Above ground to m-ground
pools, wider testing available 1lb shock $1 99, al2 FRIGIDAIRE air comb- gaecide $796, Pace 31n
loners, 1-18,75OBTU with tablets 9.61be $3596 GA
Pool & Patio, 109 N 4th St
energy saver, 1-500OBTU
'Autrey, 769-1911
753-2131

320

300

230
Business
OPPorlunkY

Mray Ledger & Times

POST-FRAME buildings
30'x4Crx9' erected $5,195
plus freight Other Wee
available Blitz Builders
1-800-428-4009 KY-OH,
1-800-792-3498 IN,
1-800-628-1324 TN.
SOUTH Carolina-Myrtle
Beach Resort, Oceanfront
condos, tennis, indoor pool,
housekeeping and golf
packages. 1-800-448-5653
7am. bl 11pm.
TIME share units and
campground memberships. Worldwide selections. Vacation Network
U.S. and Canada
1-800-736-8250 or
305-771-6296. Free rental
information 305-771-6331.
WE buy junk batteries
$1.75 per automotive unit
87 No. Main Benton, Ky
527-7122.
YR-60 YAZOO Right Angle
Drive mower. 18 horse Wisconsin Engine 100% reconditioned. Call Frankfort between 8-.5 4502) 227-2760
after 5:30 call (502)
227-8015.

Apartments
For Rent

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-9386 or 753-6612

1 or 2 BEDROOM apartment near downtown
753-4109

OFFICE space, 300 sq ft..
North 12th St. location. Utilities included
Call
753-5842.

2BR upstairs apartment
water furnished deposit required Call after 5 30pm,
753-0087

PRIME office space at 12th
and Olive, 1600st Call
George at 442-7810

313R, 2 bath duplex Central
heat/air, double carport
753-7947.

STORAGE Building
1850sq.ft. with a loading
dock and a double door
Prime location. Call
753-8809

FURNISHED apartments 1
or 21x No pets Zimmerman Apts 753-6609

FOR LEASE
8,000 Sq. Ft.
Office or
Professional
Space
Completely finished,
may be divided, high
traffic area.

COCKER Spaniel puppies
for sale, $50 Call 247-0392
or 382-2369

1BR duplex, unfurnished
new carpet, no pets. Refer
ences. Lease and deposit
$250/mo 753-3913

ROOMMATE wanted to
share 3br house $150mo
plus '4 utilities. Call
753-2011, 753-6026

POODLE puppies, chocolate, apricot, females, AKC
Paradise Kennels,
753-4106

Fri., Sat., Sun.
7-27, 28, 29.

SIBERIAN Husky pups,
black and white, blue eyes,
SNV. Champion pedigree,
$100-$175. Huntingdon,
TN. 901-986-9520, after
4pm

On Hwy
94W.- 1/2 mi.
west of Tri
City

Produce
SWEET corn and purple
hull peas Call 753-8848
before 8 30pm

250
Business
Servka
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Invesitgations,
(502)753-2641.
270
liobilti
Homes•For $ap
12x50 2BR good condition,
will move end set-up
$2,800. Call 437-4608 after
5pm
12x65 HOWARD Johnson:
2br, partially furnished,
$2000. 489-2208 after
6pm.
14x60 2BR, front kitchen,
nice used, window A/C,
$9995. Free delivery.
1-800-533-3568, Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79
Paris, Tenn
1976 2BR, 2 bath, mobile
home for sale. 489-2918.
1983 CLAYTON mobile
home. Large front kitchen
with all appliances, wood
cathedral ceilings throughout front, 2 large bedrooms,
1 bath, central air, asking
payoff. Phone Georgetown
502-863-0179 after 6pm.
1984 DOUBLEWIDE 3br, 2
bath, good condition
437-4092
1969 14x70 CONCORDE
2br, 2 full baths, iacuzzi,
cathedral ceiling. Located
at F10 Coach Estates,
753-1069.
2BR mobile home for sale.
Buy on contract. Call for
info, Dave 527-1987 or
evenings 354-6335.
67' WINSTON 12x60 redecorated inside and out in
1988 All major appliances
Portable dishwasher,
25,000 & 10,000 BTU air
conditioners. Other extras
included $4,500. Call
759-4163 after 6pm.
CLEAN used mobile home
14x52 All American 2br,
A/C, free delivery $8995
no tax. Keith Baker Homes,
Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn.
1-800-533-3568.
DOUBLE wide 24x60 mobile home, 3BR, 2 full
baths, appliances, central
heat and air, tv with antenna tower, large storage
building on landscaped lot
Good well Priced to sell.
489-2855
IF you're looking for a mobile home and coming to
Paris be sure to shop at
Keith Baker Homes Hwy
79, Paris
Tenn
1-800-533-3568 Free

Estate Auction
Sat., July 28th 1990 at 10:00 a.m.

Personal Property: Couch ck chair - recliner - coffee & end tables - table lamps - color
TV - lamp tables - maple secretary - maple tier table - maple table & chairs - nice old picture
frames - old books - floor lamp - 3 piece bedroom suite, pineapple post - electric sewing
machine - stereo, AM/FM radio,turn table & 8 track - some glass & china - new bedspread Duncan Phyfe table - old costume jewelry - portable dishwasher -microwave - small kitchen
appliances metal table old cook book - stone pieces - pots & pans - flatware - telephone spindle back rocker - high post brass-looking bed - odd chest & vanities - chest freezer - hiback rocker - straight chair - Foyer table - iron bed - washer & dryer - electric fan - chrome
table & chairs - porch swing - lawn chairs - step ladder - luggage - lots of dolls - old
phonograph & records - carpenter's box - hand & garden tools - baby buggy - 1977 Aluma
Craft V bottom boat,35 HP,Evinrude motor - Moody tilt trailer - super nice Baldwin piano 2 old trunks - Embroidery quill - many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

For More Information & Your Auction Needs
,
Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
I l)arrell Beane & Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"my Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

Real Estate Auction
Sat., July 28th, 1990 at 3:00 p.m.
From Murray, Ky.take Hwy 121 to New Mt.Carmel Church.Turn left,follow road
toward Cypress Resort to Ky. Lake Development. Follow to Road Runner Lane.
Watch for signs.
Will sell a nice 70x14' mobile home with a 24'x18' bedroom built on with large deck &
basement. Private well, central heat & air. 3 bedroom - nice living room & eat-in kitchen.
2 baths - super nice place. It has 6extra lots that have a new 24'x40' metal building on part
of these. A real nice set up - extra trailer hook ups. Within 3 miles of lake.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balance In 30 days with passing of
deed.
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Rambo • Owners

Wilson Real Estate - Key Associates
Wayne Wilson • Broker
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky - 753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioner
435-4144 - Lynn Grine, Ky.
"My

Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

Real Estate Auction
Sat., July 28th, 1990 at 4:00 p.m.
At Mrs. Marie Lukasik home.
From Murray, Ky. take 121 So. to New Mt. Carmel Church. Turn left,
follow road toward Cypress Resort to Ky. Lake development. Watch for
signs.
Will sell a large mobile home with 2 lots - private well, central heat & air - 3
bedrooms - 2 baths - this place is fixed real nice. Within 3 miles of lake.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Wayne Wilson - Broker
So. 12th. St., Murray
753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 • Lynn Grow, Ky.
"tly Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

Auction

2BR trailer, no pets
753-9866

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Aug. 4 at 10:00 a.m.
At Cliff & Barbara Hale home

300
Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop what office and
paved parlor:ea 7S3-93911 or
714-41100

From Pilot Oak,Ky.take Hwy 129 toward Wingo, Ky. 1.5 miles to Wingo,Pilot Oak
Rd. 1.1 miles to auction. Watch for aucUon signs.
Real Estate: 2 bedroom 1 bath - large living room large eat-in kitchen - gas furnace pnvate well - new 20's20' horse barn - nice 20)(40' pole barn sitting on 1.72 acre lot
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.

Auction Held Jointly with Boyd Major Real Estate
James Major - Broker
Wingo, Ky • 376-2222

Watch Next Week's Paper for Personal Property Listing.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 • Lynn Grow, Ky.
"tly Service Doe%n't Cost, It Pap."

Yard
Sale
Friday 8-5
Sat. 8-12
1803
College
Farm
Road

.011,0
3 Family
Yard Sale
1521 London
Drive
Sat. July 28
8-12
Dining Room Table
& Chairs, Computer, Lots of Clothes,
Baby Things &
Misc.
Rain date Aug. 4

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Friday 7 - 2
Saturday 7 - 12

Moving out of state.
Clothing, tools, furniture, sporting
goods, lawn equip.,
kids toys, odds &
ends.

South 641, 3 miles
turn Rt. at Wiseharts
Grocery, 3rd house
on Rt.
If you like country
decor this sale is
for you. Some
furniture also;
wingback chair &
wicker chairs.

Yard Sale
Fri. July 27th
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1711 Johnson, one
block east of Doran
road, men's & women's clothing, linens, books, and
more.
Held Saturday if it

Fri. July 27
8:30a.m.-3:30
Sat. 8:30a.m.-11:30
302 Oakdale (18th
St., dlen west on Lincoln to 011afale).

3 Party
Yard Sale
Friday,
July 27

rains.

No Sales Before 7 a.m.
Yard Sale
Sat. Only

601 Broad Ext.

6 Party Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.

July 28
7 a.m.-?
94E to Happy Holiday travel, left at
H.H.T., then left
again on Bethel
Church rd. watch
for signs.

Baby bed, high
chair, toys, car
seats misc.

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. -4 p.m.
Lynn Grove
Shop
Rt. 7 - Lynn Grove
6 miles west of
Murray on 94

July 27-28

8 a.m. • ?
1627 Hamilton
Clothes - infant
to women's and
men's "large"
sizes, ski machine, household
items, lots misc.

Yard Sale
3 miles on 121
South, Fairview
ttcres Subdivision
1st house on the
left
Steve, lawnmower, motorcycle trailer, home
interiors, clothes,
light fixtures,
dishes.

Something for
Everyone!

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale
2 Families
7-27, 28, 29

Sat. July 28
8 a.m.
Not Before
808 N. 18th

8 a.m.-?

If rain next Sat.

On Hwy. 94W
- 1/2 mi. west
of Tri City

Clothes, toys,
glassware
bicycle, odds &
ends.

Wilson Real Estate • Key Associates

Mobile
Roans For Rent

COME see the Fleetwood's,
North Rovers. and Franklin
Homes at Keith Baker
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris
Tenn. 1-800-533-3568

8 am.-?

At the late Mrs. Mildred K. Lowe home
At 307 North 8th St., Murray, Ky.

280

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

Yard
Sale

2 Families

400

430
Public
Salo

VACANT furnished 2br
apartment, $150
753-5292

Apartments
For Rent

320

sin
Public
Sale

NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment Days
753-6111, after 4 30pm,
753-0606

HOUSE on corner lot, with
900sq.ft. includes
kitchen, utility
bath, fr
fur
nditic
deposit reolutely no pets
3-9400 between
8-10pm

753-9469

livestock
& Supplies

CUTTING HORSE Beauti MOVING Sale - LR suite,
ful spotted 12 year old geld large over-stuffed country
ing, 15/, hands, very well style, tan with brown trim
trained, $1850 753-0815 $200, white French Provincial BR suite $185, DR
table and 4 chairs, dark
pine $175. 474-2796, after
380
5.30pm.
Pets
& Supplies
SANTA Gertrudis Cattle
Auction. Bulls-Female's
open and bred. Western
1 YEAR-old Doberman,
Kentucky Expo Center.
black, excellent guard dog
Sat., July 28. 12.00. Bowl753-5102
ing Green, Kentucky.
AKC Scottish Terriers, AKC (502)542-4821.
Cocker Spaniels, and CFA
Himalayan kitten.
489-2495 after 6pm.

3BR house available Au
gust 1 Call 753-8668

Call
Tom Karvounis

410

370

&ramose
Floatage

-

Yard Sale
Rain Or Shine
8 a.m.-?
Hwy. 121 N. to
Hwy 299, go 2
1/2 mi. to house

on right, look for
sign.

Childrens
clothes, etc.

Yard Sale
1700 Miller
Ave.
Lots of
Nice Items

Real
Estate
APPROXIMATELY 25
acres of undeveloped land
2 miles east of Murray. Call
753-5155
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

Professional
Office
For Sale or Lease
High traffic corner location on 12th St. (Hwy
641). Good terms.

KY Lake property for sale
Mobile home with large den
over basement, including
24x20 garage, AC, turn
ished, on 4 lots near Mw
ray, Ky. and LBL. Price
$11,000 Also, 5 lots for
$800 Call 618-797-0721.
YOU sold your home and
had to accept a mortgage
instead of cash I pay cash
for mortgages and contracts Phone B J. Espy/day
502-422-4944/nite
502-422-2021.

Farms
For Sale

PRIC
Price
)n
fore
200

IREi

FOR
Please
•ou hu
in 3
Redue
$99,9!
Ezell

REd
HOM.
2,325
ou b
5,851

A603
Homes
For Sale
2BR brick home, attached
garage, 1.5 acres, 94West
'A mile from city limits,
$47,000. Shown by appointment 753-7743 or
753-3992.
2BR, central heat/air, full
basement, large lot, low
utilities, 753-0118
3BR, 2 bath, brick ranch
Formal living and dining,
den with fireplace, privacy
fence, deck, double garage, low utilities $80's.
753-5703.
3BR, 2 bath, beck home, 2
car garage, 812 Bagwell
Blvd. 2400sq.ft with large
kitchen, family room, and
formal dining. $75,000
759-9987.
3BR brick with carpet, nice
neighborhood in town
Central heat/air 753-5054
3BR brick, central heat and
air, 1 bath, carport, in town,
fenced backyard Call
753-0131 for appointment
ENJOY home near lake
with these features: 3BR, 2
baths, LR, DR, eat-in
kitchen, deck, 2 car garage,
landscaped yard with fruit
trees, strawberry garden.
Low $40's. 901-644-0547
HOME INSPECTION
CONSULTANTS - Professional pre-purchase home
inspections for the informed
buyer
502-898-8661
LAKE HOME - 3br very
good condition near beach
and boat ramp, $24,900
Owner agent 442-5647
NEW double-wid€
$16,995. Keith Baker
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris,
Tenn 1-800-533-3568.
NEW home in Martin
Heights 3br, 2 bath, formal
dining area, fireplace, great
room, large closets, private
backyard 1565 Mockingbird Call 753-7951.
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$4,500
Greg
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753-5d
901-78

1984
$3 1 00
759-97

NEW ON THE MARKET'
Beautifully landscaped one
year old brick home in Martin Heights Subdivision.
Three bedrooms, two
baths, family room, dining
room, and large eat-in
kitchen. Shown by appointment, 753-4236.
NICE family home, Plainview Dr 4br, 214 bath, FR,
LR, DR, eat in kitchen, fireplace, deck, double garage. fenced yard, mature
trees $99,400 759-4697

7-Party
Yard Sale

Neighborhood
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 -a.m. - Noon

Fri.-Sat.
8 A.M.

•All sizes clothes
up to 2X • antique
glass • Toys • dishes • Tupperware

WE have over 30 homes
that are unlocked everyday
for you're shopping convenience 14-16-24-28'
wides Fleetwood, North
River, Franklin. Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79, Paris,
Tenn 1-800-533-3568

Something for Evervone

NEW
Bel
re v
A ii
Many
530

SECLUDED farm: unique
4br home on 24 acres, central heat and air, patio, large
barn, workshop, fenced
acreage, stocked pond and
more. Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222 or 753,
3204
evenings

7 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Old 641 to A lmo Heights
Turn Rt on 464 at the
store,first road on Rt., go
1/2 mile, follow orange
signs

mm
12C
Sea:
53

Call

Kopperud Realty
753-1222
1

SPRAWLING 3br brick
ranch, country kitchen
overlooking golf course
Call for info 753-7660.

No early sales!
121 S.-4 Miles1st house on
left past Hwy.
893

Hot

WE *Of not be undersold'
see Bill, Jim, J R
14-16-24' & 28' wide mobile homes New and used.
Fleetwood *1, North River
Franklin
1-800.533-3568 Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79,
Pans, Tenn

411111
FULL
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•
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For Soh

25
land
Call

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
St.

sm
CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

753-0375.

Finonc,no On The Spot
NEW LISTING IN ALMO!
3 /3d., Brick ranch over 1
acre with assumable VA loan
TVA insulation Great shape
Many features $39900 7530530

ca-

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

BEST I..r)TS IN TOWN?
Special prices available for
lots in growing area I block
from Johnny Robertson Road
WOODGATT ESTATF.Slll

ty
mmob

Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicie

CARS

PRICE IS REDUCED!
Price reduced for 3 bd.. brick
on 2 acres. Make your offer
before sold. Just off 121N.

sale
3 den
iding
furnMur
'rice
s for
721

'18 Chevy Crevelle...........$4937
18 Chevy Celebrity Wgn $4987

;NJ:
•

•

753-6546

r

moue
cenlarge

$4987

87 Chevy Eurosport

$4987

17 Chevy Celebrity Wgn.$4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity

$4987

17 Chevy C.avaller Wgn .$4987
'86 Pontiac EI:03 Y6

54967

GREAT BUY IN NEW
HOME! 3 bd., 2 ha. with
2,325 s.f. A must see before
you buy. 408 S. 16th Si,
•85,850
753-0375

'86 Ford Mustang
'84 Dodge Arles

$3987

120 ACRE FARM! 2 miles
west of Crossland. 492-8222

'84 Renault Alliance

$1487

'82 Ford LTD

$1987

'82 Datsun

$1487

'81 Olds Cutlass

$1987

'86 Ply. Horizon

Call for
list
of PROPERTIES

inced

'88 Dodge Arles

'87 Ford Taurus__ $4987

FOR SERIOUS BUYERS!
Please see this house before
you buy! New 3bd., 2 ba. brick
on 3 acres. All top quality.
Reduced from $119,000 to
399,950. East of Murray on
Ezell Road
753-8673

and
gage
cash
cony/day
nite

$4987

18 Pontiec

342.000 753-6825

GREAT OP
•
*
,• v

d and
Re=3204

TRUCKS
470
Motorcycles

lched
'West
imits,
ap.3 or
r, full
, low

nvacy
gar$80's

'87 Chevy 5-10

$4987

'86 Ford Ringer V6

$4987

'86 Chevy Astro Van

$4987

1987 YAMAHA Warrior 350
4-wheeler. Excellent condition. Must sell, buying car.
Call 753-5774 after 5pm.

'77 Chevy Stepside Vart$2487

4 -WHEELER 1 98 7
Yamaha Warrior. New
chain, spider tracks, white
bros header, extra nice
Call days 753-1489, after
6pm 753-6728.

Credit Problems V OK
No Credit 1/ OK
Divorce I/ OK
W. sell dependable,

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?

affordable cars to people
who want to establish Of
re-establish their credit.
Low Monthly Payments

RIDERS of Pre-1980 motorcycles admitted free to
Flat Track Races this Saturday night at Henry Co
Fairgrounds Races start at
7 30pm

•anch

Other Locations:
Maylield Paducah
We accept Visa &

See Sammy Bradsilaw
Sales Manager

1113 Sycamore

rttia, 2
agweil
large
1, and
i,000

Murray
759-4999

490
Wed
Cars
1974 FORD LTD acips/pb,
AM/FM cassette, $650
753-1762

L nice
town
5054

1976 MONTE Carlo, good
condition, $650. Call Frankfort 502-875-2764.

at and
town.
Call
tment

Inc.

1977 GRENADA Ghia, PS/
AC, 302, 2 door, AM-FM 1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant,
cassette, $700 OBO. 4 door, high mileage, good
753-1495
condition, only $1350 Bur1979 CADILLAC Fleet- keen's Grocery on 94E,
wood Limo, mint condition. 753-7151.
Looks like a brand new one. 1985 FORD Tempo, white,
28 inches of stretch, new very sharp, 4 door, $3700
501 commercial service 753-6149
motor, new 400 turbo trans
mission, wet bar, good mo- 1986 CUTLASS Ciera
ney maker. Price $10,500 Broughm, 1 owner, 68,000
or best offer Call Frankfort miles, $5500. 753-8673.
(502)227-8015 after 6pm_ 1986 FORD
Escort, 4

lake
BR, 2
aat-in
Irage.
• fruit
trden
0547

TION
roteshome
e i flyer

very
beach
$,900
.47

1979 MERCURY Marquis
Broughm 753-7564

speed, $2800 OBO
753-4339

1981 BONNEVILLE 2 door
492-8392

1986 FORD Mustang,
white, original owner, low
miles, $3500. 753-6571.

1982 SAAB 900 Turbo
5-speed, air, sunroof, 1986 PONTIAC Grand Am,
$4,500 753-6149, ask for dark gray and red, 88,000
miles, excellent condition,
Greg
$5000 759-9850.
1984 BERLINETTA Cam
aro, black, V-6, ac, stereo 1986 ROSE Celebrity Eurair, auto, ps/pb, best offer osport, loaded, nice condi753-5451 ask for LT, tion, $3900. 436-2682.
901-782-3600 after 6pm
1986 TAURUS LX loaded,
1984 LTD Station wagon, $5200; 1984 Cougar LS,
$3100. Great shape' $3800 437-4723 or
437-4639.
759-9753 after 10am

wide
laker
Paris,
8.

fart in
lormal
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invate
cking

1KETi
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eat-in
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c_ 3 Golf

NORTH OF MSU
ON N 16TH EXT
MURRAY XV

Cent"
VExecutive Par 3
Golf Course
ll'"tolf Range
-,13at1ing Cages
?'Miniature God

Plain), FR,
1, tire' flay
tature
4697

(502)753.1152
FULLY STOCKED GOLF SHOP

brick
tchen

ems
Motors

1987 CAVALIER RS automatic, gray. loaded, 4 cylinder, 58,000 miles, $4750
382-2246

HomeSellers has
moved to 1901 N.
12th St. (Seven
Scas Rest.). Phone

Mtirray Ledger & Times

Used
Care

Used
CI

753-0375
901 N. 1211)

PG.4 PRO

1987 FORD Thunderbird
Turbo Extra sharp, loaded,
54,000 miles $8500
753-1595
1989 EAGLE Medallion
local, low miles, automatic
must sell 1982 Mercury
LNF good condition $1200
1982 Buick LaSalare 4 door
$1200 Call Rick's Vinyl
Roofs, 753-9872

1970 CHEVY grain truck
14ft. mid-west bed, good
condition 753-8673

1979 CHEVY black pickup,
LWB, stereo, power, air,
raised white letter tires, extra sharp 79xxx, 13950
489-2440

530

Sent*.
Offered

Serykee
Offered

1976 HYDRASPORT bass
boat, 18ft with 1983 140hp
Suzuki, 2 L C R graph,
12-24 41Ib thrust, 599m,
Minkota trolling motor. Excellent condition, $3750
474-2796

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Veined by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
phance Works, 753-2455

1988 MONTERREY 19ft
runabout, 155 VO, cuddy,
potty, very sharp 753-3682
or 759-4884

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
7564664

39f1. HOUSE boat.;
ifilffeifillach101. 4016%4 IMOCX & teick & canaete
bath, air conditioner,
finishing. Driveways, porI NiOutboard, Weeps & C21. ches, nave foundations, end
AUCTION SALES from
cellent condition. A VW ObTinsy and repair 'WO*
$100 - Chevys, Fords,
boat at a good price, 753-5476
Vans, Jeeps, 4x4's, Mercedes, Corvettes, seized 1988 DODGE Ram 50 $14,500 Moored at Cy- BOGARD Paving - parking
by government At public Supercab, black/silver, press Springs Resort slip lots, driveways sealing,
sales in Murray area and chrome wheels Must see IC -8. 753-6487 or striping 20 years expein753-2183
Kentucky next month Call 753-5102
ence. For free estimate call
(219)662-7662
PONTOON boat slips for 759-9213 or 753-9552
1988 FORD Bronco II, Ed- rent. Also, pontoon boats
POSTAL and Government die Bauer Edition. Black
BUILDING Contractor jobs $23,700 per year to with tan trim, excellent con- for rent. For more informa- Home improvements, pole
tion
call,
Cypress
Bay
Restart, plus full benefits Fed- dition, 27xxx miles.
barns, portable buildings,
sort, 901-232-8221
eral, state, and local posi- 759-1663
decks, gazebos. Customer
tions available now in the
satisfaction guaranteed
530
Murray area For complete 1988 GMC Sierra, extra
Free estimates L_E WilServices
sharp,
48xxx,
asking
info, call (219)662-9507
liams 489-2663
Offered
$11,300 753-4545,
CAMP Septic Tank CleanA-1 TREE Service and ing
TOYOTAS COST LESS 753-6763
753-9224
Stump Removal. Spraying
1988
TOYOTA
pickup,
exIN MURRAY
and
feeding
Also
free
esticellent condition.
mates 35 years experi753-0789.
ence. Glen Joiner owner.
ATTENTION Low Riders! 753-0906
All drivers of low rider
trucks admitted free to ABLE Construction Co
WKCRA Short Track Building Contractors ResiRaces, Saturday night at dential and commercial reHenry Co. Fairgrounds novation, trim/framing carCash and prizes for best pentry, also basements.
looking truck_ Races start at 436-5598_
7 30pm.
AC repair, window units our
TOYOTA 4 runner 4x4, ac, specialty Free estimate
new tires and wheels, run- 436-2904
ning boards, excellent con- ALPHA
Builders- Carpendition, 38000 miles. try, remodeling, porches,
Septic Tanks &
753-2155, 247-7816.
roofing, concrete, driveSewers
ways, painting, mainteCall Us Anytime
nance,
etc
Free
estimates
TRUCKS-New and Used
1975 F500, 1'/: ton, 14 foot 489-2303
'1,881 flatbed,
V-8, 4-speed. ANY remodeling,
building,
Former Operator
$3,845 Call Herb Jones painting & roofing. Free es86
for Rex Camp Back hoe
Chevrolet, Elizabethtown timates B
& B Construc502-765-2123
tion. 436-5263.
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Lawn Service - Does your
Kenmore, Westinghouse, lawn need mowing" Or is
510
Whirlpool. 30 years experi- landscaping what you
ence. Used Appliances need? Call 759-9706 for
Campers
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848 free estimate
1976 30ft. COBRA travel
trailer, self-contained, like
orT... •
new, $6100. 753-1951 or
753-4937.

CARS
'89 Acura
'20187
19 Cressida
'17,987
'89 Ford Escort
'6,987
19 Toyota Camry
10187
181 Mazda 929
14187
88 Toyota Camry
'9,987
87 Ford Taurus
'6,987
17 Toyota Tercel Wgn '4187
'87 Mazda 626 LX
'6,987
'86 Tercel 41ND Wgn '5,987
'86 Honda Accad DX
Pont Rebid
'6187
16 Buick SOfflefSe LID '5187
16 Buick Century LTD 4,987
'86 Toyota Supra
10,987
86 Mazda RX7
'8187
'85 Metc, Ciand Marquis .1,987
85 Toyota MR2
5,981
15 Toyota Cary LE '6,481
'85 Olds Delta 88
'7,481
85 Buick Elec, Park Ain '6,917
'14 N'ssan Starua
'4187
'84 Cheri Monte Carlo 1.487
14 Dodge Charger
1,481
'81 Cutlass Supreme '2,487
'81 Toyota Ccrolla
'2187
'81 Pont Grrd Prix_ 1,987
'12 Toyota Corolla__ '2,187
11 Olds Omega
'2,481

WE Guarantee!
I
'
l'yoJ are not
r,appy w,
.h the operation of

your used car or truck you
bought from us. return it to
US within 3 days or 200
miles (whichever comes

1981 FORD % ton van,
good condition 1977 Chevrolet SWB van, 1968 Chevrolet LWB pickup Call
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
753-9872

Wayne
Higgins
Backhoe
Service

759-4685

1977 DODGE motor home
Double air, awning, 21ft
low mileage. $7000
489-2434
1983 AVION 3011 travel
trailer, rear bath, twin beds,
roof air, electric jack, all
around awnings, micro,
pull-rite hitch, $10,500;
1985 Chevy suburban 6.2L
diesel 4x4, front and rear
air, automatic windows,
door locks, tinted windows,
$7100 901-642-7061
AIRSTREAM travel trailers.
34ft side bath, 31ft. rear
bath, will sell either. Also
used bicycle rack, car top
carriers, mopad carrier,
front bumper type, awning
center rafter, trailer hitches.
sway controls, and other
used RV stuff Charles Cochran, 753-0114.

well refund your money .l

It's as simple as that!

YES

• •• .

We'll Repair It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Money!
ay. W...0 Do Moo Moot qv

TRUCKS
'81 Chevy 14 Ti
1187
'89 Toyota 04
11,987
V Toyota 414
10,481
18 Ford Bronco 111LT 11,987
'88 Toyota Pf11
'6187
'88 Chevy Step Side 11,987
11 Dodge Ciavr SE _11,487
'88 Chevy Silverado '11,987
'87 Toyota 414
1187
'87 Toyota 4-Runner 12,917
17 Chevy R10 P.1.1 '8187
17 Ford Etonct 11 XLT '8187
'86 Ford Bronco 11
ir987
71 Toyota Pil1
1,381
Open til 7 p.m.
Aubrey Hatcher

•00

COUNTRY HOMEPLACE SETTING
With this neat 3 BR, 2 bath cioublewide only
minutes from town. Newly listed and offered in
the $30's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

TANKSEPIC
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steelq
Backhoe Sertnce

14ft POLAR Kraft, 40hp
Johnson motor, trolling motor, depth finder, excellent
condition, $1700 Call after
6pm, 492-8272
1976 HARRIS 24ft pontoon boat 80hp Mercury
power trim, complete furniture package, hardtop and
trailer Can see on Hwy 68
across from Jonathan
Creek Elementary School,
$5500 502-683-8999 or
502-686-1866
1987 904ip TNT. Mariner
on 1980 15ft Bomber and
Classic drive on trailer.
$5200. 753-1951 or
753-4937.
1987 l3AYLINER Bass'n
Ski, 18'. 12511p engine with
hi-speed SS prop Custom
drive-on trailer. Fullyequipped trolling motor;
two livewells, LCD fishlocator, am-fm radio (stereo) wicassette player, CB,
lockable rod locker and 2
large storage bins, 2 built-in
coolers New epoxy antifouling paint on bottom
Also life jackets, butt seat,
ski tow-mount and more
$6800 (502) 753-9279

-IMF

06,

•

REMODELED LAKEFRONT HOME
Awaits you with 3 BR, 1 V: baths,sun porch, mairttena nee
free exterior. Lovely wooded setting and beautiful view of
lake. Priced in the 80s. Just listed.

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

SPICELAND ELECTRIC

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

492-8385
Steve Spiceland
Day or Night
Owner

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

TOYOTA

- 2 Locations 2:00 - 4:00 P.M. • 'Sunday, July 29th

OF MURRAY

Portable Structures
Junior Thorn-Operaior

J

e MOused.

HANDYMAN - Painting,
plumbing, electrical, carpentry, etc. 24 hour
emergency service. All
work fully guaranteed Very
reasonable rates
436-2749.

(502) 759-4664

,r

1715 Melrose

495

706 Glendale Rd.

2 Houses of Quality Construction. Each Unique and Truly Charming.

Vans
MUST sell 1984 Dodge
work van, 6 cylinder auto
with air, extra sharp Make
offer 1-354-9131

Come & See

Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

FREE puppies '4 black
Lab, '/,Boxer
Call
McDowell's 753-9902 shoe
5Pen

lids 753-3450

•

CUSTOM ICITCWIN CABINETS
CUSTOM e000WOMINC
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & SOO 0410 showroom
405 SuNBuRY muRRAr Bohm, aLony
42
.
4b..s..a.0.
7515940

(ESTATE AUCTION)
SATURDAY, JULY 28, 1990
1000 A.M.- RAIN OR SHINE

C.J. "BEAR" WILLIAMS: Deceased
8 MILES SOUTH OF MAYFIELD, KY

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
Umates 759-1683

Hwy. 303 At The Cuba Community

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

I

KITCHEN CABINET RE•
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

THE TIME IS NOW!! NOT TOMORROW!
* * About The Farms * *
FARM *1 - 90.147 Acres Of The Best Land In Graves

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827. Satisfied
references
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835
WE do yard work, mowing
and sealing driveways
753-8908
PAINTING, interior and exterior. Free estimates. References Tremon Farris, •
759-1987

PLUMBING - 24hr
emergency service Water
and sewer lines tree estimates, reasonable rates
Money back guarantee
753-4200
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
R B MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways, parking lots a
specialty Over 30 years
experience 753-1537,
753-1221
ROCKY COLSON Horne
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, concrete_ Free estimates. Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing.
driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036
SHANE'S Quality Painting
and Wallpapering Service
Free estimates reasonable
prices 753-8455
SHEETROCK finishing and
textured ceilings Larry
SNYDERS Auto Body has

moved to new location 1
mile past old location E280.
(Pottertown Ad) Paint jobs
$295 & up 753-8423
STEWART'S Upholstery
over 4000 different types of
material Custom boat coy
ers Free pickup and deify
ery Estimates 436-5236
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60,1 aerial trucks and brush
Chipper To assure a safer
Operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day Or nite, 753-5484

Phone
753-4961

30 Yean Expirence

Specializing in Septic Tanks, Sewers, Foundations, Hauling, etc.
Utility Buildings and Carport Sales

River
kiln.
Keith
p79.

515 S 121h
Murray. Ky

WILL landscape Bushhog
ging Free estimate
436-5430

G.W. CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding. all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

SUREWAY Tree & Stump

OPEN 910U5E

WILL do plumbing and tight
hauling 435-4169

FREE - Several freezer
boxes, various saes, with

if

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Mike Robertson

Mark Elkins
8111 Calvert
Torn Thurman
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR

753-9224

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436-2642

ChnSman, 436-2811

Commercial
Residential
!L<- Complete Electric Service

Septic
Tank
leaning

DITCH WITCHING &
Gravel Hauling Services
Contact Kenny Travis.
502-759-1039
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

Services
°Hired

CAMP

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Cam
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

4

I

711 Main

Bushhogging, dozing,
grading, leveling and tree
removal 492-8254

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

753-6156
492-8529

first) and well repair it or
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oryday
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26, 1990

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15. most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn 753-0530
VICKI'S machine quilting
Reasonable rates Oudts
evadable for sale Call
435 4.571

TWO FARMS • TIMBER RIGHTS
i
TRACTORS • COMBINES • EQUIPMENT
,
GRAIN TRUCKS • BACKHOE
..
* * Selling For Estate Settlement * *

County Located On The Luther Martin Road. This Tract
Is Rated Superior And Is Improved With A Large Barn,
Tool Shed. Grain Bin And Water Well_ At The Present
There Are 22 Acres Of Soybeans Growing On The Farm
With The Buyer Receiving 1 3 Of The Crop At Harvest.
FARM 52 - 21.586 Beautiful Acres Located 1 2 Mile
Northwest Of Cuba On The Hub Stewart Road.
Both Farms Are In The Zero-Ninety Two ASCS Program
With Approximately $200000 In Payments Still To Corne.
At The Real Estate Closing These Payment Benefits Will
Be Assigned To The Buyer There Is. A 35 Acre Wheat
Base And A 37 Acre Corn Base
Farm #1 Has Approximately A Six Acre Stand Of Timber
That Is BelieveD To Have Never Been Cut Over. The
Timber Rights On This Area Are Going To Be Auctioned
Separately From The Land Allowing 12 Months For
Removal, So Come Make Your Own Cruise!
REAL ESTATE TERMS. 15°,, DOWN DAY OF SALE
WITH FULL BALANCE DUE WITHIN 30 DAYS'
THESE 1 II ACRES WILL BE SELLING ABSOLUTE
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER REGARDLESS OF PRICE!!

140 MINIMUMS!!

NO RESERVATIONS!!

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING FINANCING CALI

JACKSON PURCHASE ACA 502-247-5665
THIS WILL BE AN OPEN SALE" CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME,
'
TRACTORS AND BACKHOE
John Deere 4850 Mechanical Front Wheel Drive, 1012
Hours,20.8 Duals,3 Remotes -Super Nice- • John Deere
4650. Quad Range, 20.8 Duals. -Very Nice' • Case 970
With Cab. 2 Remotes, Real Good- • Case 870 Fender
Tractor. 2 Remotes Real Good . • John Deere 850
Mechanical Front Wheel Drive. 1235 Hours, Roll Bar.
-Very Nice- • John Deere 950.846 Hours, Equipped With
Belly Mower. Roll Bar. 'Very Nice .' • John Deere 2840,
2567 Hours, 2 Remotes. Canopy. 'Good.'• MF 285, 2787
Hours. 2 Remotes. - Real Nice.- • IHC 656 Gas With Wide
Front • 1.1 Farman With 3 PI. Hitch "Mr Williams Bought
New ' • Ford 801 • Ford 5558 Tractor-Loader-Backhoe,
Low Hours, Torque Transmission, Wobble Stick Controls . Ver Nice-.

COMBINES AND HEADS
John Deere 8820 With 4 Wheel Rear Assist. 3091 Hours,
SN 3091, Loaded With Accessories. Fully Equipped,
"Very Nice Machine.'• John Deere 924 Flex Platform. SN
626549 "Very Nice- • Gleaner F Gas Machine. Cab. 13'
Platform With Floating Cutter Bar • F-430 Corn Heed •
Combine Header Trailer.

TRUCKS AND TRAILERS
1988 Dodge Dakota LE Pickup, 18.442 Miles, Loaded
With Accessories. Radials. -Show Room Sharp.. • 1975
GMC 6000 Series. 15.687 Miles 'Bought New By Mr.
Williams... Power Steering. 2 Speed Axle, 15 Omaha
Grain Bed And Hoist, Roll Over Tarp, 9.00-20 Superior
Rubber. - Very Nice . • 1978 Chevy C-65 Series. 60.400
Miles. Power Steering. 542 Speed, 16' Grain Bed And
Hoist. 9,00-20 Superior Rubber ''Very Nice- • 1978 Ford
F-700 Cab And Chassis, Power Steering. 582 Speed,
9.00-20 Rubber 'Real Nice.' • 1967 Dodge With Grain Bed
And Hoist, 2 Speed Axle • 1975 GMC Pickup. V8. Automatic • 25 Gooseneck Trailer With Dual Tandem Wheels,
Vacuum Over Hydraulic Brakes,5 Dove Tail With Ramps,
"A Like New Outfit- • 16 Eager Beaver 2 Axle Trailer With
Dove Tail • 28 Implement Trailer

EQUIPMENT
New Holland 851 Auto-Wrap Round Baler • Vermeer 605
F Round Baler • New Holland 256 Rake • Delta 275 Series
9. Disc Bin. MF Square Baler • Bush Hog S14-60 Ditch
Bank Cutter -Like New' • Side Winder FW-425 15 Hydraulic Fold Cutter "Like New ' • Side Winder GB Series
10 3 P1. Cutter, -Like New • John Deere 616 Series 6' 3
Pt. Cutter • 7' - 3 Pl. Rotary Cutter • John Deere Grain Carl
• IHC 475 Series 19' Hydraulic Wing Fold Disc • Case 13'
Wheel Disc • IHC 15' Rotary Hoe • Mayrath 8' Transport
- 54' Grain Auger • AC 6 Row Planter • Krause 11 Tine 3
Pt. Chisel Plow • Poly 1100 GalionTank • AC 5 Bottom
Plow • 2 Bottom Trailer Plow • 7 Adiustable Rear Mount
Blade • IHC 183 Series 6 Row Narrow Cultivator. S Tines
With Rolling Fenders • John Deere 8300 Series 15 x 10
Drill With Tru V Openers With Press Wheels • Arnco MO
PTO Ditcher • 1000 Gallon Water Trailer With 5 Horse
Motor And Pump • 148 W 6 Row Hydraulic Fold Do-All
With Scratchers • 2 Bottom 3 Pt. Plow • 5- 3 Pt. Disc • Fuel
Tanks.

THIS WILL DE AN OPEN SALE TO LOCAL AND
AREA FARMERS!! OUTSIDE CONSIGNMENTS
WELCOME!! AUCTION REPS WILL BE ON BA
FA_RMTHURSDAY AND FRIOALEDR GhtEGKIN
Two Purebred Springing Jersey Heifers Due To Calve in
September And October • Two Purebred Open Jersey
Heifers - 16 Months Old • 6 Fat Goats.
Winchester Model 94 Lever Action 22 Rifle • Winchester
Model 97- 12 Gauge Pump Shotgun • Remington Model
878- 12 Gauge Automatic Shotgun • CGS 30-003 &IR
Action Deer Rifle • 38 Six Shot Pistol • Ruger Single - Sill
22 Caliber Revolver • Snapper Riding MOWN With Sectric Start • Lawn Boy Push Mower •3Horse Gardeleffiler
• Craftsman 16 Chain Saw

COMPLETE SETTL(MEN' 7'.1,-.1010 DUE BANK 111'!“,''." -,
-

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER .5 REAL ES1ATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42019
(502)623-8466 or (5021h1- r i,a,
The Selling Machine
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today (Thursday) at the funeral
home.
Mr. Mason, 96, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
died Wednesday at 12:52 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home. His
wife, Mrs. Grace 0. Mason, died
Oct. 18, 1989.
He is survived by several nieces
and nephews.

Eugene (Beagle) Darnell
The funeral for Eugene (Beagle)
Darnell is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. John Hicks and
Gene Gilliland are officiating.
Burial will follow in Haymes
Cemetery.
Mr. Darnell, 67, Benton, died
Tuesday at 4:04 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.

A veteran of World War II, he
was a member of a Church of
Christ.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Barbara Cornwell, Benton;
one son, Eugene Darnell Jr.,
Waukegan, Ill.; his mother, Mrs.
Reba Darnell, Benton; one sister,
Mrs. Novalee Jones, Benton; one
grandson; two great-grandchildren.

Delmar Vernon Collier
Memorial rites for Delmar Vernon Collier will be at 1 p.m. Friday
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Fr. Larry McBride
will officiate.

No visitation will be scheduled.
Mr. Collier, 65, New Concord,
died Monday at 11:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Weldon Glen (Smitty) Smith
Funeral rites for Weldon Glen
(Smitty) Smith are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. George
Gray is officiating.
Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Mr. Smith, 69, Rt. 5, Benton,

died Tuesday at 1:20 p.m. at his
home.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Alice Smith; three sisters.
Mrs. Ethel Broderick, California,
Mrs. Evelyn Funk, Owensboro, and
Mrs. Martha Teminola, Ocala, Fla.;
one brother, Frank Smith, Hartford.

Robert Johnson
Services for Robert Johnson will
Richard (Judith) Brooks, and one
be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel grandson, John Brooks, Chesterof Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. aiield, Mo.; one sister, Mrs. Mahlon
The Rev. Jim Simmons will (Martha Sue) Frizzell, Murray;
stepdaughter, Sue Stevens, and two
Pallbearers will be Elmo Workstepsons, Harold Lowe and Clifford
man, Fred Workman, Nix CrawLowe, Detroit, Mich.
ford, Harold Lowe, Hugh Edward
Johnson, Charles D. Johnson.
David Frizzell and John Brooks.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Federal-State Market News Service July 24 1090 KenPurchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 5 BuyFriends may call at the funeral tucky
ing Stations Receipts: Act 436, Eat. 500 Barrows/ Gilts
home from 2 to 9 p.m. today steady-30 higher, Sours steady.1.00 higher.
US 1.2 220-260 lbc----------460.50-61.00
(Thursday).
US 1-2 200-2a1 lba.--------556.50-58-50
US
2-3 224250 lba._
56000-60.50
Mr. Johnson, '74, St. Clair
U6 3-4 Isar°
Shores, Mich., died Monday at Sews
$44-00-155.0
1:30 a.m. at Cottage Hospital, US 1-2 276.350 lba
US 1-3 300-400
$45.00-46.00
Grosse Pointe, Mich.
US 1-3 400-525 lba-W00-46.00
US 1.3 rs and up
S360049.00
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. US
2-3 300-500
-$42-00-44.00
Edith Johnson; one daughter, Mrs. Boars $40.00-44.09

Hog market
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Quest for Columbus
Most historians accept that Christopher
Columbus first sighted the New World at
San Salvador - now called Watling Island.
A group of explorers fed by Florida ad
salesman Osvaldo Moran is convinced
that nearby Conception Island is what
Columbus discovered.

Christopher Columbus
s; San Salvador (Watling Island)
A

;\
— Columbus'
course, according
to Moran's theory

Long ---t
Island

Ragged
Islands

/

Bahamas

Atlantic
Ocean

Bay of Barlay

Cuba
SOURCE Miami Herald
National Geographic

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three lawsuits, each seeking more
than $57 million from five defendants, were filed by the widows of
three men slain during Joseph Wesbecker's bloody rampage through
Standard Gravure Corp. last year.
The suits filed irt Jefferson Circuit Court name as defendants Shea
Communications, the owner of
Standard Gravure; Hall Security
Service Inc., which provided security guards to Standard Gravure;
the estate of Joseph Wesbecker;
Dr. Lee Coleman, a psychiatrist
who was treating Wesbecker at the
time of the shootings; and Eli Lilly
& Co. of Indianapolis, the manufacturer of a controversial antidepressant drug Wesbecker was
taking.
The suits were filed Wednesday
by Louisville attorney B. Hume
Morris II of behalf of Linda
Ganote, Joyce Fentress and Sarah
Wible.
The women's husbands, William
S. Ganote Jr., Kenneth Fentress
and James F. Wible, were among
the eight co-workers Wesbecker
fatally shot on Sept. 14 before taking his own life. Twelve other
shooting victims survived.

"We believe the defendants
were equally responsible," Morris
said. "That is, if any one of them
had done what they should have
done, this tragedy could have been
averted."
Mrs. Ganote said Wednesday
that the money sought was not
important.
"Maybe we can get the point
across that employers need to listen
to their employees who have problems," she said, holding back
tears. "I believe it could have been
prevented, if people had listened."
The suits allege that Shea was
negligent for failing to warn and
protect employees from Wesbecker's violent tendencies. Wesbecker
was on long-term disability leave
from his pressman's job at Standard Gravure because of psychiatric problems at the time of the
shootings.
News reports after the shootings
said upper management at the company was never informed of threats
Wesbecker had made to a friend
against co-workers and management because they were deemed
too preposterous.
The complaint also says that
Hall Security failed to provide

Great
Inagua
Island

0

50
Milos

Hispaniota
(Haiti)

American Heart
Association

er's outburst came as a "total suradequate security for the Standard
Gravure facility, "and as a conse- prise" to him. Coleman, who had
quence, Wesbecker was able to been treating Wesbecker for two
years, said he never made "even a
enter the premises heavily armed
and thus bring on the resultant veiled threat" that he planned to
mayhem."
act on the anger he felt toward his
Wesbecker used an AK-47 former employer.
assault rifle during the rampage
However, three days before the
and later turned a 9 mm handgun shootings, Wesbecker turned down
on himself.
Coleman's recommendation that he
A spokeswoman for Hall Securire-enter the hospital for treatment.
ty said one of the company's
The suits are the first to be filed
guards was. on duty at the com- stemming from the shootings.
pany's Armory Street entrance the
day of the shooting. She referred
other questions to an attorney hired
by the company's insurance
company.
Attorney Mike Scott said he had
not heard of the suit and could not
comment.
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Republicans pushing higher alcohol tax
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican budget negotiators are proposing higher taxes on alcohol as
part a $50 billion package of taxes
and spending cuts for next year,
Sen. Bob Packwood said today.
President Bush and congressional leaders were holding their third
consecutive morning meeting to
discuss the slow-moving, 11-weekold negotiations today. Fiscal 1991
begins in just more than two
months, on Oct. 1, and Congress
plans to begin a menth-long. recess
after next week.
White House officials took a
new budget proposal to Capitol
Hill Wednesday evening and got
the backing of most GOP leaders
involved in the talks.
The package consists of slightly
more than $50 billion in savings,
split roughly evenly between new
taxes and spending cuts, according
to Packwood, an Oregon Republican, and others. The 1991 deficit is
expected to reach at least $169 billion unless action is taken, more
than enough to trigger huge spending cuts under the Gramm-Rudman
law.
The proposal includes higher
excise taxes on alcohol, but other-

wise resembles the taxes Bush said Sen. Wyche Fowler, D-Ga.
proposed in the budget he released
White House spokesman Marlin
in January, Packwood told repor- Fitzwater said that as early as
ters today.
today, both sides will "simultaBush's spending plan included a neously" put proposals on the
cut in the capital gains tax rate, table.
which Republicans argue would
But Democrats disputed that,
increase revenues because it would saying no decision had been made
encourage the sales of property, on exchanging offers. They said
and several minor new taxes.
they were reluctant to advance a
The GOP plan would save more proposal unless they knew the
than $500 billion over five years, Republicans h,ad a serious offer of
relying heavily on cuts in benefit their own.
They also evidenced lingering
programs such as Medicare but
leaving Social Security untouched, distrust from recent Bush attacks
said one participant who asked to on Democratic spending policies
not be identified. Bargainers and an informal vote by House
Republicans to oppose tax
declined to discuss other details.
But it remained unclear just increases.
"If the president wants an agreewhen — and how — the Republicans would offer the plan to ment, the president is going to have
to help both publicly and privateDemocrats.
"We'll have one to present to ly," Fowler said.
Separately, the House Ways and
them if they give one to us," said
Means Committee approved legisPackwood.
Democratic negotiators met lation extending federal authority
among themselves Wednesday and to borrow money.
The government is expected to
did not complete a proposal of their
own. They are also at savings of reach its $3.122 trillion limit on
$50 billion in 1991 and $500 bil- borrowing next month. Because
Congress will be in recess, lawlion over five years.
"We haven't gotten to the point makers must approve legislation
where you put it all together yet," extending that ceiling before leaving town.

Two men enter no pleas
on bank robbery charges

Debate over his 1492 landfall

s 's1
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Widows of Standard Gravure slain sue

Clifton A.(Jake) Mason
The funeral for Clifton A. (Jake)
Mason will be Friday at 11:30 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. George
Culp will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in Chapel Hill
Cemetery in Graves County with
military rites at the gravesite.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.

iewait—rer

LOUISA, Ky.(AP) — Two men
charged in a failed bank robbery in
which another man was killed by
police did not enter pleas during
their first court appearance because
they are charged with felonies.
Lawrence District Judge Daniel
Sparks on Wednesday set a preliminary hearing for Aug. 1. and set
a $25,000 cash bond for both Ronnie Bishop, 25, of Freeburn, and
Donnie Stiltner, 34, of Paintsville.
Bishop is charged with criminal
attempt to commit robbery and
Stiltner with criminal conspiracy to
commit robbery. Both men were
being held in the Big Sandy Regional Detention Center in
Paintsville.
Robert Carter, a public defender,
was appointed to represent them.
It could not be determined
whether additional charges —
either state or federal — will be
filed.
State police continued to review
the shooting of the third man,
Michael R. Wolford, 24, of Freeburn, by a member of a Frankfortbased state police SWAT team during the robbery.
Gary Kistner, a state police
spokesman, said he expected it
would take three state police
lieutenants reviewing the case at

Soon

least 10 days to finish their work.
State police said Wolford was
shot once in the shouyler with a
shotgun after a state police officer
ordered him several times to drop
his handgun and he pointed it toward officers instead. But two civilian witnesses said they didn't see
Wolford holding or pointing a gun.
After getting information from
state police in Pikeville, more than
a dozen officers were waiting within a mile of the Blaine branch of
People Security Bank of Louisa
when two men drove up at 9:20
a.m. Tuesday with sheets over their
heads.
State police said the shooting
occurred after Wolford went to the
door of the bank and found it
locked.

Additional Information Available
,
Upon Request.
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best investment
is you.
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Member New York, American and Altdwert Stock
Exchanges and 5.1.P.C.

INSURANCE
FREE Claim Filing
For My Clients

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Pays 100% of What
Medicare Approves

It
IW
lc:1
753-7890
Lou V.
McGary
1308 Overbey St.
Murray, Ky.

This policy pays the deductible $592on Pan A and $75 on
Part B For example, if your total bill should be $3,600, and
Medicare approves only $2,000, of which they will pay 80%
($1,600), this leaves you owing a balance of $2,000 My
policy will pay the full $2,000 balance due.
Atlantic Amencan Ins Co. is one of my sponsoring
companies

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

GM

wen,. teas
•
NrrpThe Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Part,

PSORIASIS
sufferers
4141.4-4141 4,41- 44141 41* 4k4L444141-41

ZSORIA-MED: Products
Guaranteed to Relie‘e the
Symptoms of PsoriasA.
*FREE INFORMATION*
Tel: 606/528-2096
DSF Distributing Co.

SUMMERTIME FUN
Conversion Vans '
from

17,800 to 29,000

unriat
im
mmikas

41 4144141**444141-414-41*JP***

OPEN NOW UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

THE
#1 CASH MINK
IN THE
I e WORLD e is

IA I
Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Mornber FDIC

W.TIF 1117

